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ABSTRACT

The Art of Opacity: Guy de Cointet in L.A.
by
Media Farzin-Rad

Advisor: Siona Wilson

This dissertation provides the first detailed study of the work of French artist Guy de
Cointet (1934–1983), specifically the books, objects, and performances he produced in
Los Angeles between 1971 and 1983. Much of this work mined pop-cultural sources—
genre fiction, magazine advertising, and television serials—for texts, which he reused in
deliberately obfuscated ways: in pseudonymous publications written in code or invented
languages, as well as in sigil-like paintings that doubled as props for performances in
which actors delivered contradictory interpretations of the encoded objects. I argue that
Cointet’s appropriations of the visual and narrative logics of postwar culture provide a
unique vantage point onto the evolving mechanisms of consumerism, increasingly
pitched at subjective identifications, desires, and anxieties.
Each chapter analyzes a key moment in Cointet’s professional development.
Chapter 1 reads ACRCIT (1971), an anonymous newspaper whose contents are encrypted
in various codes, against contemporaneous developments in the idea of “information”—
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its evolution in the scientific literature of the Information Age, as well as its serial
permutations in 1960s–70s Conceptual art—at a time of widespread anxiety about
political truth-telling. Cointet’s unintelligible newspaper turns out to be a compendium of
code-themed quotations from adventure and sci-fi stories, self-help books and travel
guides, as well as treatises on cultural theory, zoology, and mathematics. ACRCIT’s
parodic secrecy responds to a thread of humorous intrigue in Conceptual art, from the
work of Robert Morris to Sol LeWitt to the Art & Language group.
Chapter 2 analyzes three of Cointet’s earliest performances, Espahor Ledet Ko
Uluner!, CIZEGHOH TUR ND JMB (1973), and At Sunrise, A Cry Was Heard (1974), in
which professional actors delivered scripted monologues that purport to “interpret” a
coded object for the audience in discordantly enticing ways. In addition to considering
Cointet’s relationship to theater and the energetic Southern California performance art
scene, the chapter traces his investment in mass culture to the flood of consumer goods
that attended Marshall-Plan aid to Europe in the 1950s and concurrent critiques of “Cocacolonization” by French intellectuals, including Simone de Beauvoir and Georges Perec.
This French tradition of “critical consumer portraiture” was a likely model for Cointet’s
early performance personas.
Chapter 3 examines Cointet’s collaboration with artist Robert White on Ethiopia
(1976) and IGLU (1977), multi-act works with multiple characters, distinguished by their
use of three-dimensional stage props—colorful cones, cubes and spheres—that, while
mimicking the appearance of Minimalist sculpture, can also be manipulated to produce
comically discordant sounds. Cointet and Wilhite’s props invoke the presumed difficulty
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and austerity associated with high modernism only to demonstrate how easily it translates
to the passive pleasures of mass culture.
In chapter 4, Cointet’s final staged work, Five Sisters (1982), is considered
against the context of evolving feminist discourse over the course of the 1970s and the
commodification of identities around sexuality, illness, and health, contrasting his work
with that of Southern California women artists such a Barbara Smith and Eleanor Antin.
The chapter also considers the camp and queer resonances of Cointet’s work and selfpresentation, linking the artist’s elusive persona to Andy Warhol and Warhol “superstar”
Viva—a friend of Cointet’s, whose proto-feminist camp suggests a foundational model
for much of Cointet’s performance work.
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Preface

There is a Donald Judd sculpture on permanent display at the Tehran Museum of Contemporary
Art. It’s a typical Judd prototype of the mid-sixties: a column of rectangular boxes, the sides
made of copper and the centers of blue plexiglass. But the boxes are crooked and misaligned, the
sides mottled with fingerprints, the plastic surfaces thick with the tenacious grime of the city.
The column stands by itself in a dim corner near the exit, not too far from the restrooms.
I was in high school when I first saw it, an eager art major. The column felt too large for
the low-ceilinged corner. I don’t remember there being a wall label. I puzzled over its aging
futurism, out of place even in the museum’s modernist concrete architecture. It felt like a wall
fixture, a prop of some sort; always there but never used. It would take several years for me to
understand that it was an artwork, and more still to figure out what the point was.
What I remember is being perplexed. It was my first encounter with something that
refused to explain itself. Judd, I would later learn, had presumed that there was nothing to
explain. But transparency has a way of missing its target. Under certain circumstances (a
theocratic regime, a neglected museum), sculptures can become surprisingly memorable props.
It’s the circumstantial opacity—rather than the intended transparency—of Judd’s sculpture that
has stayed with me.
I discovered Guy de Cointet some years into my doctoral studies, around the time I
finally came to understand Judd on his own terms. (Shorn of its mystery, the column now
seemed exemplary of a “rhetoric of power,” and more so in its Third-World setting. On my last
visit, it had even acquired a wall label.) But Cointet—as I encountered him in his artwork—made
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no sense, ever. He was a connoisseur of all things perplexing. Displacement was his medium. He
organized confusion, stretched out the distance between seeing and understanding, and seemed to
delight in the prop-potential of things, art object and otherwise.
In Cointet’s deliberate opacity, I understood my fondness for Judd. It was about nostalgia
and obsolescence, certainly, and the charms of decontextualization. But my experience of Judd in
Tehran was really about art’s relationship to subjectivity and identity. We often gravitate to art
that touches us, includes us, or affirms our identity in some way. Opacity, however, includes
only our confusions. It’s the ultimate leveler. The Judd had no message for me, and therefore
was never not-intended for me. It sounds like a contorted double negative, but it was an intuitive
experience, and a freeing one—that this can be art: this not-for-anyone, this who-knows-what.
This preface is by way of an explanation: that my fondness for Cointet might be
understood through that Judd. For I am not French, nor from Los Angeles, nor do I have any
special investment in cryptography or French poststructuralism or queer performance. Instead,
my personal and professional identity are bound up with the Middle East: a place of tangibly
underwritten (art) histories, where I might have staked a much less opaque academic claim. But
Cointet’s work speaks eloquently of many things I have attempted to write about elsewhere:
legibility, intentionality, and how they can shape expectations of who we are and how we should
present ourselves to the world.
Ultimately, this is not a study of Guy de Cointet—though he hovers at its margins, a
proper name holding together a fractious collection of stories and strategies. In his work, I see
the foreshadowing of oversharing and false facts, of instrumentalized identities, of critique
destined to be assimilated and redeployed by its target. His art speaks of many things that he
evaded in life: accessibility, authenticity, representation. In his elisions, I find a compelling
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model for self-presentation, a way to turn expectation back onto itself: how to be truthful,
expressive, instructive even, but never compelled to transparency. This is a study of how one
artist’s opacities were constructed, and why they might matter.

3

INTRODUCTION

Elisions
There is remarkably little about Guy de Cointet (1934–1983) in his own words. In the two
published interviews he gave near the end of his life, he hews closely to technical explanations of
his work. In a 1974 video interview, Cointet speaks only off-camera and in the voice of “Dr.
Hun,” the pseudonymous author of his artist book TSNX C24VA7ME. Cointet’s personal and
professional papers are similarly oblique: the notebooks he kept throughout his life contain
mostly sketches and quotes that served as the basis of his appropriation-heavy artwork; the
handful of extant letters are generously descriptive, but only about travels and professional
milestones. Visually, too, he is an elusive figure, rarely appearing in documentation of his own
work and occasionally identifiable in the work of others—a Paul McCarthy performance, a Larry
Bell interview—the only traces of his presence in the Los Angeles art scene until his death, from
hepatitis, in 1983.
What is known about Guy de Cointet? The French artist moved from Paris—where he
experimented with painting (Fig. 0.1–0.3) while working as a graphic designer—to New York
around 1966, and from New York to Los Angeles in 1967.1 In Los Angeles, Cointet worked as

1

Information about Cointet’s early life is contradictory. He was born in 1934 in Paris, to a titled family from
northern France known for its prominent military men. His mother was by some accounts a skilled linguist
who worked as a cryptographer during the Second World War. The family reportedly moved every few years,
and Cointet’s youth may have been spent between northern France, Germany, and Tunisia. He graduated from
the Lycée Lamoriciere in Oran, Algeria, in 1952; he began studies at the School of Fine Arts in Nancy soon
after but appears not to have graduated. At university, he showed an interest in theater and worked on several
short plays. By 1956, Cointet was in Paris, building a portfolio of design work that included fashion
illustration, greeting cards, and wrapping paper. He signed up for military service in 1958 and was sent to
Algeria; he returned to Paris in 1960, having received a Cross for Military Valor. He spent most of the early
1960s in Paris, doing illustrations and ads for the popular women’s magazine Jardins des modes, and also
making art—a series of canvases dated to the mid-60s, his earliest extant work, have everyday objects pasted
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assistant to Larry Bell (then at the height of his reputation as a Minimalist prodigy), while
inaugurating a new phase of his own career: over the next decade, he would produce a complex
body of work spanning artist books, drawings, prints, and scripted performances. The books and
prints focus exclusively on language (Latin letters, almost entirely unintelligible), as do the
performances (actors delivering comically nonsensical monologues that channel pop culture
sources like television and advertising). While Cointet was never associated with the dominant
trends of Southern California art—the embodied performance that characterized the early 1970s,
or the Pop-inflected video of the latter half of that decade—his work was well received by the art
establishment in Los Angeles and beyond. His first performance, at LA’s Cirrus Gallery in 1973,
was followed by another at Sonnabend Gallery in Paris the same year. Presentations at the Los
Angeles Institute of Contemporary Art and the Whitney Museum in New York came soon after.
By the end of the decade, his work had been shown at Los Angeles County Museum of Art, the
Museum of Modern Art, and the Guggenheim, as well as numerous regional museums in the
US.2
Many Los Angeles artists of the time, when asked, speak of him fondly. “He was a really
nice person,” Paul McCarthy says, remembering how touched he was when the older artist drove

on their surfaces (an ashtray, ping pong balls) and are painted over in colorful, flat geometric planes and
patterns. Around 1965, he was invited by his high school friend Jérôme Ducrot, by then a prominent fashion
photographer, to join him in New York as his assistant. Ducrot may have been dating Susan Hoffman at the
time; Hoffman, also known as Viva, was just then appearing in her first films with Andy Warhol. Viva
introduced Cointet to sculptor Larry Bell, who took on Cointet as his production assistant. Cointet appears to
have followed Bell to LA sometime between 1966 and 68. He continued to work as Bell’s assistant until Bell
moved to Taos in 1973. Cointet remained in Los Angeles, maintaining a loft studio near Venice Beach, and
later in Little Tokyo, with brief stints in New York, Paris, and his parents’ home in northern France in 1980–
82. See Marie de Brugerolle, Guy de Cointet (Zürich: JRP/Ringier, 2011); Frédéric Paul, Guy de Cointet,
English language edition. (Paris: Flammarion/Skira, 2014); Hugues de Cointet, François Piron, and Marilou
Thiébault, eds., The Complete Plays; Guy de Cointet (Paris: Paraguay, 2017).
2
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down to San Diego to see McCarthy’s 1976 performance, Class Fool.3 “He was the sweetest
man,” remembers curator Susan Martin, “very kind and very generous.”4 Cointet was friendly
with a group of younger Conceptual artists interested in popular culture, including William
Leavitt, Alexis Smith, and Allan Ruppersberg; his larger circle may have included Bas Jan Ader,
Ger van Elk, and William Wegman. Performance artist Barbara Smith was a neighbor and friend.
Curator Hal Glicksman, who showed Cointet’s work at the galleries of UC Irvine and later the
Otis Art Institute—where Cointet lectured as a visiting artist intermittently between 1975 and
1983—was a supporter, as were a number of Los Angeles critics, such as Peter Frank. “He was
everywhere,” Martin adds, “I really need to say that. He was always at the key events.… He
added a great deal of energy to the scene, in his own way.”
Cointet’s work made strong impressions as well. “There was a public that knew about his
work and followed it,” recalls filmmaker Morgan Fisher, “there were people who were hardcore
Guy fans.” But Fisher, like many admirers, describes the “huge impression” made by Cointet’s
work in surprisingly vague terms: “I liked it because it made perfect sense. I can’t say that I
understood it in the way that he wanted it to be understood, but I understood it in a way that felt
enormously satisfying.”5 John Baldessari, who invited Cointet to speak to his post-studio class at
CalArts, remembers being “totally baffled” by the work in an early encounter (“my only reaction
was that I was very polite, and all I said was, ‘That was very nice Guy.’”)6 Art critics, for their
part, expressed confusion (Artweek, 1974: “Cointet defies description, explanation, evaluation”),
blanket praise (Artforum, 1978: “a seamless weave of words and images”; Wet Magazine, 1979:
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Paul McCarthy in Marie de Brugerolle, Who’s That Guy? Tell Me More about Guy de Cointet, DVD
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“a masterpiece of mischief and subversive dialogue”), or dismissal (Flash Art, 1980: “contrived
nonsense”).7 Mary Ann Duganne Glicksman, a friend and frequent performer in his work, sums
up the general attitude: “I don’t think anyone really understood Guy’s work at the time, but
everyone knew it was something important, without really knowing what it was.”8
If Cointet’s work baffled, so did his personality. “He worked in my studio for seven
years,” Larry Bell has written. “Socially during that time, however, he said about seven words to
me. He was a very mysterious man.”9 Duganne Glicksman, who worked closely with him for
nearly a decade, concurs: “Guy didn’t talk about this work, his intentions or how he found his
ideas.”10 In the years after his death, as Cointet’s work fell into obscurity, the aura of mystery
around him grew stronger. “Who Is Guy de Cointet?” asked the title of a 2007 portfolio in
Artforum. Marie de Brugerolle—one of the main contributors to that portfolio and the curator
largely responsible for bringing the work back to art world attention in the early 2000s—posed
the same question for her 2004 retrospective and 2011 documentary film, both titled Who’s That
Guy?11 Writer Gérard Wajcman, in a conversation with de Brugerolle about her film, remarks on
Cointet’s “opacity”: “the most intimate thing that we hear said of him is that ‘he was a nice
person.’ Well, that’s great,” Wajcman says dismissively. “He himself however remains greatly
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hidden from us (un point d’opacité très grand).” Brugerolle, who has encountered this curiosity
before, gives it a name:
MDB: If you’re referring to a private or love life—
GW: Well, yes.
MDB: It’s true, we don’t know a thing. It became a subject through its absence. It wasn’t
a question in the beginning. But this absence a priori of a private life became a question
as I went on with the interviews. Because every time that I did an interview (…) at the
end people would say to me, “and I don’t know anything about his private life and I don’t
want to say anything.”
He was fascinated by women, but as icons, if an icon is an incarnation of something. I
think he was fascinated by, and yes, in love with women. But I didn’t know him, I don’t
want to interpret things that I don’t know—but I think that it was a very platonic
fascination.
GW: Oh? Well. Regretfully?
MDB: I don’t know [laughing]. I don’t know. But I think that he was an ambivalent
character.12
Like her interviewees, Brugerolle does not want to commit to conclusions about Cointet’s
sexuality, emphasizing that she never met him in his lifetime. A more straightforward response
might have been that he was a private man, and that in any case the record he left behind is
extremely thin on personal details. (Duganne Glicksman told an interviewer in 2017: “I’ve
discovered recently that some people suggested that he may have been gay. I never thought about
it at the time, even though I was often with him. I never saw him with anybody in particular. He
was always either in a group or alone.”)13 But Wajcman’s question is typical of the curiosity
many have brought to Cointet’s work. As the reviewer of his first solo show phrased it: “His
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primary concern seems to be building a Warholesque shroud of mystery around his background,
intent, and personal life that, to me, is appealing.”14 In other words, what is known about Cointet
has hardly been able to compete with his ambiance of unknowability.

Microhistories
This dissertation, structured as a monographic study, could have extended the lines of inquiry
opened up by Brugerolle’s research, since literature on Cointet remains sparse.15 I might have
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Ballatore, “Paintings, Puzzles and Performance,” 7.
As of 2020, there have been five published overviews of Cointet’s life and work: two monographic studies, a
museum catalogue, a magazine portfolio, and a collection of scripts. Nearly all of the longform writing on
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(a reprint of his Artforum essay), and Brugerolle. In 2017, The Complete Plays: Guy de Cointet, edited by
Hugues de Cointet, François Piron, and Marilou Thièbault (for the Guy de Cointet Society) was published by
Paraguay Press; the scripts are accompanied by brief but informative introductions, and the book includes new
interviews with Cointet collaborators Duganne Glicksman and Yves Lefebvre.
The Artforum portfolio remains the most helpful introduction to Cointet’s work, especially in its concision
and accuracy. Both Brugerolle and Paul’s monographic studies are structured by chronology and medium, and
feature extensive illustrations. Brugerolle’s slim 2011 book includes an essay in five chapters, subtitled
“Portrait of the Artist as Cryptographer,” and covers similar ground to her Artforum contribution, providing an
illustrated narrative overview and important connections between Cointet’s references and output. Paul’s book
also includes a long essay, which covers a great amount of eclectic material but lacks a motivating thesis.
Arriola offers a poststructuralist analysis of Cointet’s “juxtaposition of distant or contradictory signifiers,”
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México: Fundación Colección Jumex, 2013).
In short, while the available essays are all useful as introductions and overviews to Cointet’s work, they
lack the depth, accuracy, and methodological consistency of a longform critical study.
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offered more complete descriptions of the work, supplied archival references, documented the
work’s effectiveness and impact, and fleshed out the nature of its response to his immediate
contexts of French design, Los Angeles conceptualism, or California performance. I could have
tracked down obscure references and decrypted textual sources, interviewed old acquaintances
and uncovered new ones, an attempted to reframe his work within his life experiences in order to
“solve” its mysteries and fill out its gaps.
But that has not been my aim here. I have instead started from the curiosity around
Cointet and his work to investigate this nature of this persistent aura of opacity, which I believe
was a deliberate choice and vital to his creative approach. The work that Cointet produced in his
roughly decade-long period of intense visual art activity (1971–1983), which forms the timespan
of my study here, is quite consistent in its choice of themes. From the 1971 ACRCIT, a printed
broadsheet written entirely in code, to the unperformed 1983 The Bridegroom, a short sketch for
two actors—one of them a masked mime—mystery, secrecy, and coded language are his main
subject. Language in his work always takes the most circuitous route between sender and
receiver, if it ever arrives at all. Cryptography is a recurring muse, whether in his appropriation
of adventure stories with coded treasure maps or in his increasingly elaborate uses of wordplay
and linguistic displacement. The thematization of secrecy in these works, as I will argue further
on, calls attention to the expectations that readers/viewers bring to the encounter with the
artwork, and the role that context plays in determining all meaning, whether in art or in everyday
life.
Cointet’s professional and personal opacities pose intriguing challenges for a
monographic study. His work seems designed to frustrate the basic requirements of the life-andwork model of the artist monograph: the archive is limited, the personal is absent, and the work
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appears to bear little relationship to the life as it was lived, or even the artist’s milieu. This
resistance to biographic organization is in keeping with the intellectual ideas that bookend
Cointet’s most productive period, from Roland Barthes’ 1967 “Death of the Author,” a manifesto
against the “tyrannical” view of the author as the core of a literary work’s meaning, to Pierre
Bourdieu’s privileging of habitus over “biographical illusion” (“a biography is almost always a
discontinuous story which lacks coherence,” he wrote in a 1986 essay), both part of a larger
poststructuralist critique of grand narratives and universal subjectivity as organizing principles of
historiography.16
In 1971, art historian Linda Nochlin called for a more forceful critique of the life-andwork model, pointing out that the territory it most often stakes out is marketable value, and the
institution it has most often served is patriarchy.
Behind the most sophisticated investigations of great artists—more specifically, the arthistorical monograph, which accepts the notion of the Great Artist as primary, and the
social and institutional structures within which he lived and worked as mere secondary
“influences” or “background”—lurks the golden-nugget theory of genius and the freeenterprise conception of individual achievement.17
Gabriele Guercio, in his 2006 study of the monograph as an art-historical format, has traced
Nochlin’s “theory of genius” to its roots in modern ideas of selfhood, whereby “artistic creation
became the exemplary mode through which one could experience an epiphany of self, [and] the
artist appeared as the paradigmatic case of the human being, as the true individual, and achiever
of self-definition.”18 Since the 1970s, critiques such as Nochlin’s have effectively transformed
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the field. As the monograph’s motivating premise—establishing the artist in his singular
individuality, if not his “genius”—became more and more suspect, and social and institutional
structures shaping the work became significant avenues of inquiry. Guercio acknowledges that
by the mid-twentieth-century, art history was already distancing itself from the idea of the
monograph, which tended to fall back on well-worn formulas that saw artmaking as a
biographical project. But he also argues for the monograph’s contemporary value as an
inherently “malleable means of inquiry”: “While a monograph’s purpose is consistent—to
consider an artist’s life and work—its methods are virtually unrestricted insofar as they confront
those elements of particularity, instability, and excess that mark the life and works of individual
artists.”19 Guercio looks to the past for more anarchic models that might “unravel the artist’s
identity within the incessant doing and undoing of the modes of identification he or she could
attract both as a maker of works and as a human being.”20 In other words, Guercio sees potential
for monographs that speak to Nochlin’s critique by conceiving of their subject not as preexisting
the artwork and its socio-political milieu, but as created by and within them.
The challenge posed by Cointet’s biography is in this sense a productive one, a way to
allow the life-and-work model to be shaped by the artist’s own (anti)biographical maneuvers. If
Cointet absents himself from his work, it is to cede the stage to a wide range of historical
phenomena and materials. The doubts generated by his sparse record, combined with social
emphases of his appropriations—many of which focus on acutely minor topics—inspired me to
look at another format, the “microhistory,” as a model for this study. Microhistories are a product
of the 1970s, when historians first took up a combination of biography, social sciences, and
cultural history to examine subjects of unusual obscurity. Carlo Ginzberg’s The Cheese and the
19
20
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Worms; The Cosmos of a Sixteenth-Century Miller (1976) is an early example: more cultural
history than biography, it is a study of a northern Italian miller found guilty of heresy in 1599.
From the miller Domenico Scandella, Ginzberg expands his purview to village life, Roman
Catholic society, and intersections of oral peasant traditions and Reformation print culture. His
main archival source is the transcript of Scandella’s Inquisition trial, since little else is known
about his life, motivations, or immediate context. In microhistory, as Ginzberg later wrote, “the
hypotheses, the doubts, the uncertainties became part of the narration; the search for truth
became part of the exposition of the (necessarily incomplete) truth attained.”21 The field of
microhistory is defined by a focus on obscure, “ordinary” figures rather than “Great Men”; on
social and cultural studies built out of meager records; on periods, mentalités, and problems
rather than the elucidation of lives; and on a search for the exemplary over the unique.
“Microhistory,” historian Jill Lepore has written, “will always draw the writer’s, and the
reader’s, attention away from the subject and toward the culture.”22 A microhistory may take a
single person as its subject (or a group, an incident, a locale, or an object), but to the
microhistorian, the subject is a “device” rather than a point of focus.
I have structured this dissertation as a series of such microhistories, each chapter built
around the close analysis of a limited number of artworks, each artwork emblematic of a phase
of Cointet’s professional development (following a largely chronological trajectory). My larger
goal, however, is to understand these works against their socio-cultural backdrops, from the
Marshall Plan to Watergate to AIDS; from 1960s consumerism to 1970s technology to 1980s
wellness culture. The narrative I have constructed is partial, and Cointet remains a marginal
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figure within it (in keeping, perhaps, with his continued marginality within histories of California
art, which this dissertation nonetheless hopes to change).23 My arguments and conclusions about
his work are based on primary and secondary research material drawn from his archive at the
Centre Pompidou: his notebooks, agendas, and personal correspondence; scripts, recordings, and
photographic documentation of his performance work; contemporary and posthumous exhibition
reviews, interviews, and two academic essays.24 This material was supplemented by papers held
at other institutions, such as the Museum of Modern Art and Franklin Furnace in New York,
Cirrus Gallery and the Getty Research Institute in Los Angeles, and Air de Paris Gallery in Paris;
and occasionally by material from the published books on Cointet, especially the 2017 The
Complete Plays; Guy de Cointet.
While I have included material from interviews conducted by Brugerolle for her
documentary, I chose not to personally contact any of Cointet’s friends or acquaintances, or
conduct any biographical research in Paris, New York, or Los Angeles; I made no attempt to
track down other artists he may have known, or artworks, exhibitions, or performances he may
have seen, or books he may have read, beyond what was explicitly named in his papers. As such,
my study presents Cointet’s story with the gaps and omissions of his public record. My hope has
been to keep his perceived opacity in focus, to read the work’s extensive use of quotation and
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appropriation as a mirror onto the cultural context from which it derives. Given that most of his
material is taken from popular culture—lowbrow genre fiction, glossy magazine copy, talk radio
confessionals—I see it as a snapshot of a particular time and place, one that opens onto a
network of social values and received meanings of his moment. Through the collection of voices
gathered and obscured in Cointet’s work, I have constructed a series of portraits—not of the
artist, or even his milieu, but of intersections of social experience in 1970s Southern California.
My larger goal has to been to build a foundation for understanding these issues and their
relevance to our present moment.

Opacities
Opacity, in the most basic sense, is a perceived absence of light. Derived from the French
opacité, and further back from the Latin opācitās, it connotes shadows, darkness, and obscurity.
But transparency and clarity are built into our ideas of opacity. To describe something as opaque
implies some kind of occlusion or blockage, something that prevents light from shining through
or reflecting back. In its rarer, pre-Enlightenment usage, “opaque” was a derogatory term, a
reference to obtuseness and stupidity.25 Today, opacity most frequently invokes a frustrating
resistance to interpretation, an obscurity or incomprehensibility that blocks access to meanings
that are otherwise expected to be there. Opacity is always the marked term in a binary, the
exceptional, perhaps undesirable shadow that has impinged upon the clarity that ought to be the
rule.
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Cointet’s use of opacity plays with the terms of this binary. In the artwork, opacity is the
result of expectations we bring to his objects and settings: a book, for example, is seen as a
container of language, and its language a repository of information; a performance, especially
when replete with actors, props, and script, may be seen as a conveyor of narrative-based
meaning. When the work fails to provide what the setting has promised, our attention turns to the
setting itself, and from there to the ways we interact with objects and spaces.26 When it comes to
the opacity of Cointet’s personal life (which may not have been as deliberate an effect), I argue
that we find the same binary, but here enforced from without. Cointet’s reclusiveness—his
perceived failure to be fully transparent to our gaze—demonstrates the way we often expect a life
to be a legible format: a meaningful, accessible source of stories and desires, especially as
reflected in an artist’s body of work.
If Cointet’s artwork claims any political stakes—and given my emphasis on
unknowability, I hesitate to read them as specific intentions—it is in its insistence on its right to
opacity. I borrow the phrase from the poet and philosopher Édouard Glissant, who has written
movingly about opacity as a poetic and political concept in postcolonial art and literature.27 The
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need to understand is a foundational tenet of Western thought, especially, Glissant argues, in
relation to difference: “In order to understand and thus accept you, I have to measure your
solidity with the ideal scale providing me with grounds to make comparisons and, perhaps,
judgments. I have to reduce.”28 Much of Glissant’s writing has been a search for ways “to
conceive of the opacity of the other for me, without reproach for my opacity for him,” by seeking
out strategies that might add much-needed complexity to the web of social exchange and give
rise to encounters in which “the opacity of the diverse [might animate] the imagined
transparency of Relation.”29
I am conscious, of course, of deploying the political writings of a postcolonial French
philosopher to frame the work of a white French artist, especially given the symmetry of their
positions on opposing sides of the French-Algerian War. Cointet’s aesthetic evasions are
premised on the privilege of a relatively secure identity, while Glissant writes on behalf of those
who must seize opacity against the odds, and for whom the acknowledgement of difference is a
means for establishing fundamental human rights. But it would be contradictory to read
Glissant’s argument, which imagined a mondialité that might encompass complex ways of
belonging, as only applying to certain minoritarian subject positions. Opacity may in any case be
a strategy that requires the privileged realm of the poetic, where power can be negotiated within
nuanced aesthetic and affective terms. This may account for why Glissant’s writings became
important to artists and curators in the early 2000s, as art began to reckon with the effects of a
voracious neoliberal globalization and a simultaneous post-9/11 hardening of borders; it may
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also account for why Cointet’s work came back to art world attention in the same moment.30 As
an oppositional position, the “right to opacity” aims to shift the terms of the opposition away
from the logocentric foundations of everyday political discourse, to transform opposition itself
into social relation. While Cointet’s opacities are of a different order than Glissant’s, I believe
that Cointet’s work offers important critical responses to structures and assumptions of that
continue to be used to control and exclude.
*
My first chapter, “The Politics of Opacity: ACRCIT and the Secret of Conceptual Art,”
considers curiosity as a critical method. My case study here is Cointet’s 1971 ACRCIT, an
anonymous newspaper written in a variety of codes. I examine this text work against
contemporary developments of the idea of “information”: its evolution in the scientific literature
of the Information Age, its serial permutations in 1960s–70s Conceptual art, and its potential for
structuring binaries of secrecy and revelation at a time of widespread anxiety about political
truth-telling—especially as reflected in LACMA’s widely reviled Art & Technology project
(1968–71), which I take as a record of changing public attitudes towards art-as-information.
The historical lesson of ACRCIT, I propose in this chapter, is that the contents of any
secret are less important than its existence as such. Cointet’s “illegible” newspaper turns out to
be a compendium of code-themed quotations: adventure and sci-fi stories, self-help books, and
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I discuss the contemporary reception of Cointet’s work in my conclusion. Art historian T.J. Demos, for
example, has analyzed “the significance of the Otolith Group’s experiment with cinematic opacity” in their
2013 Nervus Rerum, arguing that “it deploys opacity as a political demand, one making a claim for a
decolonized, subjective, and collective formation.” Curator Nato Thompson, in his overview of contemporary
political art, writes: “The right not to be clear offers a tremendous kind of freedom: in a world that always
wants something from us, isn’t it appealing to make something that makes sense to no one? … The arts often
provide a safe haven for projects that escape basic notions of common sense—that are, by design, irrational,
confusing, opaque, non-literal, open-ended, poetic, and absurd.” T.J. Demos, The Migrant Image: The Art and
Politics of Documentary During Global Crisis (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2013), 151; Nato
Thompson, Seeing Power: Art and Activism in the 21st Century (New York and London: Melville House,
2015), 39–40.
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travel guides, treatises on cultural theory, zoology, and mathematics. But Cointet’s parodic
secrecy, I argue, allows us to see the legacy of a Conceptual art from a new angle, one that
follows the thread of humorous intrigue that runs from Robert Morris’ Box with the Sound of Its
Own Making (1961) to Mel Ramsden’s Secret Painting (1968), and was especially important to
Sol LeWitt, whose dry manifestos have tended to eclipse the joking irreverence with which he
provoked viewers of his early works into interacting with his “boring” façades. Cointet’s coded
newspaper highlights the connection between the increasingly commodified mysteries of
dematerialized art and the more serious public failures of information in these years: a prescient
intertwining of technology and consumerism that, I argue, illuminates a key historical
intersection of information and capital.
The second chapter, “Consumer Portraiture: Pulp Narratives in Los Angeles and Paris,”
looks at three of Cointet’s earliest performances: the public “reading” of his artist book, Espahor
Ledet Ko Uluner! at LA’s Cirrus Gallery in 1973; the one-night presentation of his print series
CIZEGHOH TUR ND JMB at Sonnabend Paris the same year; and the 1974 At Sunrise, A Cry
Was Heard, first performed at the Art Gallery of the University of California, Irvine. These early
examples foreground many of the elements that would define Cointet’s subsequent live work: the
use of hired professional actors, the premise of “interpreting” a coded object for an audience, the
centrality of scripted monologues based on appropriated contents, and comedic juxtapositions of
mass cultural and modernist references. I also take these case studies as a lens through which to
understand Cointet’s relationship to theater, both contemporary and conventional; his borrowings
from early 1970s art in Southern California; and the potentially formative influences of the
postwar France of his youth.
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Cointet’s background as a commercial designer is of particular importance to this
chapter. I trace his interest in in mass culture to events that were shaping everyday life in 1950s–
60s France: the flood of consumer goods that attended Marshall-Plan aid to Europe, the
“motivation research” that was introducing psychology into advertising, and concurrent critiques
of the “Coca-colonization” of France by intellectuals and writers. I look specifically at the way
French realist novels of the 1960s (by Simone de Beauvoir and Georges Perec, among others)
used magazine and ad copy as creative materials, and how this French tradition of “critical
consumer portraiture” was a likely model for Cointet’s early performance personas.
In the third chapter, “Minimalism on Stage: Variations on Pleasure,” I look at Cointet’s
turn to three-dimensional stage props in Ethiopia (1976) and IGLU (1977). By the mid-seventies,
Cointet had expanded his scripted performances to multi-act works with several characters,
which he considered “plays” rather than performances (although they continued to be staged in
museums and galleries). The props for these works, produced in collaboration with artist Robert
Wilhite, bear a strong visual resemblance to Minimalist sculpture, especially the immaculate
“Light & Space” cubes of their shared employer, the sculptor Larry Bell. But their colorful cubes
and spheres also produce a variety of discordant noises when manipulated, serving as the
punchline of multiple and meandering funny stories.
My argument here is that Cointet and Wilhite’s Minimalist-inspired props invoke the
presumed difficulty and austerity associated with high modernism only to demonstrate how
easily it translates to the passive pleasures of mass culture. The seductive landscape of
consumerism, which earlier in the century had been a source of anxiety for modernist artists and
intellectuals, was, by the 1960s, increasingly finding its way into high art, with 1960s Pop art as
its most visible manifestation. When Southern California Conceptualists of the 1970s turned to
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their surroundings for inspiration, they sought out the more debased, nostalgic, and obsolete
forms, especially the storytelling modes of Golden Age Hollywood or dated television programs.
I consider Cointet and Wilhite’s prop performances in the company of John Baldessari’s
absurdist text/image works, William Leavitt’s “theater objects,” Martha Rosler’s TV personas,
and Allan Ruppersberg’s kitsch installations. My aim here is to understand how these artists
frame their cultural material as historic forms.
My fourth chapter, “Queer Absence and Feminine Presence: Dr. Hun and Five Sisters”
looks at the camp and queer resonances of Cointet’s work and self-presentation. I step back from
my chronological structure to look at An Interview with Dr. Hun (1974), Cointet’s only filmed
interview and arguably his only work to feature himself as a performer. I take Dr. Hun as a
portrait of its author, one that hides him visually while highlighting the camp sensibility of his
source materials. Dr. Hun is especially vocal about his admiration for “Sophie Rummel,” the
main character of his 1974 performance, The Paintings of Sophie Rummel (1974), which in its
only staging was performed by Viva, the Warhol “Superstar.” I examine Viva’s proto-feminist
camp as a formative influence on Cointet’s approach to dialogue and character development, and
through the lens of Viva and Warhol’s milieu more broadly, think about the degree to which
Warhol’s elusive persona may also have served Cointet as a model.
I then turn to Cointet’s final staged work, the 1982 Five Sisters, a collaboration with
Light & Space artist Eric Orr. Here props have given way to lighting effects: as the sisters
complain with varying degrees of intensity about their health, their jobs, their travels, their love
lives, and above all, their doctors, the stage is washed in deep swaths of color that emphasize the
abruptness of their mood changes. I examine Five Sisters by way of its parallels to the work of
Southern California women artists of the 1970s, such as Barbara Smith and Eleanor Antin, who
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shared his investment in the social spaces and mediated constructions of femininity. But Five
Sisters’ parodic pursuit of self-fulfillment tracks the transformations of feminism in the 1980s, as
the aims and slogans of the women’s movement were being adapted to a new, entrepreneurial
culture of “wellness.” My argument is that Five Sisters speaks not only of the instrumentalization
of feminism, but also of a moral discourse around illness and health that would reveal its
devastating consequences in the AIDS crisis to come. I argue for Cointet’s queer absences as the
inverse of the sisters’ constructed feminine presence, and as part of a larger response to the
commodification of identities, and of self and sexuality, in the early 1980s.
*
If the premise of my study is to understand what has been obscured in Cointet’s work—
the illegibility of his books, the nonsense of his performances, the displacements of his plays,
and the strangeness of his props—my main argument concerns what the work reveals. The larger
idea motivating these chapters is that Cointet’s appropriations, in adopting the visual and
narrative logics of postwar consumer culture, show the degree to which it was increasingly
pitched at subjective identifications, desires, and anxieties. The phrase “consumer culture” is
itself a product of the 1960s, when critics first began warning against the ways that market
thinking was making unprecedented incursions into private realms. The basic format of Cointet’s
1970s performances, in which an actor—more often an actress—delivers an entertaining and
wildly contradictory interpretation of a confusing object, aligns neatly with the logic of
contemporary advertising. Ads use familiar images and situations to construct meanings and
desires for the products they sell. As I will discuss, the connection between the ad narrative and
the object’s purpose grew increasingly tenuous in the postwar period. Manufacturers, concerned
that supply might at some point exceed demand, looked to advertising to create needs where
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none had previously existed, resulting in advertisements in which the product was more often a
cipher and a projection screen. In Cointet’s plays, the characters take the idea to comedic ends,
embodying what it might mean for the subject of these ads to come to life. Cointet’s characters
speak in streams of media clichés, both old and new, crossing the histrionics of pulp fiction with
the imperatives of contemporary women’s glossies. They effectively mimic the cycles of
enticement, anticipation, and pleasure that have defined mass cultural mediums since the
nineteenth century. What impressed many critics about these performances was how believable,
entertaining, and coherent these essentially incoherent voices could be.
Cointet’s consumer portraits seem to be as sincerely appreciative of the pleasures of
consumption as they are of its absurdities and dangers, his subjects chosen for the range of the
contradictions they can be made to embody. If the work takes up the communicative potential of
information, it also speaks of its spectacular public failures; if it rehearses the inherent conflicts
of the Minimalist project, it also builds in tangible ways on its legacy for institutional critique. In
wellness culture, he finds a subject rife with such dualities: the commodification and
privatization of health and bodies was at the same time a place of activism, empowerment, and
self-determination. While I see undeniable critical viewpoints in Cointet’s larger body of work, I
understand them to be about heightened forms of observation and attentiveness, rather than calls
to action per se. I have hoped to demonstrate this by returning to several themes in more than one
chapter: to consider his attraction to obsolescence as a legacy of Southern California Pop art, but
also as a much older camp sensibility; to read the feminine in his work as a reflection of
women’s centrality in advertising, but also as representations of proto-feminist and feminist
positions, as well as gendered voices with real-world reference points.
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My goals for this study are threefold. The first is to understand the implications of his
opaque, deliberately confusing artwork and the nature of the provocation it directs at its
audience. My second aim is to situate Cointet’s work within the landscape of Southern California
art in the 1970s and early ’80s, and to consider the position of his unusual and largely
marginalized body of work within the history of performance art in particular. It is also my hope
that in analyzing Cointet’s books and performances through the legacies of Pop, Minimalism,
Conceptualism, and body-oriented performance, this study might complicate the boundaries and
contradictory positions that mark these approaches in art historical literature. Third, and perhaps
most importantly, by situating the work within an emergent media culture built on the
instrumentalization of self and subjectivity, I might deepen our understanding of the trajectory of
ideas that have come to define our contemporary moment.
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CHAPTER ONE
The Politics of Opacity: ACRCIT and the Secret of Conceptual Art

Random Digits
In 1955 the RAND Corporation published A Million Random Digits, with 100,000
Normal Deviates (Fig. 1.1). The book is, in its entirety, a compilation of “random” or
patternless digits, intended to be used for evaluating of numerical structures. Then as
now, the numbers are essential for statistically fair calculations on probability, nuclear
research, cryptography, weather forecasting, sociological surveys, political poll-taking,
and financial market projections. But the book’s 2001 reprint has taken on a new life
within the world of the Amazon customer review, and the page that offers the book for
sale has accumulated hundreds of entries over the years. Some reviewers make literary
references (“If you liked Finnegan’s Wake, you’ll love this”), others invoke its affective
depth (“I found this to be a work of profound power and pathos, rife with examples of the
hilarity, tedium, beauty and frustration of being human.”)1 While most reviews play up
the presumably boring and impersonal aspects of the book, others, perhaps taking their
cues from RAND’s associations with classified information, offer conspiracy theories
(“Wait. COULD THIS BOOK BE A CODE?”).2 To date, there are no reviews discussing
the book’s actual premise.

1

“Customer Reviews: A Million Random Digits with 100,000 Normal Deviates,” Amazon, accessed
February 5, 2018, https://www.amazon.com/Million-Random-Digits-Normal-Deviates/productreviews/0833030477/.
2
RAND (an acronym of “research and development”) is a US think tank formed after the Second
World War to provide scientific and economic analysis to the US military. It was incorporated in 1948
as an independent non-profit organization, although the military continued to be one of its largest
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*
The present chapter considers Guy de Cointet’s coded artist books as objects that
deliberately invite perplexed reactions from their audience. Cointet’s books risk the
confusion of their audience in order to encourage engagement on a more intuitive level,
and to call attention to the fluid nature of communication. The playful responses to A
Million Random Digits, I am suggesting, should be seen as more than just an extended
online joke: they offer an accessible example of the complex reactions that can be
provoked by opacity—by objects that seem too obscure to grasp at first glance, or
impenetrable façades that resist easy interpretation. Such confusing encounters can, under
the right circumstances, provoke forceful and creative responses, as the elusiveness of the
object’s purpose motivates a desire to restore emotional tone to a blank surface or to
anthropomorphize the mechanistic.
Format and context are crucial to setting up an encounter that results in
engagement rather than mere confusion. The object needs to imply meaning—by
emulating the format of a book, for example—and yet withhold any tangible knowledge.
In the case of A Million Random Digits, the publisher’s longstanding association with
covert scientific research establishes an associative context of secrecy and hidden codes.
But the book’s success in inviting conjecture may have more to do with the way it takes
its premise to an extreme: given the absence of commentary on the titular digits, the
contrast between organized form and disorganized content is comically acute. The
humor, too, may be a necessary element: for casual viewers, the play on the word

clients, giving the organization a reputation for secrecy (much of its research of the 1950s and 60s was
classified) and an outsized influence on Cold War politics. See Janet Farrell Brodie, “Learning
Secrecy in the Early Cold War: The RAND Corporation,” Diplomatic History 35, no. 4 (September
2011): 643–670.
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“random”—something unsystematic and unplanned, but also, colloquially, something
comically unexpected or surprising—provides a tempting target for verbal play.
My choice of the RAND book as this chapter’s opener was not inspired by its
online reception alone. Visually, the pages of A Million Random Digits bear strong
similarities to certain strand of twentieth-century art: the monotonous repetitions of
numbers or text; the lack of a clear organizing principle, or conversely, an organizing
principle that is obsessively adhered to; the deliberate negation of audience expectations;
the absence of emotional tone—these qualities will resonate with anyone familiar with
1960s Conceptual and Minimal art. Examples might include Ed Ruscha’s photo books
(begun 1962), On Kawara’s date paintings and books, Sol LeWitt’s numbered books and
drawings, and Hanne Darboven’s calendars (all begun 1966). This chapter proposes that
Guy de Cointet’s artist books (begun 1971), like the work of many post-Conceptual
artists of the 1970s, appropriate earlier visual strategies for critical ends.
Many 1960s Conceptual works take information as their theme and medium, even
though, properly speaking, their contents do not convey semantic knowledge. The books,
paintings, or installations may feature digits, letters, or even words, but only to create
self-reflexive systems and tautological equations. As with A Million Random Digits, the
artwork’s meaning may require knowing the system that has generated it, but even then,
the larger point of such efforts may remain a puzzling question. One way to understand
their aim, as Rosalind Krauss has argued of Sol LeWitt’s “mathematical” sculptures, is as
mimicry of purposeful knowledge, a demonstration of the absurdity of systems of rational
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thinking.3 But the social and historic conditions of their moment suggest that there is
more to such deliberate opacity than parody.
The RAND project marks the beginning of an era that would become known as the
Information Age, comparable to the Industrial Revolution in its transformation of
production and society.4 Advanced communication technologies, from televisions to
personal computers, were founded on a new scientific understanding of information. In
Claude Shannon’s 1948 mathematical model, one of the founding studies of the new field
of information theory, communication is defined as a message sent through a signal
produced by an information source. “[F]requently the messages have meaning,” he
acknowledges, but that is not a requirement.5 A message may be “a random sequence of
digits, … information for a guided missile, or a television signal.”6 In this new definition
of information as a coded statistical process, content is beside the point—it makes no
difference to the information analyst whether the goal is to ensure the clear transmission
of television shows or to calibrate the trajectory of bombs over Vietnam. Information is a
signal to be transmitted, comprised of patterns and noise; whether it conveys something
meaningful—let alone moral or ethical—is of no concern.
In her book Words to Be Looked At, art historian Liz Kotz proposes a link
between 1950s military research and 1960s semiotic analysis. “U.S. (and British)
research conducted during and after World War II in cryptography, cybernetics, systems
theory, public persuasion (that is, propaganda), and mass communication technologies…
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C. E. Shannon, “A Mathematical Theory of Communication,” The Bell System Technical Journal, 27
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Shannon quoted in James Gleick, Information: A Theory, A History, a Flood (New York: Vintage
Books, 2011), 246.
4
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hinged on processes of ‘information transmission.’”7 Information was also the focus of
postwar semioticians who were training their analyses on the codes of communication.
And while Roland Barthes, for example, may not have been addressing Shannon’s ideas
when he analyzed photographs for their implicit cultural biases, both projects share a
concern with the dissemination of messages and the factors that affect their reception.
“Read in this context,” Kotz argues, “1960s’ artists’ recurrent obsession with the most
minimal, redundant, and empty of messages can be seen as an effort to foreground the
channels of transmission and the conditions of reception in these new communications
media.” Seen in this light, the linguistic turn in art and philosophy may owe more to
epistemological pressures of contemporary scientific developments than has been
previously acknowledged.8
Shannon’s mathematical model was a quantitative one, based on encoding the
message for maximum efficiency by reducing its contents to yes-no propositions (what
would later become ones and zeros, or “bits”). The reduction of information to codes was
the primary difference between Shannon’s theory and that of his better-known colleague,
Norbert Wiener, whose writings often extended the implications of his scientific concepts
to their applicability within human society. Shannon’s essay, which was expanded into a
book co-written with mathematician Warren Weaver, was more narrowly focused on
technical applications: in his introduction, Weaver emphasized that “[t]he mathematical
theory of communication deals with the carriers of information, symbols and signals, not
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Liz Kotz, Words to Be Looked At: Language in 1960s Art (Cambridge, MA and London: MIT Press,
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with information itself.”9 In Shannon’s model, the carrier—the form—was more
important than the message, or the content.
By the 1960s, art had absorbed this mathematical theory of information, albeit
indirectly. Artists understood that their work did not need to incorporate recognizable
content in order to communicate the lived experiences of their moment. For some, the
response was to cede control of the work’s organization and execution, others borrowed
from the “look” of information to invoke a technological aesthetic, while another group
looked to information as a model for conceptual thinking. Artists may have been aware of
the contradictory social and political associations of the new technology, but signals and
systems held unique potential for representing the impact of information on perception,
memory, and everyday life. (The nuances of Shannon’s theory—the potential randomness
of the content of “information”—received little acknowledgment in non-scientific circles,
while Wiener, by contrast, was a strong presence in art discourse as early as the 1968
ICA exhibition, “Cybernetic Serendipity; The Computer and the Arts”.)10
In the 1960s, artists frequently borrowed from the language and processes of
newly emerging industries to evoke the subjective experiences of a world of rapid
technological change. Kawara’s date paintings, for example, convey an experience of a
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present that often seemed too fleeting to grasp, yet was increasingly subject to processes
of technological efficiency; “the work’s repetitiveness,” Pamela Lee has argued, “bears a
marked connection to both technological rationality and a systems approach to time.”11
The inexorable march of numbers in the work of these artists often underscores the
frequent in accessibility of meaning in the increasingly controlled world of the 1960s—
say, the highly-organized yet opaque nature of the Cold War political machinations of US
and Soviet governments.12 By the early 1970s, as losses mounted in Vietnam and public
scandals undermined faith in US politicians, public attitudes towards technology took on
a marked skepticism: taxpayers could no longer be counted on for their unconditional
support of the “space race” for US dominance, and artists and thinkers grew increasingly
critical of the notion of a text or image being transparent to meaning. A more nuanced
understanding of information was called for, a reevaluation of what was hidden, implicit,
and normalized by dominant systems and structures.
Cointet’s five artist books, made between 1971 and 1975, represent many of the
attitudes of this transformative moment.13 Visually, they resemble conventional printed
matter, their dry procession of words, letters, and numbers mimicking the most
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recognizable aspects of Conceptual art, especially as it had evolved in the work of New
York artists.14 But the use of coded language sets up a deliberate, and deliberately
irreverent, encounter with what I discuss further on as the trope of the “secret” in
Conceptual art. The thematization of secrecy in Cointet’s artist books speaks of a 1970s
skepticism towards the utopian promises of information technology, providing a snapshot
of a moment when information was moving beyond the purview of corporations towards
the new possibilities opened up by the microprocessor and home computer kits.
Cointet’s codes, I am suggesting, are less about protecting their disparate contents
than about secrecy itself; to paraphrase Shannon and Weaver, they deal with the carrier
rather than the content of information. This chapter’s primary case study is Cointet’s
1971 artist publication, the enigmatically titled ACRCIT. Cointet’s first artist book is a
“newspaper” that is exceedingly hard to read, an ambiguous object that swaps the selfreflexive systems of 1960s Conceptualism for Cointet’s own brand of absurdist, pulp and
pop-culture-inflected humor. ACRCIT’s opacity aspires to a more active form of
spectatorship: whether as perplexing visual mystery or problem to be solved, it is unlikely
to be consumed passively. The deliberate illegibility of Cointet’s books and drawings,
this chapter argues, call attention to the way context determines meaning, aiming to spark
a curiosity that might lead to a reevaluation of such structures in everyday life.
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I have chosen not to include comparisons with two California artists whose work bears strong visual
resemblances to the “look of information” I discuss here: Channa Horwitz (1932–2013) and Charles
Gaines (b. 1944). Horwitz, who began working with grids of numbers and colors in the early 1960s,
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focused on formal possibilities of abstraction and line. Neither artist was aiming to create a sense of
deliberate confusion in their viewers, and it is therefore unlikely that they served as models for the
aspects of Cointet’s approach I discuss here.
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A California Newspaper
In 1967, Cointet accompanied artist Larry Bell to California.15 The two had met earlier
that year in New York through their mutual friend Susan Hoffmann (soon to be known as
Viva, the star of several Andy Warhol films between 1967 and 1969).16 Hoffmann had
asked Bell whether he would considering hiring the French newcomer to work with him;
Bell, who was five years younger than Cointet and had never had an assistant, says he
only agreed to the meeting in order to please his friend. Despite the language barrier—
Cointet reportedly spoke no English at the time, and Bell no French—their impressions
were mutually positive, and Cointet was hired. When Bell decided to move back to
Venice Beach soon after, Cointet joined him as his assistant.17
Once in California, Cointet moved into the garage adjoining Bell’s studio. Bell
remembers seeing the “mysterious little sculptures” Cointet produced there (Fig. 1.2):
“They were made with sticks he painted and hooked together with little metal fittings.
They hung on the wall like a ladder with elegantly painted bands of narrow to wide colors
on horizontal members being held by equally banded vertical members.”18 Bell’s
description suggests a similarity to the relief paintings Cointet had been doing in France
prior to his move to the US: abstract geometric compositions of flat, saturated color that
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often incorporate found objects (ashtrays, ping-pong balls), and show an attentiveness to
rhythm and repetition that would characterize his later work with language (Fig. 0.1–0.3).
Bell recalls of the same years:
There was an old woman who lived across the street from my apartment that Guy
now had. She had a wash line on her little porch and would dry her huge underwear
and the aluminum foil that she cooked with on the line. Her arrangement of these
hanging items was of great interest to Guy and he set up a little Super 8 camera to
shoot the constantly changing patterns of her hanging. I believe he thought that
these random visual patterns in fact were not random at all but totally aesthetic;
there was a code in them.19
Bell contrasts the “random” nature of the patterns with an “aesthetic” effect that becomes
legible through the coded meanings identified by Cointet (despite, Bell implies, the idea
being humorously far-fetched). Bell describes Cointet’s curiosity as a kind of optimistic
paranoia, seeking out patterns where most people would only see trivial and incidental
behavior. And while Cointet’s anthropological interest in his Venice Beach neighbor does
suggest a parody of a Cold War spy mentality, it also speaks of a desire to recast
everyday behavior as a coded message and source of information.
The film described by Bell would eventually become I Dream (Old Woman) (ca.
1968/71), a 28-minute reel of Cointet’s neighbor filmed going about her daily chores:
hanging out laundry, watering the lawn, reading a newspaper on the front porch (Fig.
1.3). The film, shot in 8mm color, appears to have been recorded from a stationary tripod,
following its subject (zooming into a window, panning out to a back alley) over some
period of time, since the lighting and the woman’s clothing change from shot to shot.20
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Although she is only observed in the semi-public spaces of her home’s exterior, the
camera’s concealed, steady gaze could well have produced a disturbingly intimate
portrait. Yet the experience of watching the reel feels clinical rather than voyeuristic:
there is no sense of event or drama, and the minutes drag on as the stony-faced subject
shuffles, with the slow gait of the elderly, from one spot to another.
In a 1968 letter to his brother Paul, Cointet described his new interest in film,
writing that he had just made a short film—described only as “black and white, 6
minutes”—in collaboration with an unidentified French friend who was a film student at
UCLA.21 “There are films I want to make only to see how they turn out, applying the
rules that I’ve used in sculpture” he wrote; one example seems to have involved a series
of zooming and panning shots of potentially illegible typography.22 Of the six-minute
film, now lost, Cointet wrote that it had been screened at UCLA, to mixed reactions:
“Some like it a lot, others not at all. The film doesn’t leave anyone indifferent, which is
already a lot.”23
The move to Venice Beach had turned Cointet’s attention from abstract rhythms on
canvas towards the patterns of everyday life in his new environment. The unscripted,
affectless banality of the I Dream reel, and especially Cointet’s choice to train his camera
on his neighbor for seemingly indiscriminate lengths of time, suggest the influence of
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Andy Warhol (Cointet had seen and expressed his admiration for Warhol’s films, though
there is no evidence of their meeting).24 But I Dream (Old Woman) is, by some accounts,
an unfinished work and it is unclear how Cointet intended to edit or screen it.25 He would,
in any case, soon move away from the idea of plotless documentary filming and from the
medium of film altogether. Perhaps guided by his experience as a commercial designer in
Paris, he would turn his interests towards California’s popular culture, inspiration for a
generation of West Coast Pop artists earlier in the decade. But rather than taking up its
visual motifs, he would focus on its textual sources.
In 1971, Cointet produced ACRCIT, his first artist publication, in a run of 700
copies (Fig. 1.4–1.8).26 It is an offset print of black ink on medium-weight white paper,
measuring approximately 17 x 22 inches, about the size of a traditional US broadsheet.
Most of its twenty-eight pages are sparsely covered with text, schematic illustrations,
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mathematical formulas, or letter- or number-based diagrams. As with many late 1960s
experiments in Conceptual art, ACRCIT privileges text over image, and as a cheaply
printed multiple sets itself against the idea of the autonomous art object. But at first
glance, its most striking quality is that it cannot be read, since, like all of Cointet’s
subsequent artist books, it is almost entirely written in a variety of codes. ACRCIT is, in
this sense, Cointet’s first mature statement as an artist, a hybrid object that folded his
design background into his artistic practice. It would be the first in a series of books,
drawings, and performances he produced at great speed over the next decade, all using
text, coding, and quotation in ways calculated to baffle and entertain their audience.27
More than any of Cointet’s artist books, ACRCIT rewards the reader who
patiently studies its contents. Some of the texts are recognizable as Braille, Morse Code,
or simply English written backwards. Others draw on more elaborate schema, such as the
ancient mathematical sets known as Magic Circles and Diabolical Squares, in which
numbers add up in symmetrical or patterned ways. Longer texts—often ordered on the
page in neat columns—are usually in English, coded through the techniques of amateur
cryptography enthusiasts. “Caesar shift,” for example, involves replacing each letter with
another that is one or several spaces over in the English alphabet: an example is the small
box on the newspaper’s cover that reads “TWOFU/FFDOT,” a coded anagram of “seven
cents,” presumably the price of the paper.28 Like a scavenger hunt, one riddle opens onto
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the next, and with some persistence and imagination, even readers unfamiliar with the
techniques can achieve a reasonable grasp of its contents.
What does unscrambling the secret codes reveal? Many texts are appropriated
from popular genres, both fiction and nonfiction: adventure stories (Tarzan, Lord of the
Jungle), travel handbooks (Exploring Death Valley), DIY manuals (Inside Electronics:
The How and Why of Radio, TV, Stereo and Hi-fi), cultural critique (Marshall McLuhan’s
Understanding Media) as well as more specialized texts, such as treatises on zoology or
mathematics. One long excerpt begins with a fragment from Nietzsche’s Twilight of the
Idols but turns out to be a quote within a quote, taken from Ralph MacFadyen’s 1948
bestseller self-help book, See Without Glasses: The Correction of Eyestrain. There are
punning correspondences: a two-page spread covered with palm trees (suggested to
Cointet by the artist Jeff Perkins) refers back to a quote from the book Finger Prints,
Palms and Soles: An Introduction to Dermatoglyphics. That excerpt, which describes the
skin configurations of zebras (“Hairs are projected at a slant from the skin”), is itself
reproduced with letters at a 45-degree slant.
Visually, there is little to give ACRCIT a unifying theme or purpose. There are
evocations of California-specificity (palm trees as a typical cliché), of Conceptual parody
or technological arcana (mathematical formulas invoking scientific data or computer
codes), and of activity books for children and adolescents (crossword or word-search
puzzles).29 There is a sense of cosmopolitan variety in the juxtaposition of Chinese script,
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German diacritics, or vaguely Arab sigils, but the glamor is contradicted when the
contents are revealed to be genres more at home in a pulp magazine, especially one of
West Coast provenance. “Remember those exciting days of the flying saucers?” asks a
page, reminiscing fondly over “stories about strange little men with antenna-spiked
helmets,” while another enthuses about the topography of California’s desert landscapes:
“bare slopes, dry washes, and narrow canyons invite exploration on foot and serve as
natural trails.”30 There are impossible questions and their presumed answers (why zebras
have stripes, whether aliens exist) and mythical mysteries (the magic square of Emperor
Lo Shu, the signature of the Prophet Muhammad), but always an undertone of lowbrow
irreverence. Of Muhammad’s symbol of overlapping crescents, the readers is told (in
backwards writing) that “he used to draw it with his sword… without raising the blade
from the ground”— a version of the draw-without-lifting-your-pencil puzzle that, rather
than the founder of Islam, invokes Zorro, the pulp-fiction hero who defended the
inhabitants of nineteenth-century California with his skillful wielding of the rapier.
ACRCIT organizes seemingly disconnected fragments of material in the format of
a newspaper, setting the idea of journalistic transparency not just against the “low” humor
of pulp magazines but also against the hermetic opacity of the Conceptual gesture. The
effects may recall Sol LeWitt’s opening statement in his 1969 “Sentences on Conceptual
Art,” that “Conceptual Artists are mystics rather than rationalists,” adapting seemingly
rational structure—of language, mathematics, and even “formalism”—to more arbitrary
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and irrational ends.31 But Cointet’s publication lacks the gravitas of early Conceptual
art’s approach to language: nowhere do we find the single-minded repetitions of LeWitt’s
diagrams or the philosophical earnestness of Joseph Kosuth’s dictionary entries. In the
opaque surfaces of ACRCIT hide unruly contents that will turn the high-minded
ambitions of Conceptual art into an arcane game of pop-culture trivia and conspiratorial
pleasures.
As with many ambitious conceptual projects, there is a fair amount of selfreflexivity. ACRCIT’s comic patchwork of source material often makes oblique reference
to ciphering and deciphering, or darkness and illumination. On the first page, a story
about that most fabled of pulp heroes, Tarzan, begins as “R F G A E M T N O S A T F B
R A A Z L N C R O O D D …,” but, by the next page, has given way to “H E D I S C E
R R E D T A U F L I C K H I N G V L I G H T” (in the source text, it is “he discerned a
flickering light,” excerpted from a chapter that finds a secondary character rescued from a
dungeon by “Sir Guy,” a Knight of the Dark Sepulcher.)32 In other words, the
occasionally legible “light” and “riddle” are included as clues to encourage the reader to
try to figure out the method of the text’s encoding.
“To learn to see—to accustom the eye to calmness, to patience, and to allow
things to come to it… its essential feature is precisely not to wish to see.”33 MacFadyen’s
appropriation of Nietzsche is both comically ambitious (“correct seeing is not a chore, it
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is a delight,” the text continues) and a serious clue as to Cointet’s attraction to
cryptography and its potential for visual art. ACRCIT cannot be understood if simply
seen, or even read. The mode of interaction it sets up with the viewer involves a
combination of seeing, reading, and analysis, and requires not just patient and persistent
engagement, but also a taste for its wordplay and humor. It is also often a physical
process, as the reader moves from a page with tiny letters to another that is so blown up
that the words exceed the page, while other pages need to be flipped 45 or 90 degrees.
The layout suggests that approached from the right angle, the most unexpected places can
yield meaningful patterns, from an anonymous clothesline to a Conceptual artist book.
ACRCIT aims above all for curiosity, destabilizing the typical relations between artwork
and audience to encourage a different approach to normative structures.
ACRCIT’s anonymity is in keeping with its destabilizing goals. The book has no
visible author/artist credit, date, or contextualizing information. (The copy I studied at the
library of the Museum of Modern Art, while attributed to Cointet, was filed in their
database under “palm trees in art.”)34 Although the work would later appear as a prop in
Cointet’s performances, it was never formally distributed within an institutional
framework that might have supplied background information.35 Even the texts, once
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decrypted, fail to reveal much about the publication’s author, since they are familiar
enough to be understood as appropriated.
Appropriation and quotation, strategies that will remain central to Cointet’s
career, follow the logic of collage: the specificity of the author’s voice recedes, the firstperson statement giving way to the voices of others, material that can then be reframed or
juxtaposed in new ways. When the source of the borrowing is contemporary popular or
visual culture, it can yield a snapshot of the artist’s encounter with the everyday life of a
specific time and place. As then California-based artist Martha Rosler has written in
relation to her own extensive use of borrowed voices: “Pointing to the existence of a
received system of meaning, a defining practice, quotation can reveal the thoroughly
social nature of our lives.”36 Quotation can transform the object from an individual
statement to a social document—albeit, in the case of ACRCIT, one that appears
deceptively private and withholding. ACRCIT encourages the reader to examine the
social worlds they inhabit, without necessarily pointing to any tidy conclusions about the
material it assembles. Just as I Dream (Old Woman) suggested hidden meanings in the
random patterns of the subject’s daily life, ACRCIT brings out potential connections
within the colorful textual landscape of Cointet’s new home—a “California Newspaper”
that focuses on a social imaginary rather than imagery or even information proper. The
contents of ACRCIT may be hidden behind amateur cryptography techniques, but the
process of solving them reveals that they had already been written in the codes of popular
culture. Since most readers can grasp their contents without needing to decipher them
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completely, opacity and anonymity serve to underscore the surprising legibility of its
genres and motifs.
Certainly, Cointet was not the first to appropriate aspects of Southern California’s
popular culture, nor was he the first to adapt it to perplexing formats. Ed Ruscha’s
Twenty-Six Gasoline Stations (Fig. 1.9, 1962–63) and Every Building on the Sunset Strip
(Fig. 1.10, 1966) proposed a new model for artist books that was modest, deskilled, and
often anonymous, as Ruscha first removed the books’ edition number, and in subsequent
printings stopped signing them. The title of each book describes the sum of its contents:
photographs of gas stations, parking lots, or swimming pools, taken in a deadpan, black
and white “no-style” that would soon becoming a familiar aesthetic for Conceptual photo
books.37 As with Shannon’s mathematical model of communication, Ruscha had little
interest in the content of information; the message was primarily a signal emitted from a
source (as emphasized in the title Ruscha chose for his book of collected writings, Leave
Any Information at the Signal).
Yve-Alain Bois has turned to Shannon’s theories to understand Ruscha’s flat
representations.38 If Ruscha’s work connotes the entropy of modern life, Bois argues, it is
because redundant noise is included alongside meaningful pattern: “No information, no
difference: Twentysix Gasoline Stations (…) are there, inert, just as the letters of the
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alphabet before they shape a word. No signification, nothing behind the facades of Every
Building on the Sunset Strip.”39 But it is specifically via Shannon’s model that Ruscha’s
work appears to be all information—but information as an indifferent signal,
encompassing any and all available material. Ruscha’s California embraces the
heterogeneity of its clichés: “It has to do with the movies, it has to do with palm trees, it
has to do with a collage in your mind of what this place is all about,” he has said.40
Through the seeming randomness of the books’ titles and subjects, what Lisa
Pasquariello has called their “linguistic opacity,” Ruscha foregrounds the many
possibilities of information deployed as a near-indiscriminate framing device.41 The
opacity of his books offer an unusual reflection of the cultural landscape of 1960s
Southern California; one that much later in Ruscha’s career would be lauded as a
specifically “American” vision—which, depending on the critics’ proclivities, was seen
as either a cheerfully West Coast sensibility or a reflection of “the grim ascent of the
culture industries.”42
In other words, if Ruscha was more concerned with the typography of his book
covers than the composition of his photographs, it was because he recognized that signals
unmoored from context can engage their viewer in productively open-ended ways.
Ruscha’s attitude to information is exemplified in the imaginary character he invoked in a
1972 interview, the Information Man, who recites fictional statistics on the books’
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location and use (“Of the approximately 5000 books of Ed Ruscha that have been
purchased… seven have been used as swatters to kill small insects… two were used as
devices to nudge open a door”). The Information Man’s comically unlikely reports
emphasize the books’ potential as placeholders and projection screens: “After a book
leaves here, it’s for whatever anyone wants to use it for.”43 Information courts possibility
through opacity.
Ruscha’s books convey many of the concerns Cointet took up in his early work: the
affectless look of “information,” the focus on Southern California’s popular culture, the
crossing of Pop subject with Conceptual format. But Pop artists framed their source
material as they found it, emphasizing its monumentality by elevating “common objects”
to iconic portraits.44 Even Ruscha’s books, which are considerably more modest in scale
than his paintings, represent their subjects with great fidelity. Cointet’s books, on the
contrary, make no claims to transparency, using codes to complicate the material’s
relationship to its context. If Ruscha and the Pop artists of the 1960s followed the logic of
the readymade, aiming to preserve the straightforward impact of commercial design,
Cointet—and, as I will propose further on, many artists of the 1970s—trained their gaze
on the language and structure of mass culture, giving less precedence to the visual. In the
decade to come, Cointet and his contemporaries would begin to focus on the covert
desires that drive the production and circulation of commodities, and the range of
ideological values embedded within these circuits.
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Conceptual Art and Public Secrets
Ruscha and Cointet’s artist books could serve as bookends for Conceptual experiments
with opacity, and for Conceptualism itself: if Ruscha’s deadpan photographs established
a model for photo-text work in the early 1960s, Cointet’s coded texts represent the
concerns of the subsequent decade, when its self-contained circuits were opened to
discursive analysis. Many post-Conceptual artists of the early 1970s took a critical
attitude towards the perceived blind spots of earlier forms. The famed “difficulty” of
Conceptual art, what had often appeared to viewers and critics as a perplexing secret, was
one such target. My argument here is that Cointet’s encrypted books, more than a
personal fascination with language games, foreground the secret as a persistent theme in
the most canonical US art of the 1960s, one with oblique roots in the political scandals
and technological debates of the day.45
In “The Dematerialization of Art,” Lucy Lippard and John Chandler’s influential
1968 essay, they suggest that the inaccessibility of Conceptual art could be seen as an
intentional filter, a secret signal that allows artists to communicate with their desired
audience while excluding “ordinary” viewers:
Hermeticism of one kind or another, manifested as enclosure or monotonality and
near invisibility, as an incommunicative blank façade or as excessive duration,
helps maintain the desired aloofness in a work confronted by the ordinary or
suspiciously avid spectator, while at the same time it satisfies the artist’s desire
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for difficulty and endears itself to the spectator willing to commit himself on a
deeper meaning.46
In the mid-1960s, art audiences frequently encountered such incommunicative façades.
The Minimalist works of Frank Stella, Robert Morris, and Sol LeWitt, for example, were
accused not just of aloofness but downright tedium, and the interpretations offered in
their defense set the tone for Lippard and Chandler’s reasoning. “Boring the public is one
way of testing its commitment,” wrote Barbara Rose in 1965.47 “Boredom is only another
name for a certain species of frustration,” Susan Sontag declared in 1966, likewise
putting the burden on the audience: “the new languages which the interesting art of our
times speaks are frustrating to the sensibilities of educated people.”48 Neither critic goes
on to explain what kind of esoteric commitment is being demanded of the audience or
what lies beyond the closed formal circuits of the work.
Michael Fried’s complex 1967 critique of Minimalism (“literalism” in his
parlance) took a different tactic. “Literalist work is often condemned—when it is
condemned—for being boring. A tougher charge would be that it is merely interesting.”49
For Fried, “literalist” work is far from empty or blank; he instead describes the “special
complicity that the work extorts from the viewer” through its very direct form of
address.50 The work’s opacity, in other words, demands engagement of Fried, an almostinvoluntary sensory response that he seems to find unseemly, confusing, or perhaps both.
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The implication is that viewers are perplexed by literalist work because they find
themselves addressed as subjects, but without any acknowledgement of their
distinguishing attributes. As one of Sontag’s “educated people,” Fried seems frustrated to
not find any anticipation of his identity—the work offers no recognizable qualities that
might reflect or affirm his training, background, or proclivities. Yet Fried’s experience is
not one of indifference, since he finds himself drawn in by the work’s strangely
anthropomorphic pull: “It is… as though the work in question has an inner, even secret
life.”51
Despite the critics’ speculations, artists had little to reveal about their boring
façades. The mystique surrounding their work was often the result of a dedication to
transparency so uncompromising that it bypassed not just representation but content
altogether. Ruscha’s books, for example, are based on the equivalence of word and
image, and the photographs deliver with great specificity on the promise of the books’
titles. Ruscha himself, always attuned to the humor of the deadpan, relished the confused
reactions of his audience, which he described as “a kind of a ‘Huh?’”—“People would
look at it and say, ‘Are you kidding or what? Why are you doing this?’ That’s what I was
after—the head-scratching.”52
Robert Morris’s earliest sculptures pursue similar tautological equivalences to
equally baffling ends, while also confirming Fried’s fears of the object as a deceptive
container. Box with the Sound of Its Own Making (Fig. 1.11, 1961) is a small wooden
cube that hides an internal speaker. When on view, it broadcasts an audio recording of the
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process of its construction—an indexical account of the box coming to life through three
and a half hours of Morris sawing, sanding, and hammering. Column, of the same year, is
a hollow plywood box of human height that takes its inspiration from a similar object
Morris had designed as a performance prop, intended to have him standing inside it.
These and other Morris’s works of the 1960s would explore the evocations of the object’s
“inner life” in order to heighten the viewer’s awareness of the artwork’s relationship to
bodies, including the artist’s own.
In Kawara’s Today Series (Fig. 1.12, 1966–2014), the object’s hidden inner life is
also the artist’s own, but in a more abstract sense. Kawara’s small monochrome canvases
are painted with the date they were made and accompanied by custom-made boxes; some
are lined with the local newspaper of the same day while others include a full or partial
copy. Part calendar and part time capsule, the paintings are a record of Kawara’s life—
but one that has withdrawn the personal, reducing a life to the most generic of
documents.53 His artist book project, One Million Years (1969–98), expands on the
notion of history as unyielding list of numbers, spanning twenty volumes that list every
year for the million preceding its creation and the million to follow.54 Despite their very
different agendas, One Million Years could be mistaken for A Million Random Digits,
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Kawara’s neat columns of chronological digits, 500 years to each page, an exceedingly
ordered visual counterpart to RAND’s technical compilation of disorder (Fig. 1.13).
Hanne Darboven’s early work, frequently compared to Kawara’s in its rule-based
seriality, also takes the calendar as model. Her Constructions (1966–68) are geometric
diagrams drawn on small sheets of graph paper (Fig. 1.14). Many are covered with
handwritten numbers, showing calendar dates added in various permutations (for
example, the day added to the month added to the last two digits of the year, for a whole
year). The formulas are straightforward, as is the artist’s process. But the work’s larger
aim can feel elusive, especially when the drawings become room-sized installations that
immerse the viewer in what Pamela Lee has called “a peculiar confrontation with the
temporal sublime.”55 The information on view, if monumentally excessive, offers no
clues. “It has nothing to do with mathematics,” Darboven once told an interviewer. “I
choose numbers because they are so constant, confined and artificial.”56 Darboven’s
numbers convey neither dramatic interest nor expressive content, and their status as
information doesn’t even qualify as symbolic: as signifiers, they never quite add up to
meaningful signs. For Darboven, this seemed to reflect a perfectly transparent attitude
towards the viewer. “My secret,” she told Lippard in 1973, “is that I have none.”57
The career of Sol LeWitt, whose enthusiasm for Darboven’s work led to her first
solo exhibition in 1967, demonstrates a consistent engagement with hidden objects, as
indicated in the title of early works such as Wall Structure in Nine Parts, Each
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Containing a Work of Art by Other Artists (1963) and Box with Random Holes
Containing an Object (1964), produced during his transition from Minimalist or
“Constructivist” sculptures to more Conceptual serial works.58 As with Ruscha, LeWitt’s
work seems to welcome the confusion of the uninitiated. The 1964 Muybridge I, for
example, is a long box, painted black, with ten small holes placed at regular intervals
(Fig. 1.15). Each opening shows the viewer the same black and white image of a naked
woman photographed walking towards the camera. The image is enlarged slightly each
time, so that by the final peephole, the viewer is confronted with a close up of the
woman’s naval—a dot framed by the circle of the opening. (Muybridge II, from the same
year, is a nearly identical work, with the woman sitting rather than standing; both boxes
are illuminated by bulbs that flash at random.)
LeWitt’s Muybridge works are essentially peep shows. They evoke the logic of
the striptease as well as the tradition of the female nude: they anticipate their viewer’s
sexual curiosity and delay or obstruct its gratification, while allowing no agency for the
model as a desiring subject. (“Sol’s humor often had a sexual aspect,” artist Dan Graham
wrote years later, referring not just to the peep show reference but also the redirection of
voyeuristic gaze onto the naval rather than a more risqué body part.)59 But despite, or
perhaps because of LeWitt’s clichéd sexism, the Muybridge works stand out among early
Conceptual gestures in their relative openness about the artist’s desire to court audience
reaction. As James Meyer writes, “Muybridge I and II reconfigure [vision,] this most
rational of senses, this transparent access to knowledge, into a desiring act incapable of
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grasping its object,” a gesture that, for Meyer, is in line with LeWitt’s goal of decentering
the space of the art object by breaking it down into serial structures.60 Vision, in Meyer’s
phrasing, inevitably wants to “grasp” its object, but the woman is just an image, flashing
in and out of sight. The Muybridge works knowingly tease out the (presumably
heterosexual, male-identified) viewer’s furtive desire for gratification within austere
Minimalist forms that are themselves designed to impede and defer visual pleasure.61
LeWitt’s emphasis on hidden, inaccessible, or opaque contents may have been his
way of directing attention instead to the works’ “non-visual structures.”62 But as with
Kawara and Darboven, the idea is hardly more accessible than the visual form: while
some early viewers might have “grasped” at the image of a naked woman in the
Muybridge works, many more would have searched for the meaning of LeWitt’s larger
project of apparently purposeless seriality. Rosalind Krauss, for example, wrote about the
hostility provoked by LeWitt’s work well into the late 1970s, noting that they were
“viewed by the audience of a wider culture as baffling and meaningless.”63 Even this
hostility seems to be anticipated in LeWitt’s early “hidden” works, where extreme
transparency—titles that artlessly “reveal” the content, manifestos that suggest any
confusion is the viewer’s own fault—is contradicted by the exasperating inaccessibility
of the actual objects.
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Cointet’s artist books may have taken the more teasing aspects of LeWitt’s early
work as a model, especially the idea of a serious, seemingly functional facade that
harbors surprisingly frivolous contents. Cointet’s pulp-fiction cryptograms build on the
same contrast of high and low culture that underlies LeWitt’s reframing of Muybridge’s
latent voyeurism. Where LeWitt’s humor was largely art-world-specific—as in his Wall
Structure in Nine Parts, Each Containing a Work of Art by Other Artists, which included,
among works by Dan Flavin and Robert Ryman, a needlepoint embroidery by his Aunt
Luba—Cointet drew from a larger cultural landscape, setting the aspirational clichés of
Southern California against its most recognizable mass cultural artefacts.
If the connection between Cointet and LeWitt—their shared interest in the comic,
borrowed secret—is not necessarily obvious, it may be due to the humorless tone of
LeWitt’s writings, which cast a long shadow on the reception of his work. “The serial
artist does not attempt to produce a beautiful or mysterious object but functions merely as
a clerk cataloging the results of his premise,” he stated in his 1966 Serial Project #1.64
“When an artist uses a conceptual form of art, it means that all of the planning and
decisions are made beforehand and the execution is a perfunctory affair,” he writes in
“Paragraphs on Conceptual Art” (1967), and if the viewer finds the results boring, it’s
only because they’ve been conditioned to expect an “emotional kick.”65 The 1969
“Sentences on Conceptual Art,” the most programmatic of LeWitt’s writings shrugs off
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the visual entirely: since “[i]deas can be works of art,” an artwork might reasonably
“never reach the viewer, or it may never leave the artist’s mind.”66
LeWitt’s objects never quite relinquished their physicality, even as his writings
championed an ascetic, if “mystical,” dematerialization. But by the late 1960s, art was
moving beyond such self-enclosed formulas altogether. Linguistic experiments were
giving way to a more focused attention on institutions, particularly those that frame and
legitimize art. In practice, this led to many artworks that, ironically, fulfilled LeWitt’s
program of the artwork as a non-physical idea that risks never reaching the viewer.
Robert Barry began a longstanding engagement with ephemeral and invisible works: the
1968 “Carrier Waves” series used FM radio waves broadcast in the gallery (viewers were
alerted to their presence by wall labels); the 1969 Inert Gas Series involved releasing
various gases (neon, radon, helium) in the landscape, and documenting or publicizing the
results (Fig. 1.16); while the 1969 Telepathic Piece was visible only as an entry in the
exhibition catalogue (“During the Exhibition, I will try to communicate telepathically a
work of art…”). Art & Language’s Frameworks: Air Conditioning (1966–67, first
exhibited 1971) was a humorously site-specific work that presented the viewer with
nothing but the ventilation system of its title.
In these and other projects, the artwork has become a secret held in potential until
the moment that language conveys its existence to the viewer, a secret whose contours
are sometimes nothing more than the framing conventions of the art object (wall labels,
press releases, or certificates). “It is absurd to suggest that spatial considerations are at all
bound to the relations of things at a certain level above that of a minimum visibility,”
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wrote Art & Language member Michael Baldwin of the same show, implying that the
their project was not concerned with visible (let alone invisible) objects but invisible
relations, such as the relationship between the artwork and the language that describes or
constitutes it.67 The dense language used by the group in their published statements added
another layer of deliberate, parodic obfuscation to the work.
With the growing market success of Conceptual art, its difficulty was recast as
proof of its mystique, the intangible cultural capital that gave it an aura of rarity and
genius—due in no small part to the canny public relations work of figures like dealer
Seth Siegelaub. Art & Language member Mel Ramsden’s 1968 Secret Painting, for
example offers a humorous, over-identifying critique of the conceptual gesture: the small
black painting is accompanied by a large framed text that declares, “The content of this
painting is invisible; the character and dimension of the content are to be kept
permanently secret, known only to the artist.” (Fig. 1.17) Conceptual art’s hidden
strategies had become an open secret, a way of demanding recognition for the way its
closed circuits had always relied on external frameworks—the gallery, the market, the
artist’s auratic authority—for their legibility and meaning.
By 1970, the larger secret that interested artists was the many circuits of power at
work in language itself. In the 1970 Language Is Not Transparent, for example, Mel
Bochner scrawled the title’s phrase in chalk on a square of matte black paint on the walls
of Dwan Gallery. While Bochner’s gesture seems to partake of the very self-reflexivity it
aims to critique, it was intended as a serious Oedipal challenge. “The text is a critique of
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the new paradigm that considered language as providing direct access to the artist’s
thoughts, unmindful of language’s pitfalls, its deceptions and delusions, its hidden
agendas, its covert political subtexts,” Bochner later said of his motivations for the piece,
adding: “All abuses of power begin with the abuse of language.”68 Bochner “new
paradigm” is perhaps exemplified by Douglas Huebler’s Variable Piece 4: Secrets,
presented at the Jewish Museum’s Software exhibition in 1970, in which viewers were
asked to write a secret on a piece of paper, and then offered someone else’s “secret” in
return. Huebler’s approach is that of a first-generation Conceptualist, decontextualizing
private secrets to reveal their inevitable banality, whereas Bochner’s goal is to critique
the presumed objectivity of such gestures, which, by 1970, were an established trend in
contemporary art. In its earliest, 1969 iteration, Language Is Not Transparent was simply
a rubber stamp, implying that its critical rejoinder could be applied to a great many artworld examples, perhaps in parody of LeWitt’s image of the Conceptual artist as a
cataloguing clerk (Fig. 1.18).
As the 1970s progressed, public issues would take precedence over art world
concerns. “The turning point in the history of conceptual art in the mid-1970s may also
be understood to reflect more general changes in artists’ social ambitions from the
critique of its own institutions to a critique of larger social processes,” Blake Stimson has
written.69 Artists such as Victor Burgin, Mary Kelly, and Barbara Kruger would take as
their subjects the systems of control and domination normalized by everyday language
and situations. Conceptual, or rather, post-Conceptual artists were still interested in the
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theme of the hidden and contained, but the secret they sought to uncover went beyond
abstract language to encompass social, economic, and gender-based inequity, as well as
their roots in visual culture. Their motivating argument was that language, far from being
transparent or neutral, is an ideological construct with real-world implications that could
no longer be ignored.
*
The ideological secret of post-Conceptual art of the 1970s must also be
understood against public failures of information in these years. 1971, the year that
Cointet published the secret texts of ACRCIT, witnessed landmark events in politics and
information technology. The first of the Pentagon Papers were published in June (leaked
by former RAND employee Daniel Ellsburg); within two years, they would reveal the
extent to which the public had been misled about the Vietnam war. The same month, the
Los Angeles County Museum of Art opened its “Art and Technology” exhibition, the
culmination of a four-year project that for many critics represented the overreaching
ambitions of corporate-sponsored art as well as large-scale industrial technology. In
November, a company called Intel announced the invention of the microprocessor, the
miraculous “computer on a chip” and the technology that would enable the personal
computer.70 Public opinion was turning against technology—in the grander, industrial
sense—at the very moment that it was penetrating into everyday life. Richard Nixon’s
resignation from office in 1974 in the wake of the Watergate break-in and its coverup
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vividly demonstrated the political implications of the concealment of information. The
power of information, as a secret or as revelation, was stronger than ever before.
The Pentagon Papers were an example of what we might call a public, or open,
secret: they were known to many in the government but not publicly acknowledged until
they appeared in print. More than concealed information, a public secret is social
knowledge; it has the power to change the dominant order and transform a system’s
meaning, coherence, and legitimacy. But as Elias Canetti had proposed in 1960, “secrecy
lies at the very core of power.”71 By 1976, Michel Foucault would argue that secrecy, far
from an exceptional abuse of power, is indispensable to its operations, since “power is
tolerable only on the condition that it mask a substantial part of itself. Its success is
proportional to its ability hide its own mechanisms.”72 Michael Taussig has proposed
more recently that the public secret—the sense of “knowing what not to know”—is “the
most interesting, the most powerful, the most ubiquitous form of socially active
knowledge there is.”73 A public secret represents a crucial element of modern
governance: the holding in reserve of political power.
For political theorist Jodi Dean, author of the 2002 Publicity’s Secret: How
Technoculture Capitalizes on Democracy, secrecy has gained new importance as
information technology is commodified into a range of unprecedented public platforms,
from 24-hour news channels to internet news sites. “Publicity and secrecy provide the
matrix through which we think about democracy and within which technoculture is
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materialized,” Dean writes. If secrecy—defined as the concealment of information—had
always been a component of political power, today it is its inverse, publicity—the
making-public of that information—that, for Dean, “constitutes the truth conditions of
global, information-age capital.”74 In societies permeated by advanced technology,
knowledge can take on a deceptive relationship with power, as the glut of information
leads the public to defer action in favor of further data, explanations, and revelations.
The politics of secrecy, Dean proposes, are founded on the principle of exclusion.
Any secret implies not only a social divide—between those that know and those that
don’t—but also the assumption that once the secret is revealed, the rift between insider
and outsider will automatically disappear. The egalitarian horizon promised by the
secret’s resolution is the source of its social power, which rests on its the ability to foster
an imagined community of curious skeptics (one with particular relevance for the US
since the public scandals of the early 1970s). “The actual contents of any secret are
therefore immaterial,” Dean concludes:
The secret is a form that can be filled in by all sorts of contents and fantasies—
economic secrets, military secrets, sexual secrets, secrets to power, wealth, and
immortality. Thus what is at stake is not content but connection, the relationship
within and between communities held together and apart within a matrix of
secrecy and publicity.75
It was only inevitable, once information sources began prioritizing “connection” over
“content,” that news would come closer to spectacle and entertainment, cementing its
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status as commodity. The audience of such publicity, united by a stream of constant,
often pointless revelations, is less a public sphere than a community of consumers.
I would argue that many artists of the Conceptual turn had already discovered this
basic principle of Information-Age politics: that the existence of a secret and the promise
of its revelation are more powerful than any contents the secret may harbor. For publicity
is also the crucial matrix of Conceptual art, as Alexander Alberro has proposed in his
book Conceptual Art and the Politics of Publicity. “[C]onceptualism’s unusual formal
features and mode of circulation in many ways utilize and enact the deeper logic of
informatization,” Alberro writes, citing the exhibition and distribution practices used by
art dealer Seth Siegelaub as a prime example of Conceptual art’s embeddedness within
the economic paradigm of a newly “informatized” society.76 Siegelaub packaged obscure
Conceptual artworks into conventionally distributable means, issuing press releases and
certificates of authenticity, and generally taking on the responsibility of publicity so that
the artists could be free to pursue “emancipation from traditional forms of artistic
value.”77 Conceptual art needed the publicity provided by Siegelaub, because its status as
property was hidden from view, whether deposited in a certificate, “hidden” in a painting,
or dispersed into the air. When Siegelaub asked, in 1973, “How can a collector own an
idea?” the question was less rhetorical than practical.78 While historic accounts of
Conceptual art often present it as a failed attempt to “negate the commodity status of art,”
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Alberro stresses that this is a misreading of the actual events, and that “there was never a
moment when [artists and dealers] did not seek to market the art.”79
As the object was replaced with “interactive spectatorial spaces” and
“complicated participatory modes,” a viewing public became more and more necessary
for the artwork to be understood as such.80 In other words, just as publicity and secrecy
were becoming a dialectical force in democratic society, the same binary was taking
shape in advanced art, a symbiotic relationship between the publicity of entrepreneurial
dealer-curators and the opacity of artworks that privileged critical discourse. Both Dean
and Alberro argue that the centrality of information as a commodity gave rise to an
overly-idealized conception of a public in whose name information was circulated.
Information, as we now know, is driven by the logic of economic capital rather than
collective progress. The secret at the heart of information society, in the early 1970s as
much as today, is that the ideology of capitalism is built into the circulation of
information.
*
But the commodity logic of technology and information was not clear to either
artists or commentators in the early 1970s. Technology was still envisioned as mainframe
computers rather than the conveyance of signals and bits, and critiques, when they did
arise, were reserved for its more corporate manifestations. While artists had arguably
been flirting with technology since the utopian avant-gardes of Constructivism and
Futurism, it was only in the 1960s that the scientific establishment—by then, known as
“Big Science,” and part of a new “military-industrial complex”—showed any reciprocal
79
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interest.81 “[The] wedding of art and engineering is often celebrated on the altar of big
business,” wrote critic Calvin Tomkins in 1970, since “only a large corporation is in the
position to further the grandiose technological collaborations that so many artists now
seem determined to undertake,” adding that “a surprising number of such companies have
recently shown themselves willing to do so.”82 A prime example of the intersection of art,
technology, and politics is the case of LACMA’s “Art & Technology” initiative, a project
whose ambitious premise—and the scathing condemnations that greeted its final
outcome—mirror public attitudes towards technology in the same years.
“A&T”—the acronym’s resemblance to corporate shorthand was deliberate—was
a multi-year program (1968–71) conceived to place artists within corporations that used
advanced technology, with that aim of developing research-based artworks related to
companies’ areas of specialization (Fig. 1.19). LACMA’s initiative was envisioned as a
response to the many technology-themed shows of the late 1960s: the 1968 “Cybernetic
Serendipity” at the ICA London and “The Machine as Seen at the End of the Mechanical
Age” at the Museum of Modern Art, the 1970 “Software/Information Technology: Its
New Meaning for Art” at the Jewish Museum, and “Information” at the Museum of
Modern Art. A&T emulated the project-based approach of earlier artist-corporation
partnerships like E.A.T. in New York and the Artist Placement Group in London (both
founded in 1966), but whereas the latter projects were on a small scale and often run by
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artists themselves, A&T was designed as a collaboration between about seventy artists
and forty corporations. (The program’s public debut was a small-scale group show at the
US Pavilion of the 1970 Osaka World’s Fair, not far from the dramatic—by some
accounts, failed—E.A.T.-run projects at the nearby Pepsi-Cola pavilion.)83
In 1968, soon after Cointet had moved to California to work as Bell’s assistant,
Bell was invited by the organizers of A&T to be placed with the RAND Corporation. The
collaboration was terminated in early 1969, after six months of apparently fruitless
meetings. “[Bell’s] concern about Rand’s activities, whether naïve or informed, was also
obviously a moral one,” was the A&T report’s noncommittal statement.84 Bell was
replaced with John Chamberlain, whose stay as RAND’s artist in residence was famously
unproductive—his initial project, a memo inviting company employees to offer their
“answers” to an unspecified question, invited responses such as “An artist in residence is
a waste of money.”85 Many of the artists proposed to make relatively straightforward
objects, which nonetheless proved too complicated for their corporate partners. (The sole
woman artist in the group, Channa Horwitz, was never even introduced to a corporate
sponsor.) Oldenburg’s Giant Icebag, which was built despite his failed partnership with
Disney, was, in Pamela Lee’s words, an arch response to the “monumental headache”
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that was A&T.86 Others, like Fluxus artist George Brecht, put forward ideas that seemed
outright antagonistic to the idea of a partnership—in Brecht’s case, “propos[ing] to move
the land mass of the British Isles into the Mediterranean Sea.”87 Several artists, like
Chamberlain, James Lee Byars, Hans Haacke, and Jackson MacLow had attempted more
idea-based work, with little success; Jane Livingstone recalls MacLow’s meeting with
IBM as “an intensely uncomfortable occasion” where IBM regarded his “immensely
ambitious proposal” for an ecological project about Los Angeles as more or less a joke.88
At the project’s culmination in 1971, many of the artists and corporate sponsors had
already withdrawn.
For many of its critics, A&T’s greatest failing was neither the outsized ambition
of its artists nor their confrontational attitudes towards their host organizations (nor even
the machismo of its nearly all-male roster).89 The blame was laid directly on the
museum’s blind investment in an idea whose heyday seemed to be irrevocably over: a
celebration of technology as the domain of large corporate monopolies. For poet David
Antin, then director of the art gallery at the University of California in San Diego and one
of the project’s advisors, the show’s main failure was in underestimating its own
embeddedness within the military-industrial complex. When technology is defined as the
property of those most empowered to wield it—“technology as enclaves of social and
economic power, possessing a capacity to move men and material from anywhere to
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anywhere”—it is reduced to money.90 Seen in this light, the project was at best a funding
source for artists to produce grandiose but irrelevant projects, and at worst an ad-hoc PR
campaign for an increasingly unjustifiable war machine. (“Consider the American
military machine,” Antin reasoned. “It is a very large corporation,” and one that “has not
been notably effective at dealing with a specific small war in Southeast Asia.”)91
In 1967, when the museum was laying the groundwork for A&T, the idea of
artists working with corporations had seemed an exciting, even progressive idea. In 1969,
Lippard had praised the Artist Placement Group’s collaborations between artists and
corporations as an intriguing opportunity for “an interruptive device, a jolt, in present
systems.”92 But by 1971, corporate technology in the US was identified primarily with
the Vietnam War, a system far too corrupt to be “interrupted” with anything like artistic
gestures. A&T’s most heinous crimes, for most commentators, were ethical—its
complicity with what Max Kozloff called “a rogue’s gallery of the violence industries”:
During the term of the project, there occurred the My Lai massacre, the Chicago
Democratic Convention riots, the assassinations of Martin Luther King and
Robert Kennedy, the invasion of Cambodia, and the student killings at Kent and
Jackson State. While these convulsions were taking place, inflaming the
radicalism of our youth and polarizing the country, the American artists did not
hesitate to freeload at the trough of that techno-fascism that had inspired them.93
The evidence against the corporate sponsors, perhaps more easily brushed off in 1968,
had by 1971, with increasingly graphic news coverage of military failures abroad,
become a damning account of US “technofascism.”94 That many of the artists involved in
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A&T sensed the ethical dilemmas is clear even from the official narratives, and it must be
assumed that many, like Bell, declined to participate. Yet both artists and the museum
were accused of naively entering into a premise they should have recognized as
problematic. Corporate technology’s economic priorities were widely acknowledged and
vilified, but the notion that art-as-information was itself a problematic commodity did not
make it into the public conversation. In any case, A&T was the last major US exhibition
to address the intersection of art and technology until the mid 1980s.
If critics failed to see information itself as an “enclave of social and economic
power,” this is not to say that Conceptual art’s easy commodification went unnoticed.
Lippard, in the “Postface” of her book Six Years in 1973, voiced disappointment at
Conceptual art’s inability to break out of its “art quarters” and leave any lasting realworld impact; Siegelaub, in an interview with Michel Claura the same year, seconded her
views: “There is still potential of [Conceptual art] enabling an examination of all that
surrounds art, but in reality, conceptual artists are dedicated only to exploring avant-garde
aesthetic problems.”95 Robert Smithson’s critique was more incisive in its attunement to
economic realities: “Compared to isolated objects, isolated ideas in the context of a
gallery offer the random art audience an aesthetic bargain.”96 But artists had only been
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taking advantage of what they perceived, consciously or not, as the open secret of
information—its commodity potential.
Cointet’s ACRCIT brings together many strands of Conceptualism’s attitude
towards secrets, from its early fascination with hidden contents to its later critique of
information as a utopian medium. Like many artists of the 1970s, Cointet saw language
not as a neutral vessel but as a message coded with layers of personal and cultural
information, from Conceptual critique to computer code. His artist books, which turn the
typically “difficult” and “aloof” artwork into a playful patchwork of quotation and
parody, aim to sharpen the viewer’s suspicion as well as their appreciation of visual
culture. The humor that undercuts the solemnity of ACRCIT’s encrypted pages opens up
their inaccessible facades, offering clues to the complex desires and projections we bring
to our perceptions of information. As I explore in the next section, Cointet’s coded books
not only highlight the contingency of information, they anticipate the strategic uses of
opacity in the decade to come.

The Right to Opacity
Among the many possible interpretations of ACRCIT’s enigmatic title, curator Marie de
Brugerolle singles out its resemblance to “ASCII,” the abbreviation of “American
Standard Code for Information Interchange.” ASCII is a coding system developed in the
early 1960s to enable communication between computers; it provides the basis of most
character-encoding systems in use today.97 Brugerolle’s hypothesis is not supported by
evidence, but Cointet was undoubtedly interested in, if not obsessed with the past and
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present uses of encryption. His notebooks include numerous references to cryptography
in Renaissance-era secret societies, World War II espionage, popular fiction, and classic
games of recreational mathematics. In his books, he borrowed from Edgar Allan Poe and
Arthur Conan Doyle’s romanticized narratives of secret information, which he then
encrypted with techniques gleaned from the same sources.
Cryptology—which includes both cryptography, or the art of designing of codes,
and cryptanalysis, the process of recovering the coded texts—was largely an arcane
pursuit until the twentieth century, despite its close correspondence to the scientific
advances of the time. During World War I, cryptography became a branch of applied
mathematics, leading to breakthroughs such as the German Enigma encoder (invented
around 1918) and Alan Turning’s 1936 Universal Turing Machine. The 1967 publication
of David Kahn’s The Codebreakers: The Story of Secret Writing made cryptography
techniques available to the English-language public for the first time—causing
considerable alarm among Cold War intelligence strategists. But Information-Age
technology elevated cryptography to unprecedented levels of complexity and
significance. By the 1970s, cryptography was recognized as the primary technology
maintaining the divide between public and private knowledge.98
Cointet’s interest in encryption appears to have been limited to that of an amateur
enthusiast looking to highlight its art-world connotations and cultural associations. But
his focus on cryptography as a method and theme anticipates the rising importance of
data encryption, specifically in debates around the commodification of computer
software, which began in the late ’70s and continued into the following two decades.
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Until the 1970s, software was considered to be part of an intellectual commons; codes for
mainframe computers changed hands freely as programmers fine-tuned systems and
made their improvements available to their colleagues as well as to the original
manufacturers. When Bill Gates wrote the first widely successful program for a personal
computer in the early 1970s, such programs were frequently copied and redistributed on
rolls of hole-punched paper. But Gates had different ambitions: upon founding MicroSoft in 1976, as a software company catering to the new audience for personal computers,
one of his first steps was to challenge this informal economy of exchange. “As the
majority of hobbyists must be aware, most of you steal your software,” he wrote in his
now-legendary “Open Letter to Hobbyists,” demanding that they recognize his
company’s work and proprietary interests.99 Gates’ argument was obliquely supported by
the Copyright Act of 1976, which allowed for the interpretation of software as intellectual
property. Even without legal recourse, proprietary software was well on its way to
becoming a lucrative market.100
Technology’s new market logic was unacceptable to many in the programming
community. Small-scale software piracy began almost immediately, with a lively
exchange of software programs on early dial-up Bulletin Board Systems. “Data activist”
Richard Stallman launched his GNU project, an operating system built entirely on free
software, in 1983 he founded the Free Software Foundation, which advocates for a data
commons that can afford everyone the right not just to learn, transform, and share the
evolving language of information, but also to protect their own information from
unwanted surveillance. In the utopian thinking of data activists, the tools for protecting
99
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privacy can lead to the formation of alternative communities of knowledge, and the
strategic use of information can enable the decentralization of power in a society
organized by technological and economic enclosures.101
Data activism had important implications for privacy and state control of
information, and encryption techniques emerged as the most important secrets of the late
1970s. “[C]ontrol of society is in large part the control of communication,” Whitfield
Diffie and Susan Landau emphasize in their 1999 book Privacy on the Line: The Politics
of Wiretapping and Encryption. A free data commons can ensure citizens privacy through
encryption techniques, and this was unacceptable for the US government, which
considered privately encrypted information a threat to national security. “The US military
responded to the rise of private cryptography [in the 1970s] by attempting to reestablish
control over the technology through Atomic Energy-like prior restraint of research and
publication,” Diffie and Landau write. “When this effort appeared to have failed (largely
as a result of its obvious unconstitutionality), the government attempted to control
cryptographic products directly.”102 That initiative was also fruitless, and the debate over
private access to advanced encryption techniques continues to the present day.103 With
the widespread use of surveillance technology and wiretaps in the interim, the idea of the
right to encryption now hinges on the crucial different between “the right to listen and the
right to understand what one has heard.”104 The opacity offered by cryptography ensures
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the right to prevent understanding where needed, to confront the logic of information by
exploring its boundaries and taking control of its tools.
*
In final view, the pages of A Million Random Digits are both an appropriate and
disingenuous comparison to Cointet’s coded books, especially in view of the histories of
information discussed here. Both offer opaque surfaces to the viewer, highly organized
but abstract data that require analysis or explanation before they can be understood. Both
seem to frustrate the expectations of an audience not initiated to their secrets. And both
offer an alternative conception of information as data: A Million Random Digits fulfills a
technical demand for systematic disorder, while ACRCIT invites faith in the order that
could be revealed through patient decryption. Both offer the viewer information only in
the mathematical sense: as forms of communication that encompass both signal and nonsignal, legibility and illegibility.
But Cointet’s codes are ultimately meaningful, as well as functional—they
convey a wide range of messages, from the potential of cryptographic methods to offbeat
observations on art, technology, and popular culture. They seek out patterns in the
random; using codes, puns, and narrative detours to tease out the viewer’s curiosity. They
bring their optimistic paranoia to a late-Cold War moment, anticipating many of the
scientific, social, and political transformations of information in the decades to come.
They offer a microcosmic example of the dialectic of secrecy and revelation that would
come to define the truth conditions of contemporary politics. Despite the work’s deep
roots in its historic moment, ACRCIT ultimately chooses playful obliqueness over
didactic specificity, risking irrelevance in its embodiment of the complicated nature of
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opacity and secrecy. As the next chapter will explore, Cointet’s staged readings of his
coded books would give them a new valence altogether, taking the secret of Conceptual
art into the domain of public performance.
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CHAPTER TWO
Consumer Portraiture: Pulp Narratives in Los Angeles and Paris

Los Angeles: From Book to Performance
Cointet’s first performance, which took place at LA’s Cirrus Gallery in May 1973, was
announced through a one-page invitation card (Fig. 2.1). The layout is spare, just black letters on
a white ground, but the tone is extravagant. “ONE NIGHT ONLY!” it exclaims: “Meet the
celebrated artist from Benakhor / IN PERSON / QEI NO MYSXDOD.” The artist’s name sounds
like an exotic or perhaps coded variation on “Guy de Cointet,” and the event is billed as an artist
talk:
Mr Qei No Mysxdod, on his way back to Benakhor, has agreed to stop in S. California to
present, in his own subtly indefinable way, his latest work. A short discussion will be
held immediately following the event.
Cointet’s name is not mentioned, and there are no other clues about the “subtly indefinable”
nature of the event, other than several lines of gushing, slightly strange (and most certainly
fictional) promotional praise: “… an enigmatic landmark!,” “Brilliant… teetering on the
outermost edge of Art, distilling itself into a thrilling nutritious world… Simply ravishing!”1
Anyone following Cointet’s work in the two years since he created ACRCIT would not
have been surprised by the enigmatic invitation. Cointet had followed his encrypted “newspaper”
with two more coded publications, both resembling conventional paperbacks. The 1972 A
Captain from Portugal, a 50-page book bound in plain white covers, is a “short story” printed in

1
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an alphabet of hexagonal curves designed by Cointet (Fig. 2.2). It includes a decryption key,
which reveals the contents to be excerpts from popular late-Victorian novels such as Jules
Verne’s cryptography-themed Eight Hundred Leagues on the Amazon (1881) and the bestselling
1885 African-adventure novel, King’s Solomon’s Mines.2 Cointet followed it in 1973 with a
visually similar volume, Espahor Ledet Ko Uluner!, a slim black paperback printed in a Latinate
script but an entirely invented language (Fig. 2.3–2.4). Espahor, his third artist publication and
first “novel,” would provide the basis of his first gallery performance the same year.
Espahor, the book, begins with a passionate-seeming dedication—“Espahor ledet ko
vhelenni, uluner, udalud Gizella! How-whibed’tha plarref pebeskenn ej umeibatuvhi,
lekmanussabej izugssol…”—and continues with equal obscurity for eighty pages. There are
allusions to narrative and drama: “Gizella” and “Artobeli,” for example, are often in dialogue
(“Gizella!” “Lok miprotg.” “Zannd…?” “Er.”). The text bears a passing resemblance to Basque,
or perhaps Hungarian, but with an undertone of a Lewis-Carroll-style zaniness (as in the
recurring poem, “Isty, risty! / Delunotecc / Isty. / Seringapatam / Risty, isty, risty!”).3 What
Cointet’s 1972–73 “paperbacks” share with his earlier “newspaper” is a recognizable sense of
genre: A Captain hints at a mystery or adventure story with sci-fi undertones, and Espahor a
romance or melodrama tinged with nonsensical humor. This connection to genre fiction and its
connotations of lowbrow and middlebrow popular entertainment would carry over to his first
gallery performances.
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While much about Cointet’s Cirrus performance remains unclear—the script has been
lost and there is no film documentation—there are a few firsthand accounts. “A classroom
situation provided the setting,” recalls performance historian Moira Roth. “A midget professional
actor, suavely dressed and holding a mysterious book in his hand, gave a demonstration lecture
to ‘explain’ the book, amplifying his points with chalk diagrams on a blackboard.”4 Photographs
concur with Roth’s description: they show a darkened gallery space where a spotlight picks out
the evening’s star, a middle-aged man with dwarfism, dressed in a black tuxedo and tie, sitting at
a desk or standing before a blackboard (2.5–2.6). He appears to be introduced and assisted by a
young woman in a dark, floor-length dress, who sits stage right and occasionally erases the
blackboard. Myxdod flourishes his copy of Espahor, points emphatically at his notes, and
scribbles phrases on the blackboard (“zoma cubes,” “opium whiskey tango,” “it was the same
woman!”). His facial expressions are expressive and elastic, going from amused to pensive, and
his hands are often in motion: arms outstretched as if entreating an audience of thousands,
counting on his fingers, shielding his eyes or pointing to the back of the room. His performance
appears to end with a bow and a kiss on the hand of his female colleague.
Cointet’s alter-ego for the evening was Billy Barty, a seasoned Hollywood actor whose
prolific career had by then spanned film, television, vaudeville, music, and sportscasting. The
Cirrus audience may have recognized Barty as the ringmaster of Billy Barty’s Bigtop, the
children’s program he hosted on LA’s KKTV in the mid to late sixties. Barty may have been
chosen for the comic effect of his short stature: standing next to his unidentified assistant, he
measures up to her waist, a contrast accentuated by the four-inch platform heels she wears—
which, given Cointet’s background in fashion illustration, were likely a deliberate costume
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choice. Cointet’s list of potential candidates for the role of Mysxdod included very tall and very
short people (basketball players, circus performers), though he may also have been attracted to
Barty’s experience in the entertainment industry and his affiliation with “Golden Age,” 1930s
Hollywood. According to gallery owner Jean Milant, Cointet had hired photographers to mark
Barty’s entrance to the gallery that evening with an explosion of old-fashioned flashbulbs, a
spectacle not uncommon for the neighborhood—Cirrus was then located just off Hollywood’s
Melrose Avenue, a short walk from the legendary Paramount Studios—in earlier decades.5
Barty, for his part, appears to have taken on the role of foreign artist with great panache.
“Billy didn’t know what was going on and didn’t care,” artist Jeff Perkins, a close friend of
Cointet’s, recalls. “[He] stood by a blackboard and a table with all of Guy’s books on it. Billy
just introduced himself: ‘Yes, I’m Qei No Myxdod. I’m passing through town, on my way to
Benakhor, but I want to present my most recent books. Does anybody have any questions? And
so he took questions. It was scintillating.”6 Perkins, like Roth, stresses the authority Barty
projected in this “classroom setting.” Unfazed by Espahor’s inaccessible contents (“he didn’t
care”), Barty appears to have conveyed its strangeness with his own repertoire of gestures,
crossing an adult lecture with a variety show—channeling education, humor, and surprise, the
exchange with the assistant even suggesting a magic act. And while it’s not clear if Barty
actually read from Espahor, the phrases on the blackboard, presumably from the script, are in
keeping with Cointet’s ongoing interests: “opium, whisky, tango,” is a line from Francis
Picabia’s 1917 poem, Magic City, and “soma cubes” a puzzle-like game discussed in Richard
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Epstein’s 1967 The Theory of Gambling and Statistical Logic, both sources that are listed in
Cointet’s notebooks of the same years.
The 1973 Cirrus performance foregrounds many of the elements that would define his
work in the decade to come: the move from the coded object to its interpretation for an audience,
a format that would eventually lead to a distinctive style of prop-based performance; the use of a
professional actors from a variety of backgrounds; the use of scripted monologues based on
appropriated contents, which often placed mass culture against avant-garde references; and the
lecture as a point of departure for a humorous, disjunctive event. This chapter will look at how
these elements were developed in Cointet’s earliest performances, to consider how they may
have emerged—and diverged—from their immediate contexts of early 1970s performance in
Southern California, as well as the 1950s and 1960s France of Cointet’s formative years. I look
more closely to his references to mass culture and advertising, which would take on increasing
importance both to Cointet’s practice and to his US and French milieus.
*
It’s unclear what prompted Cointet’s move into performance. “I was just presenting the
book in a different manner,” he said in a 1980 interview. “I wanted to give the people a different
idea [from] what I am sure they had from the book alone. The book was so abstract. The
performances are the visual complement to the writing.”7 It is telling that he describes the
performance as a “visual complement” to the book’s abstractness; rather than making the book
more understandable or concrete, it is a way of visually expanding on its strangeness. In 1973,
Cointet’s interest continues to be the generative potential of the secret: if ACRCIT offered its
contents to any reader willing to decode them, Espahor’s invented language ensures that it will
7
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remain a permanent enigma—suggesting a story, but withholding it from the reader. But
Espahor’s public presentation, which promised an authoritative explanation, only deepened the
sense of mystery. In turning to performance as a medium, Cointet draws on secrecy, the curiosity
it provokes, and the promise of revelation—the enticement of the audience—as a creative
process.
Cointet’s emphasis on the visual aspect of performance is also important given his early
interest in theater. Actor and director Yves Lefebvre, who was close to Cointet in the early 1950s
when they were students at the University of Nancy, remembers their mutual fondness for
theater. “We went to see plays at the municipal theater. He already loved the theater and took a
lot of pleasure in vaudeville,” Lefebvre recalls, and the two collaborated on short plays for the
university theater, which Lefebvre describes as “mimodramas in a naïve style without words,
with music,” for which Cointet designed costumes.8 Lefebvre and Cointet both moved to Paris
after university, at one point working at the same advertising agency. They would collaborate
again in the 1970s, when Cointet staged his first performances in Paris, at Sonnabend Gallery in
’73 and the prestigious Théâtre Récamier in 1976. Lefebvre, who would go on to act in soap
operas alongside his theater work, has spoken of the “boulevard theater” aspect of Cointet’s
work, proposing that Cointet’s “joy of stock characters” combines the slapstick sensibility of the
popular genre of French theater with the influence of “B movie comedies with sophisticated
actors” of American and French cinema.9
8
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In Los Angeles, Cointet was part of a professional community of visual artists and
curators, and the majority of the venues that would take an interest in his live work of the 1970s
would be affiliated with visual art.10 In the same 1980 interview, his interlocutor—the gallerist
Barbara Braathen, who had shown Cointet’s work in her New York gallery in 1977 and ‘78—
asks him about the difference between his “performances” and his “plays” (the latter referring to
the multi-act, multi-performer works he would produce after 1976). “At this point, there may be
very little difference between my work and contemporary theater,” he tells her. “I would love to
try mine in more of a theatre situation to see if there is a difference.” Braathen points out that he
has already staged performances in theaters in Los Angeles. “Several times,” he agrees,
but the audience was not a theater audience. It was an art audience. The stage, I love it. I
don’t mind at all the distance between the public, the audience, and the proscenium. I like
it. It works for me perfectly. I don’t want to break at all this kind of thing that many in the
theater always try to break, to bring the thing closer to life.11
Always attuned to the viewer’s expectations, Cointet defines “a theater situation” by the presence
of a “theater audience,” perhaps one with more conventional expectations than the audience of
visual art. He is not interested in incorporating the audience into the work or turning viewers into
participants, and he understands how this sets him apart from the theater of his moment. His
reference to what “many in the theater always try to break, to bring the thing closer to life” could
encompass much of 1960s and ‘70s experimental theater in the US: The Living Theater’s
confrontations with the audience; the “environmental theatre” of Richard Schechner’s
Performance Group; the San Francisco Mime Troupe’s improvisatory “guerrilla theater,”
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performed in public spaces like parks; or, more locally, the Los Angeles-based Provisional
Theater, whose 1972 debut, XA: A Vietnam Primer, was a participatory history lesson about
Vietnam.
Despite Cointet’s divergence from such programmatic and politicized tactics, his work
was often associated with theater in its broadest sense. Roth, for example, introduces him as “an
experimenter in theatrical Performance”; Linda Frye Burnham, in her 1986 overview of
California performance, asserts that Cointet had eventually “moved out of the realm of
performance art and wholly into theater, making his work accessible to an audience other than
the art community, though artists continue to enjoy and find value in his plays.”12 Both Burnham
and Roth associate Cointet’s work with that of another French expatriate, the feminist artist
Rachel Rosenthal, who moved into art performance in 1975 after a decade running an
experimental theater group in Los Angeles.13 But Rosenthal’s confessional, autobiographical
work of the 1970s and 80s, which always featured herself as the performer, had little in common
with Cointet’s more formally controlled productions.
Despite his curiosity about “a theatre situation,” Cointet knew that his work was not
conventional theater. He makes this distinction later in the 1980 interview, when asked about
“the absence of classical format” in his work. “In theatre if you write a play you have a plot. And
if you have a plot, you have a strong end,” he muses. But his plays, he points out, have no plots.
“My plays and performances just start abruptly, immediately. … There is no buildup towards
12
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something. And they stop just as abruptly as they start.”14 With such interruptions, Cointet could
direct the audience’s attention to the more abstract rhythms of the work, especially as they
emerge from dialogue and props. Earlier in the interview, for example, he stresses the
deliberateness of “the writing and the rhythm” of his scripts (“if you change the text you change
the rhythm and things start to fall apart” he explains), a quality also emphasized by Lefebvre
(“You had to know the text and then work out the rhythm. With Guy, the rhythm was really
important.”)15 As a fan of popular theater, Cointet may have used many aspects of theater as it
had been codified in the nineteenth century—static stage and seating, actors in character,
dialogue-based scripts, and a concern with repeatability and entertainment—but ultimately, the
experience of his live work, as many reviewers pointed out, was marked by an abstraction more
aligned with visual art contexts.16
But as the comparison with Rosenthal reveals, Cointet’s work is not necessarily better
understood as performance art, despite the medium’s growing importance in the years between
Cointet’s 1968 move to Los Angeles and his 1973 debut performance. As with experimental
theater, the majority of California performance of this period had little interest in maintaining the
distance between audience and performer. Burnham, for example, begins her history of
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California performance with the influence of New York transplant Allan Kaprow on the one
hand and local artist Chris Burden on the other: Kaprow, the founder of Happenings, was guided
by the idea that “The line between art and life should be kept as fluid, and perhaps indistinct, as
possible,” and was influential as a teacher at CalArts (1969–74); Burden, whose “tortuous body
art” was begun as an MFA student at the same school in 1971, took Kaprow’s ideas in a different
direction, gaining immediate acclaim for the aggressive intensity of his one-man events, which
by 1972 were getting him arrested for causing false emergencies in public thoroughfares.17 Moira
Roth has likewise traced the origins of the new performance scene—and its emphasis on the
performer’s body—to a New York influence: specifically, a workshop taught by Judson dancer
Alex Hay at CalArts in 1968. Roth proposes that the workshop’s public finale, “One Evening of
Theater Pieces,” was the Los Angeles community’s “first large-scale encounter” with
performance.18 Hay’s students included future Cointet collaborator Eric Orr as well as his future
friend and neighbor, Barbara Smith, who would go on to become one of the most prominent of a
new generation of feminist performance artists. The most impactful of the new developments
may have been Judy Chicago’s founding of the Feminist Art Program, first at Fresno State in
1970 and then at CalArts in 1971 (with Miriam Schapiro), leading to public projects such as the
1972 group installation Womanhouse and the founding of Womanspace gallery in 1973 in a
converted laundromat on Venice Boulevard, a short walk from Cointet’s home-studio.
Venice Beach, an iconic neighborhood for an earlier Beat generation, was also home to
an old guard of Hard-Edge painters and Light & Space artists: John McCracken, Dewain
Valentine, and Robert Irwin all had studios very close to Cointet, who had taken over the lease
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from his one-time employer, the sculptor Larry Bell. But the “finish-fetish” of 1960s West Coast
Minimalism was giving way to a new guard of body-oriented performance, which turned from
the exploration of presence as a response to visual phenomenon towards presence as an index of
power, identity, and its attendant politics. The transformation was visible in the galleries, studios,
and on the streets of Southern California: the 1971 group show “Body Movements” at San
Diego’s La Jolla Art Museum, for example, was an early harbinger, showcasing Bruce Nauman’s
40-foot-long Green Light Corridor, as well as Burden’s “apparatus” sculptures, both intended to
mold the viewer’s experience of a physical object. In ASCO’s 1971 Christmas-Eve street
performance, Stations of the Cross, the costumed Chicano artists dragged a fifteen-foot-long
cardboard cross across a major thoroughfare in East Hollywood, shocking passersby with their
parody of a Mexican mural come to life. In the 1972 collaborative performance “Ablutions,”
which took place in a borrowed Venice Beach studio, Chicago and students Suzanne Lacy,
Aviva Rahmani, and Sandra Orgel performed a visceral public exploration of rape.
Cointet’s approach may be far from these milestones of early 1970s performance, but it
does borrow from some of its lesser-known strategies. Using an actor for a gallery
performance—as in Cointet’s hiring of Barty—may have been an unusual idea, but invented
personas such as “Qei No Mysxdod” were something of a local trend. Larry Bell, for example,
often attended openings in suit and top hat as “Dr. Lux,” a persona he explored in his 1982 essay,
“Dr. Lux and the Artist” (which, perhaps in a nod to Cointet’s artist books, includes long
passages of H.G. Wells’ Tales of Space and Time).19 Wallace Berman and Bruce Conner had
both published under pseudonyms in the 1950s; a decade later, Ed Ruscha appeared on the
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Artforum masthead as the designer “Eddie Russia” and Judith Gerowitz legally changed her
name to Judy Chicago.20 In San Francisco, Tom Marioni, aiming to separate his curatorial and
artistic practices, performed as the artist Allan Fish (1968–71), Linda Montano danced on the
streets of San Francisco as the “Chicken Woman” (1971) the first of a series of personas that
would include nurses and nuns, and conceptual artist Lutz Bacher assumed the male name and
elusive persona she would maintain throughout her career. (Eleanor Antin would exhibit the first
of her extensive video work with personas in September 1973, four months after Cointet’s Cirrus
performance.) And beyond the California context was Andy Warhol, who had decided in 1967—
the year Cointet was sharing a New York studio with Viva, then a rising Factory Superstar—to
send lookalike Allan Midgette on a midwestern college tour in his place. Wayne Koestenbaum,
who has called the substitution one of Warhol’s “most elegant and illegal conceptual
performances,” proposes that Warhol “considered interviews to be collaborative art pieces; his
job was not to convey truth but to perform.”21 If midwestern audiences were unlikely to consider
Warhol’s substitution an artistic gesture—Warhol’s laconic and bewigged everyday persona
already presenting quite a challenge—the LA art scene, always influenced by its proximity to
Hollywood, would be much more accepting of artists’ slipping in and out of unusual character
styles.22
The format of the lecture-performance, which recurs in Cointet’s 1973–75 work, also had
its local proponents. The poet David Antin delivered his first “talk poem” in 1971 at Pomona
20
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College. Later described as “part lecture, part stand-up routine and part Homeric recitation,”
these hybrid pieces would become central to Antin’s creative practice: the transcript of talking at
pomona, the edited, unpunctuated version of that performance, appeared in Artforum in 1972,
and Antin went on to publish several volumes of his “talking” works.23 Allan Ruppersberg’s
1973 Lecture on Houdini (for Terry Allen) may have provided another model: the video shows
Ruppersberg, tied in a straitjacket, reading a lecture on the “mysterious entertainer” while trying,
and failing, to escape his bonds.24 Ruppersberg was an acquaintance of Cointet’s and part of a
circle of Los Angeles conceptualists whose work was known for its casual, self-effacing humor,
visual and verbal puns, and interest in popular culture.25 The group included Cointet’s friend
William Leavitt, as well as Bas Jan Ader, Ger van Elk, and William Wegman. The group had
coalesced around conceptual artist John Baldessari, whose Santa Monica home was a frequent
meeting place. Baldessari recalls meeting Cointet there in the late 1960s: “I liked him because he
was so serious about [his work] and almost like a university professor explaining something,” an
appreciation perhaps conditioned by the lessons of the legendary post-studio class Baldessari
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started at CalArts in 1970.26 David Antin also taught, at UC San Diego, and the lectureperformance may owe some of its popularity to the importance of art school settings to the
development of California performance and conceptual art.27
Finally, Cointet’s decision to frame his Cirrus performance as a book launch may have
found its inspiration in Venice Beach’s literary community, specifically the very popular poetry
readings held at the event space Beyond Baroque, located a short walk from his studio. Beyond
Baroque had been founded in 1968 by the editor George Drury Smith as a magazine for
experimental poetry, and the tradition of weekly poetry nights in the office’s storefront space
began soon after. By 1971, the magazine’s editorial staff were curating the evening’s lineup as
well as occasional exhibitions of visual art. By 1972, the Friday night readings were so popular
that loudspeakers had to be installed for those who couldn’t fit into the room.28 Artist Mike
Kelley, who moved to Los Angeles in 1976 (and would be instrumental, decades later, in
reviving Cointet’s posthumous reputation), was attracted to the diversity of the Beyond Baroque
milieu of “writers and musicians and artists and video makers,” as well as the nature of their
interests: “A lot of the writers associated with Beyond Baroque were exploring mass culture in a
manner I found new and inspiring.”29 This interest in found material, which would be of
increasing importance to Southern California conceptualism, would also play a significant role in
Cointet’s performance work.
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Paris: The Very Brilliant Artist HUZO LUMNST
In November 1973, just six months after his Cirrus performance, Cointet debuted his second
performance work at Galerie Sonnabend in Paris.30 He had the benefit of the energy generated by
the Paris Autumn Festival, which had been founded the year before to revive the city’s reputation
as an art center by bringing avant-garde performance to various sites across Paris. The emphasis,
in its early years, was strongly North American: the 1972 edition had showcased the work of
Yvonne Rainer and Robert Wilson; the highlight of 1973 edition was an evening-length dance,
Un Jour ou deux, commissioned from Merce Cunningham, with music by John Cage and
costumes by Jasper Johns, to be performed by the Ballet of the Paris Opera. Ileana Sonnabend
was a key figure in the ’73 Festival: her gallery had organized a large offsite group show,
“Aspects de l’Art Actuel” (Aspects of Current Art) for the grand, nineteenth-century exhibition
halls of the Musée Galliera. The show had a small California contingent, with works by
Baldessari, Nauman, and William Wegman, and a larger emphasis on live art, with performances
by Charlemagne Palestine, Vito Acconci, and, in one of their first European shows, the Trisha
Brown Dance Company.
Cointet, however, was working on a more modest scale and was not part of these
headlining events. Given the use of Sonnabend’s rue Mazarine space for one evening, he
installed the ground-floor room as if for a solo exhibition, with two walls showcasing a suite of
thirteen framed prints, each several feet high, hung at various heights. The silkscreens, done in
red ink on medium-weight paper, were the result of a summer residency at a printmaking studio
in the south of France, and the first sheet gives the title of the series—CIZEGHOH TUR
NDJMB—along with Cointet’s name and that of the printshop, Atelier Laage (Fig. 2.7–2.8). The
30
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other twelve prints contain letters and words that have been laid out to mimic prose, poetry, or
dialogue. As with Espahor, the contents are entirely illegible, but the genres they invoke are
more varied. Some are strings of numbers, arranged as if in paragraphs; some include a
combination of printed and handwritten lines, as if one is a translation of the other (the line
beginning with “144 75359 630 9596…” is annotated with “MCF OSKLA NDC AFGE…”);
others are arranged like dialogues (“X AVM.” / “… OEHUHL.” / “MEPP SLAR.” / “UY
NOFF.”) or verses of poetry. From a distance, the prints resemble the pages of a very large and
arcane book, but up close they feel more like standalone artworks: the effect is similar to
ACRCIT’s parodies of Conceptual art, with the technological undertone swapped for literary
connotations.
The CIZEGHOH prints also invoke a specifically French modernist lineage of “concrete”
or visual poetry. With their unexpected shifts in font size, odd italicizations, and arbitrary
spacing, they bear a strong resemblance to Stéphane Mallarmé’s 1897 Un Coup de dés jamais
n’abolira le hazard (Fig. 2.9), or even, given their illegibility, Marcel Broodthaers 1969 redacted
adaptation, which replaced the words with black stripes (Fig. 2.10). Certainly, the use of red
letters on white ground, especially in the title print, resemble the classically stark design of
French book covers—a style first instituted by André Gide for Gallimard in the 1910s, the same
decade he published Mallarmé’s poem in book form. Mallarmé makes an appearance in Cointet’s
notebooks (“It is not with ideas that one makes poetry… it is with words,” one quote reads), and
may have inspired Cointet for any number of reasons: as “the central ancestral figure” of 1960s
French literary circles; as the one-time editor of a women’s magazine who wrote entire issues
under pseudonyms; as one of France’s most prominent and perplexing modernist poets (it was
reputedly a standard joke to request a translation of his work in French); and finally, as the
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author of a poem that hinges on a mysterious secret— a “unique number” of cosmic significance
to be revealed by the never-thrown dice.31 Mallarmé was decisive in opening a path for art
beyond the demands of representation, using dissonance and fragmentation to call attention to
the power of words on the page. Cointet’s CIZEGHOH prints invoke this same sense of literary
early-modernist abstraction. But as with the earlier Cirrus show, high art will be juxtaposed with
entertainment: just as Barty the Hollywood star is given Picabia to recite, the modernist opacity
of CIZEGHOH will serve as a prop for a narrative experience closer to pulp fiction than
Symbolist poetry.
The comedic juxtapositions begin with the invitation, this time a postcard printed in red
letters, announcing: “THE VERY BRILLIANT ARTIST / HUZO LUMNST / PRESENTS /
HER NEW WORK / C I Z E G O H T U R / ND J M B.” (Fig. 2.11) There is a teasing snippet
of promotional blurbing, in English: “… She’s marvelous!”, credited to a “Mme L. Atmont.”
Huzo’s reputation for being “marvelous” could be read in both lowbrow and highbrow senses: as
an enthused testimonial about a popular performer, say, a magician or a spiritualist; or a cryptic
reference to the Surrealist “marvelous,” with the blurb’s author a feminization of the protoSurrealist pseudonymous poet, the Comte de Lautréamont. As before, the card says nothing
about the nature of the event or the identities of the artist or performer. Cointet had considered
Huzo as an acrobat, a juggler, a mime, or a dancer (both male and female), and his pages of
circus contacts also include mention of female celebrities Mamie van Doren and Carol Doda, the
famed topless dancer of 1960s San Francisco. Finally, through the intermediary of Lefebvre, the
role was given to Chantal Darget, a theater actress of considerable cultural clout, known for her
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roles in absurdist plays by Eugène Ionesco and Jean Genet, classic Molière comedies, as well as
the work of contemporary playwrights such as Amiri Baraka. After a successful 1965 run as one
of the stars of Baraka’s The Dutchman in Paris, Darget had famously reprised the role of Lula,
the taunting white flirt, for Jean-Luc Godard’s 1966 New Wave classic, Masculin/Féminin.
As “the very brilliant artist Huzo Lumnst,” Darget’s role was to present each print
through a scripted monologue. The premise is, once again, the artist talk, with the artist pointing
out visual details that have nothing to do with the print, in a literary style that crosses pedantic
detail with the stylized emotionality of an old-fashioned novel. Huzo begins by pointing at the
first frame, which resembles a dialogue or poem (“EO MLTLA? / FHUR TRDOO! / ZENNAEX
UL TCAV? / OA! …”), but she does not attempt to read it. Instead, she launches into an
explanatory dialogue in which she plays both characters:
Ah! See! Look over there! Don’t you see?
See what? … Yes, a night rainbow!
It is formed by the light of the moon. It’s a rare and extraordinary phenomenon! Few
people have ever seen such a thing.
It’s double, see, there’s paler one above it…
And, a small boat is moving just underneath.
The print that Huzo gestures at is a puzzling object, and her dialogue at first appears to be
addressing its mysteries in a tone that is equal parts explanation and storytelling. Her script
draws much of its humor from the persistent emphasis on the visual (“Look over there! Don’t
you see?”) that, given the absence of any imagery whatsoever, creates absurd contradictions.
Huzo repeatedly directs the viewer’s gaze to the work in ways that are palpably confusing and
increasingly funny (“Look! she said to me worriedly…,” “This, said Mrs. Atmont…” or “There,
a Scot in national costume…”). Huzo’s performance is designed as a tease, an “explanation” that
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builds on the curiosity the viewer brings to the prints to build an even greater opacity. Huzo’s
gestures and words produce a parody of an artist, the disjunctive performance emphasizing the
prints’ status as props, ultimately designed to serve as stand-ins, ciphers, and projection screens.
The performance exaggerates the expectations inherent to the gallery space: whether for displays
of subjectivity (later lines will include: “Someone asked me: but how did you ever get this
idea?”), or for connotations of intellectual depth (“it is a bit like science fiction… it hints at the
replacement of reality with idealist philosophy”).
As Huzo moves to the second print, which shows dense paragraphs of numbers broken up
by columns of letters, her monologue takes a slapstick turn. “The following,” she points,
“YUSOQ, NODEN, ZLUIK, must be looked at this way”—and she pauses, as the script
indicates, to do a headstand. (Fig. 2.13) Straightening back up, she continues: “In the same way,
ACAUD, KUBVE must not be looked at vertically.” The tone shifts slightly: “I conceive of them
as a diagonal line, a spurt of blood, which goes from the mouth to the ground. So, for the viewer
to understand them, R, V, E, F, T, Y must lean like the Tower of Pisa”—this as she tilts on her
feet to one side. She then directs the audience’s attention to the next work (“Do look at the
painting opposite”) which she introduces as “a page from my diary… written in red blood that
drips from my heart.”
Each of Huzo’s monologues is premised on a moment of understanding, wonderment, or
revelation in relation to a mysterious thing: a natural or architectural phenomenon (a night
rainbow, the Tower of Pisa), an intimate object (a diary, a birthmark), or a cultural artefact with a
twist (a dangerously glowing painting, a strangely familiar photograph, and most creatively, a
bagpipe that plays a ciphered language). Huzo’s talk endows the obscure “artworks” with
extraordinary hidden qualities that go far beyond high-modernist abstraction or conceptual self-
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reflexiveness. If Huzo is a parody of an artist, she is also something of a dealer, her talk a
mimicry of marketing patter: stories that entice the viewer with the rarity, desirability, and
invisible cultural capital that she conjures up for the artwork. Seen as advertising, her
performance is only an exaggeration of the basic nature of the commodity form, highlighting the
way it gains its value not from its inherent qualities but from the appeal it holds for its
consumers. Huzo’s character enacts the white-cube encounter with the art object as a
conversation piece, taking its logic to entertaining extremes.32
Judging from the photographs, Darget interpreted the role of Huzo Lumnst with
melodramatic expressiveness and athletic skill (2.12–13). Darget was “really showy,” Lefebvre
recalls, adding that the gestures, which he and Cointet had worked out in advance, were “in no
way realistic.”33 Darget was known for playing older women with a pronounced sense of
histrionics, including the spinster aunt in Godard’s Band of Outsiders (1964) and the brothelowner Madame Irma in Genet’s The Balcony (staged in collaboration with Genet himself in
1969). Cointet “never gave stage directions,” Lefebvre has said, a point also emphasized by
many of the actors to later work with Cointet: Jane Zingale, for example, later described the roles
as “a conglomeration of Guy’s work and the actress’s personality.”34 It is certain that Darget
gave the Huzo her own interpretation, perhaps something of the chattiness and comic non-
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sequiturs of French absurdist theater, of Genet’s stylized roleplaying or Ionesco’s surreal shifts in
tone.35
Darget’s poses, as captured in Jérôme Ducrot’s photographs, are strikingly dramatic:
hands raised and eyes closed, as if to ward off a vision; leaning back with one foot raised and a
hand at her forehead, in a suspended feminine swoon; slumped low against a print, head turned
away in despair. And then there is her headstand, which Ducrot captures frame by frame,
showing her suspended in air, for what seems to be an impressively long moment, as her long
black dress falls to the floor to reveal her stockings and black high-heeled shoes. Darget’s
gestures also suggest the exaggerated physicality of silent film, an acting style that was itself was
based on nineteenth-century theater conventions. Darget could well be channeling another Irma,
the villainous Irma Vep in Louis Feuillade’s cinematic crime serial Les Vampires (1915–16), as
played by the one-time Folies-Bergères dancer Jeanne Roques, whose athletic stunts—in a black
bodysuit that would become the model for a century of female anti-heroes—would transform
Roques into the first villainous vamp of French cinema. Darget brought many layers of cultural
reference to the role of Huzo, both mainstream and avant-garde (photographs of the Sonnabend
performance show her introducing Cointet to the Surrealist poet Louis Aragon), but her most
impactful contribution may have been the way her “showy,” dramatic physical presence unified
the variety of appropriated sources that make up her script.
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*
With Huzo Lumnst, Cointet’s first performance work with an extant script, we can begin
to understand the importance of pulp and genre fiction to his larger body of work.36 The script
includes borrowings from Leopold von Sacher-Masoch’s 1870 classic, Venus in Furs (“I am not
writing with ordinary ink, but with red blood that drips from my heart”); Alfred van Vogt’s 1951
science fiction novel The Weapon Shops of Isher (“this is not the first surprise that has burst forth
since the picture was painted”), and more obscurely, The History of Meteors and Other Great
Natural Phenomena, a mid-nineteenth-century study by the French astronomer Jean Rambosson,
from which Cointet lifted the entirety of his opening monologue on “night rainbows.”37
Rambosson attributes the dialogue to “Schiller’s Guillaume Tell,” and the book’s 1883 printing
includes a picturesque illustration of the double rainbow, complete with the “small boat” that
Huzo will describe to her mystified audience.
Cointet’s sources run the gamut of literary styles, from Enlightenment science to neoRomantic literature, from early modernist poetry to postwar science fiction. Despite their range,
the appropriated texts tend to follow the exclamatory, escapist styles of paperback novels—
which Cointet was known to keep in a circular bookstore rack in his studio—or, in later
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performances, the serial-melodrama narrative style of American soap operas such as General
Hospital, which friends recall as a particular favorite.38 Cointet’s performance work draws its
creative energy from the contrast of lowbrow stylistics and high-modernist settings. As his friend
Perkins described it: “What was funny to me was that, while they sounded like cheap
paperbacks, it was really a sophisticated play on art. It was art, yet it was art making fun of
itself.”39
Cointet was not alone in his aesthetic appreciation of outmoded popular genres.
Nineteenth-century popular fiction had enjoyed numerous revivals in twentieth-century France,
from Mallarmé’s enthusiasm for Edgar Allan Poe to the Surrealists’ celebration of SacherMasoch and Sade, to Roland Barthes’ guarded appreciation of Jules Verne. Nineteenth-century
genres were also finding new readers as pulp fiction: if the 1930s were the “golden age” of cheap
paperbacks in the anglophone world, Francophone pulp, which took its cues from the American
scene, was taking off just as Cointet was graduating high school. The Hachette/Gallimard
publishing consortium began the first French pulp-paperback imprint, “Le Rayon Fantastique,”
in 1951, focusing on translations of American science fiction, horror, and neogothic novels,
which it unified under the rubric of the roman fantastique—the genre excluded fantasy, which
would fall under the category of le merveilleux (the marvelous).40 Fiction, the first French
science fiction magazine, was started in 1953 to showcase stories from the US-based Magazine
of Fantasy & Science Fiction, itself a relatively refined new addition to the pulp market. The
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French magazine Planète (1961–72) was dedicated to the self-coined genre of “réalisme
fantastique”: an unusual, technologically-enthused brand of esoteric spiritualism informed by
contemporary culture and politics. Planète contributors included the critic Pierre Restany, whose
1960 manifesto on “New Realism” shared the Planète editors’ faith in the necessity of “the
fantastic” to any truly relevant style of modern realism.41
Godard’s 1965 Alphaville may have brought American-style science fiction to French
arthouse screens, but it is Georges Franju’s 1974 Nuit rouges, a parodic homage to the language
of French fantastique pulps, that shares Cointet’s appreciation of pulp’s potential. Franju’s film
reworks the arcane tropes of fantastique fiction, early silent cinema, and Grand-Guignol theater
into a loosely-jointed plot involving masked villains, lost treasures, and robot cab drivers. “It is
hard to decide to what degree Nuits rouges is an appreciative neutral pastiche of Feuilladian
réalisme fantastique and to what degree, if any, it is a parody,” writes film theorist Kate Ince,
observing that “playfulness with cultural reference creates as much confusion as
entertainment.”42 Franju, who had originally trained as a set designer, was by 1973 an eminence
grise of French cinema: he had co-founded the Cinémathèque Française with Henri Langlois in
the 1930s, where he programmed evenings on early silent cinéma fantastique that were beloved
by the Surrealists. Franju’s own career as a filmmaker would include television work
(documentaries on slaughterhouses, veterans’ hospitals, and the filmmaker Georges Méliès) as
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well as pulp-narrative classics such as the 1963 Judex, a remake of Louis Feuillade’s 1917 silent
serial film of the same name. Franju remains an uneasy figure for French film criticism and
history: despite having written forcefully in the 1950s on the “magical” qualities of supposedly
“bad films,” he is more often lauded as an auteur of “poetic realism.”43 Nuits rouges, his last
film, was treated as a campy pastiche in the style of 1974’s Rocky Horror Picture Show: the
poster for its 1975 US release advertised it as “Absurdly extravagant fun!”—a tagline that would
have been at home on Huzo’s invitation card.
The foregrounding of lowbrow and middlebrow styles had a particular significance in
twentieth-century France, given the acuteness of the French cultural establishment’s resistance to
industrialized forms of nineteenth-century culture de masse. As historians David Looseley and
Diana Holmes have written, “Right and Left were… united in the belief that it is the State’s
political duty to manage and regulate the cultural field, and thus to elevate majority tastes to
appreciate the ‘highest and best’ in the national canon.”44 Since the anxious debates of the 1840s
over the rise of roman-feuilleton—the moment when the serialized novels first became a
profitable commodity—French politicians and press had argued endlessly over the merit of a
literary form whose aesthetic program seemed to be founded on ensnaring its readers in an
addictive cycle of pleasure and anticipation. Holmes sums up the anxieties on the parliament
floor: “The mass consumption of fiction was seen by its opponents not only as a malign
extension of the power of the market, but also as a threat to French national identity”—an
identity implicitly understood as “a rational, emancipatory and virile politics, at risk of
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corruption by exposure to the sprawling, self-indulgent and by implication feminine romanfeuilleton.”45 Pulp would continue to represent a source of anxiety for the French cultural elite,
and thus a potent anti-authoritarian reference point for French artists, throughout the twentieth
century.46
In the meantime, the French public’s eagerness for “the irreverent pleasures of the
lowbrow” was pushing back against the state’s cultural paternalism. By the 1910s, a profitable
market for popular literature had opened up, with the crime thriller in particular becoming a
major genre. Maurice Dekobra’s 1925 The Madonna of the Sleeping Cars may have been the
century’s first international bestseller, the first of a prolific series of romans cosmopolites—fastpaced adventure stories with exotic locales and aristocratic characters—that made Dekobra one
of the best-known French writers of the interwar period, and the book’s heroine, the scandalous
Lady Diana Wyndham, a cultural touchstone.47 Postwar reconstruction would open the markets
to younger female authors, the most prominent of them an 18-year-old Françoise Sagan, who
became a household name in 1954 with the success of her irreverent, sexually frank Bonjour
Tristesse. The French phenomenon of the female literary celebrity, both real and fictional, whose
bankability owed as much to her air of scandal as to her novelty, is mirrored in Cointet
conception of Huzo as an irreverent and “brilliant” artiste.
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*
The premise of Cointet’s early performances—comedic spectacles based on the
interaction of dramatic personas and cryptic art objects—may also have found their inspiration in
the Parisian art world. When later asked about his exposure to performance in Paris, Cointet
responded that “[t]here were not such things that I knew of,” and also claimed no familiarity with
Dada or Surrealism “at that time.”48 There are nonetheless important precedents. Cointet had left
university in 1953, at the end of his first year, hoping to be an artist—specifically, a painter. For
anyone even mildly attuned to French painting in the 1950s, Georges Matthieu was the celebrity
artist of the day. Working in a gestural, self-coined “lyrical abstraction,” he had had a relatively
successful debut solo show at the Galerie Rene Drouin in 1950. But Matthieu, a public relations
executive by day, was enthralled by the reputation of Jackson Pollock, who been feted as
possibly “the greatest living painter in the United States” on the pages of LIFE magazine in
1949. Months before Hans Namuth’s pictures of Pollock painting would appear in Art News in
1951, Mathieu arranged to be photographed while painting shirtless in his studio. In 1954, he
invited photographer and filmmaker Robert Descharnes, known for his intimate images of
Salvador Dali, to photograph him painting his monumental Battle of Bouvines in quasi-medieval
battle gear. Staged performances became an integral part of Mathieu’s practice thereafter, and
many are captured on film, documenting the theatricality and agility of his method: swift sweeps
across the canvas with washes of paint, his face a grimace of concentration; the dramatic-yetcareless flinging of rags, brushes, and tubes; pregnant pauses, hand to chin or arms akimbo; and
most emphatically, sharp lunges at the canvas while thrusting his brush—which could be several
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feet long—like a fencer’s rapier, to scribble with paint in what appeared to be a language of his
own devising (Fig. 2.14).49
Mathieu seemed to revel in dramatic settings, props, and costumes. In 1956, he arranged
to execute his thirty-six-foot Homage to All the World’s Poets on stage at the Sarah Bernhardt
Theater in Paris (he declared it complete in less than twenty minutes); in 1957 in Japan, he
completed 21 paintings and a fifteen-foot mural dressed ceremoniously in a kimono; and for his
1957 Paris solo, he performed for Descharnes’ camera while holding court at a banquet table as
Charlemagne, with art critic Michel Tapié at his side, both men in full “Carolingian” attire. But
when photographs of his early exploits made their way to the pages of Artforum, they met
scathing ridicule: “I shall not be able to view a Mathieu picture ever again, I think, without
doubling over in laughter,” read one letter to editor; in another, the painter Barnett Newman
fumed at Mathieu’s “burlesque of immediacy.”50 Even Mathieu’s longtime supporter Tapié
would turn disdainful by 1961, dismissing Mathieu’s “luxury of spectacle” and the way it was
“sealed up in his persona.”51
But Mathieu’s public performances were well-suited to the new medium of television,
and he was soon one of the most well-known French artists of the early postwar period. Yves
Klein’s first gallery performances of 1958–60, which featured the artist dressed in a tuxedo,
directing live models who “paint” with their bodies dipped in buckets of paint, are considered to
be a response to Mathieu’s spectacle of the painter at work.52 But we must assume that Cointet,
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following his own admission, was unaware of his French peers, whether Klein’s conceptual
gestures and quasi-mystical persona, Jean Tingueley’s sculptural machines, publicity strategies,
and lecture-demonstrations, or Jean-Jacques Lebel’s anti-war Happenings and “festivals of free
expression.”53 There is no evidence of Cointet knowing of Daniel Spoerri’s concrete poetry—
despite the resemblances between Cointet’s relief paintings of the mid-1960s and the tableaux
pièges Spoerri began making in 1958—or of his performing in Paris as “Chef Daniel” for his
1963 “Restaurant” exhibition at the Galerie J (with gallery owner Pierre Restany and poet John
Ashbery moonlighting as waiters). We must even assume that Cointet would have come late to
the growing reputation of Joseph Beuys, though Cointet’s choice of a blackboard as a prop for
Barty in 1973 may have been influenced by Beuys’ “blackboard lectures” of the early 1970s.
The early careers of Klein and Beuys can be seen as two sides of the European response
to the spectacle of Mathieu’s public persona. Klein’s is a Nouveaux-Réaliste embrace of
consumer spectacle, framed by provocative conceptual gestures on the one hand (catalogues for
nonexistent works, exhibitions of empty galleries) and the occult vocabulary of Rosicrucian
philosophy on the other, seen by many later critics as an attempt to “deflate the spectacle of the
culture industry by staging an even greater hoax.”54 Beuys takes up performance with more
earnestness, his conceptual-shamanic persona eventually giving way to a more didactic
investigation of the artist’s role within politics and society, especially after his founding of the
Organization for Direct Democracy in 1972. In Cointet, however, the idea of the painter-asperformer is softened by the self-awareness and humor of California Conceptualism. Huzo is an
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extravagantly fake persona, an entertainer-pedagogue aware of the absurdity of her staged
ambitions—to be an abstract artist of the high modernist tradition—in the post-Pop age of
celebrity artists and marketed neo-avantgardes. Huzo has no genuine claims on artistic
subjectivity, whether transcendental, mythical, or spectacular—to paraphrase the qualities most
associated with the European neo-avantgarde of the 1960s.55 She is a loose patchwork of
lowbrow consumer vernaculars: its pulp narratives, iterative forms, and cycles of anticipation
and pleasure. And while Huzo’s persona—and Cointet’s turn to performance—owes much to the
intersection of Los Angeles and Paris that I have outlined here, it is also, as I propose in the next
section, a product of broader attitudes towards consumerism that characterized the 1970s.

A New Consumerism
Cointet’s 1973 notebook, which includes preparatory notes for his Paris performance, also
include lists of reading material. On the last page, he has written “ESPRIT / AVRIL 71 / LE
MYTHE AUJOURD’HUI,” emphatically circling the lines in black marker. The reference is to
Roland Barthes’ essay “La mythologie aujourd’hui,” (Mythology Today), published in 1971 in
the journal Esprit, in which the poststructuralist theorist revisits his 1957 Mythologies.56 Barthes’
’57 book is a collection of short newspaper pieces identifying “some myths of French daily life”
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within the language of mass culture.57 Fusing Marxist commodity critique—via the critical
lessons of Bertolt Brecht’s epic theater—with the semiology of Ferdinand de Saussure, Barthes
aimed to reveal layers of history and ideology beneath the “anonymous utterances of the press,
advertising, [and] mass consumer goods.”58 Barthes saw bourgeois values embedded in
everything from soap ads (“dirt is a diminutive enemy, stunted and black”—suggestive of
“ethnographic correlatives”) to Jules Verne novels (his “basic activity… is unquestionably that
of appropriation,” hinting at colonial expansionism) to cars (“the exact equivalent of great Gothic
cathedrals… the very essence of petit-bourgeois advancement.”)59 Barthes’ 1971 essay revisited
his arguments of fifteen years prior to conclude somewhat gloomily that the machine of
mystification, faced with the new “science of reading,” had simply evolved and become more
sophisticated.60
Cointet had served an extended apprenticeship in the worlds of consumer mystification
prior to his move to the US. Between 1956 and 1965, he had worked as a graphic designer in
Paris, producing illustrations and layouts for fashion magazines such as the trendsetting Jardins
des Modes. Magazine illustration was a craft on the wane: spurred by new print technologies and
inspired by glossy American magazines, publications were replacing their hand-drawn imagery
with photo-based spreads. But at the start of Cointet’s design career, there was still a demand for
sinuous drawings of long-legged women showcasing clothing, accessories, and household goods.
Cointet may have had little formal art training, but he had studied in the life-drawing classes of
the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and in the studio of Swiss typeface designer Albert Hollenstein; his
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draftsmanship was skillful, and he had a talent for understated, modernist compositions. He soon
found his niche populating breathless ad copy—promoting “une foule de blouses” (a multitude of
blouses) or “la robe s’habille pour sortir” (the dress that dresses itself)—with tasteful female
silhouettes.61
Cointet’s apprenticeship in the visual language of the French marketplace took place
during a time of intense social and political transformations in France. In the immediate
aftermath of World War II, France had been the first Western European country “to commit itself
wholeheartedly to economic growth and modernization as public policy,” historian Tony Judt
has written.62 The French government’s 1947 “Monnet Plan” for industrial modernization was
adapted to the European Recovery Program proposed by US Secretary of State George Marshall
later that year. Between 1948 and 1952, France was the Marshall Plan’s second-largest recipient
of credits and low-interest loans. But the modernization process was complicated by
independence movements in French colonial territories; historians have recently proposed that
much of Marshall Plan aid may have been redirected towards repressing the Algerian liberation
movement, which escalated in violence throughout the 1950s.63 A decisive military coup in 1958
brought a retired General Charles de Gaulle to power, dissolving the French parliament and
ending the tumultuous Fourth Republic. Algerian independence was ratified in 1962, marking
what many in France hoped would be the start of a new era of postwar prosperity.
While still in his twenties, Cointet gained firsthand experience of two aspects of French
nation-building that statemen had been determined to keep separate: the consumerist utopias of
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“postwar” economic recovery on the one hand, and the disturbing political realities of the
French-Algerian war on the other. Cointet began his two-year stint of military service in Kabiliya
in the eventful year of 1958; he was no stranger to North Africa, having lived there during his
father’s military posting some years earlier, and having graduated from the prestigious Lycée
Lamoriciere in Oran, Algeria, in 1952.64 But little is known of his Algerian years, other than his
having received, at the end of his military service, a Cross for Military Valor. The military
decoration is itself a document of the French state’s efforts to resolve the contradictions of the
crisis, having been created in 1956 to recognize valor in the presence of an “enemy” under
conditions that were not technically recognized as war, or even, given that Algeria was
considered French territory, a civil war.
Kristen Ross has written extensively of the efforts, especially within the advertising
industry, to present a “clean” and modern image of French life to counter the realities of the
“dirty” war abroad.65 Lifestyles magazines aimed not only to distract consumers from the ethical
uncertainties of a checkered imperial history and a turbulent political present but to assure them
of the nation’s secure path towards a fulfilling, modern life. In return for Marshall Plan aid,
France had lowered its import quotas on international goods, and US-made products soon
flooded the markets: “phones, white goods [refrigerators, washing machines], televisions,
cameras, cleaning products, packaged foods, cheap colorful clothing, cars and their accessories,”
Judt enumerates; these would soon be followed by goods targeted specifically at the new teen
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market, including “tobacco, alcohol, mopeds and motor bikes, moderately-priced fashion
clothing, footwear, make-up, hair care, jewelry, magazines, records, record-players, radios.”66
Much of French thought of the 1960s, Ross argues, can be viewed as a response to the sudden
and often bewildering flood of objects transforming everyday life, an attempt to deal with the
new behaviors, vocabularies, and values permeating professional as well as domestic spheres. It
was also in France that the Marshall Plan encountered the most concerted intellectual opposition,
from the PR campaigns against the “Coca-Colonization” of France initiated by the French
Communist Party, to the often-pessimistic analyses of everyday life in the writings of theorists
such as Henri Lefebvre or Roland Barthes, to the militantly “anti-spectacle” publications and
urban experiments of the Situationist International.67
It was at the height of such social changes that a thirty-year-old Cointet began
freelancing, in 1963, for Havas, one of France’s largest advertising agencies. His work of this
period promoted taglines that now seem to crystallize the nation’s desire for a revamped selfimage: from Le Chat detergent (“new!”), to Amora mustard (“always strong!”), to Hollywood
chewing gum, whose elliptical slogan, “Détente…,” could mean both “relaxation” and the easing
of strained relations (Fig. 2.15).68 His clients of this period included Editions de Montsouris, a
publishing house known since the nineteenth century for its serial-novel paperbacks, and the
Paris art galleries M. Benezit and Mathias Fels et Cie, both esteemed but conservative venues for
whom he designed decorous invitation cards. If the aspiring artist was not yet reflecting on the
nature of the ambiances he conjured for these businesses, his 1973 interest in “myth today”
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suggests that he would eventually look back on them with a more analytic, perhaps even critical
eye.
*
The most important aspect of the Americanization of Western Europe may have been
transformations in advertising itself. By the 1960s, companies had begun to target their
audiences by demographic. Business spending on magazine ads aimed at the youth market in
France, for example, rose by 400 percent in 1959–62.69 Such customized campaigns were made
possible by the newly expanded role of market research in the US, where North American firms
such as Nielsen and Gallup had been analyzing consumer behavior since the 1930s. Market
researchers relied on the tools of social scientists (mailed surveys, door-to-door interviews) to
document the buyer’s purchase habits and mindset, but in the 1930s and ’40s, their methods were
transformed by new techniques borrowed from psychology. “Motivation research” was brought
to the US by émigré psychologists, many of them trained in psychoanalytic and Gestalt theory,
and who found corporate executives much more enthused about their theories than their fellow
European academics had ever been. By the 1950s, the Freudian model of the unconscious had
entirely transformed the fields of market research, brand development, and product advertising.70
Ernest Dichter’s Institute for Motivational Research, established in 1946 in upstate New
York, was one of the most influential names in the field. Dichter, who had moved to the US after
receiving his doctorate in psychology from the University of Vienna, owed his fame to an earlycareer success in 1940 with Chrysler. Interviews with customers of Chrysler’s Plymouth line,
who were invariably men, had suggested that many of them fantasized about owning a
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convertible—which, Dichter suggested, they subconsciously associated with the clandestine
attractions of a mistress—but once they had decided to commit to a purchase, they would
invariably purchase sedans, which they associated with their wives and with family life. Dichter
advised Chrysler to capitalize on the car’s sexual “image” by giving convertibles a prominent
spot in their mainstream advertising and showrooms, and also suggested the then-unusual idea of
advertising cars in women’s magazines. Chrysler went on to design “a union between wife and
mistress” in the new model of the flexible roof, “hardtop” car, which would become an
enormous market success. Time magazine picked up the story, and Dichter was soon the most
sought-after advisor in corporate America.71
Dichter’s fame meant that he was also the first target for critiques, which introduced a
new term, “consumerism,” into the public debates of the 1950s (soon joined, in the 1960s, by the
concept of “consumer culture”).72 The Nation profiled Dichter in “Freud and the Hucksters” in
1953; The Saturday Review warned that “They’re Selling Your Unconscious” in ’54.73 Dichter
was a central figure in journalist Vance Packard’s 1957 bestseller The Hidden Persuaders, which
provided a detailed overview of the new market thinking: “Studies of narcissism indicated that
nothing appeals more to people than themselves,” Packard explained sardonically, “so why not
help people buy a projection of themselves?”74 The success of Packard’s book led to an alarmist
public debate on the moral dangers of “subliminal advertising,” a McCarthy-era panic perhaps
best captured by “The Communicators,” a short story that ran in Magazine of Fantasy and
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Science Fiction in 1958, about a sinister group with a dangerously familiar name that inserted
subliminal messages into television programs (“The Communicators / Are Your Friends! / Obey
the Austerity Program”).75 But academics and policymakers were also concerned: liberal
economist John Galbraith wrote critically in 1958 of the “dependence effect” of a market where
“wants are increasingly created by the process by which they are satisfied.”76
The most outspoken of Dichter’s critics may have been Betty Friedan. Her
groundbreaking 1963 book, The Feminine Mystique, quoted a candid interview with Dichter
himself: “Properly manipulated (‘if you are not afraid of that word,’ he said) American
housewives can be given the sense of identity, purpose, creativity, the sexual realization, even
the sexual joy they lack—by the buying of things.”77 Dichter, the émigré who had
wholeheartedly adopted the American dream, saw consumption as a positive psychic and
political force, a way to counter the socialist threat encroaching upon the Western world by
helping puritanical Americans—women especially—find pleasure and fulfillment in the creative
medium of shopping. But Freidan was incensed by the ways that Dichter’s Cold War “solutions”
perpetuated a vicious cycle of middle-class female discontent:
But a new stove or a softer toilet paper do not make a woman a better wife or mother,
even if she thinks that’s what she needs to be. Dyeing her hair cannot stop time; buying a
Plymouth will not give her a new identity; smoking a Marlboro will not get her an
invitation to bed, even if that’s what she thinks she wants. But those unfulfilled promises
can keep her endlessly hungry for things, keep her from ever knowing what she really
needs or wants.78
Friedan’s outrage would spur the founding of a women’s liberation movement with farreaching consequences, but such critical revelations—both Packard and Friedan’s books were
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international bestsellers—only expanded Dichter’s fame and the reach of his Institute. The
French Institute for Motivation Research (Institut Français pour l’Etude de Motivation) was
created in Paris in 1958. In one of his early speeches, Dichter advised French marketers that
“[t]he psychological reaction of a man towards his car, of a woman towards her washing
machine, or of a child towards toothpaste, seem to be based on the same human laws…
everywhere in the world”—and that they would do well to embrace the “American way” of selffulfillment in the pursuit of material pleasures.79 Packard’s book had appeared in French as La
persuasion clandestine the same year, less than a decade after the public furor that accompanied
Coca-Cola’s decision to expand its marketing in France—yet French advertisers were
immediately receptive to Dichter’s ideas.80 Marcel Bleustein-Blanchet, who had founded
Publicis, one of the largest advertising firms in France, in 1926 (for many decades Havas’s only
competitor), would come to lionize Dichter as a “magician” and motivational research as the new
science of consumer affluence.81
Some of the most effective portraits of the French encounter with new advertising, Ross
has argued, appear in the realist fiction of the day. Simone de Beauvoir’s 1966 Les belles images
depicts the personal and professional anxieties of Laurence, a successful female advertising
executive (“I am not selling wood paneling: I am selling security, success, and a touch of poetry
into the bargain”), while Christiane Rochefort’s Les stances à Sophie presents its middle-class
milieu through the eyes of a working-class heroine (“‘Hand-embroidered cloth is absolutely
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charming,’ says Mme. Aignan. … But if you want a more unified look, you have the nylon veil,
which is much easier to wash and hardly ever needs ironing.”)82 Georges Perec’s 1965 Things: A
Story of the Sixties is about a young Parisian couple who are themselves motivation researchers.
But the human protagonists appears only a third of the way through the book, and even then,
have no dialogue; instead, the book’s first section is dedicated to extravagant descriptions of
their cherished fantasy of a perfect apartment (“Your eye, first of all, would glide over the grey
fitted carpet…”), the literary equivalent of a glossy magazine spread.83 Ross provocatively
argues that despite countless artistic harbingers of newness in 1960s French art and culture—the
New Novel, New Wave film, New Realism—it is the formally conservative format of the realist
novel that comes closest to capturing the complexity of the French response to this new era. “It is
in these works that we can… glimpse the ‘democracy of consumption’ for what it is: the newest
form of bourgeois democracy, the alibi of a class society.”84 In other words, what these novels
show is how the capitalist modernization of the 1950s and 60s consolidated an urban French
middle class whose exclusionary bourgeois values would soon become national norms.
The most attentive critics of the new French consumerism—and Ross sees Barthes’
Mythologies as itself “an exercise in historic realism”—thus appear to be employing somewhat
different tactics than their US counterparts.85 Packard’s book had presented its subject as a moral
problem, and Friedan as a political one; both had hoped that revealing the insidiousness of
Dichter’s manipulations would be enough to curtail their influence. French critics, however, saw
the dilemma in more cultural terms. In Mythologies, Barthes had suggested that, since a
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consumer myth is simply a rather creative type of speech—one that has stripped its subject of
historic and political specificities—the most effective form of criticism is one that takes up the
same tools. “Truth to tell,” he concludes, “the best weapon against myth is perhaps to mythify it
in its turn, and to produce an artificial myth.”86 Barthes’ example of such deliberately critical
mythologizing is Gustave Flaubert’s 1881 unfinished short story, Bouvard and Pécuchet
(published posthumously with the subtitle A Tragi-comic Novel of Bourgeois Life), a satirical
account of two middle-aged clerks who come into an inheritance and squander it in the pursuit of
absurdly unsuccessful projects. Barthes argues that Flaubert’s story, in capturing the
protagonists’ “naively ineffectual inclinations, their inability to feel satisfied, the panic
succession of their apprenticeships,” provides a diagnostic, ethnographic portrait of a social class
through the language of its aspirations.87
It is in the Flaubertian tradition of critical consumer portraiture that Beauvoir’s Laurence
holds forth on the complexities of wood paneling, or Perec’s Jérôme and Sylvie the joys of
chesterfield settees and deep-pile fitted carpets. But unlike, say, Flaubert’s Madame Bovary,
whose avid consumption of romantic novels informs her extravagant inner life, the bourgeois
literary portraits of the 1960s have little by way of internal, psychic complexity. Laurence’s
speech patterns are indistinguishable from the professional slogans she traffics in, and even her
inner thoughts seem entirely dictated by the commodity language of her environment. Perec,
who had worked as a market researcher in the early sixties, has said that “in places, my book is a
piece of advertising copy,” and Beauvoir was frank about her reliance in Les belles images on
the language of magazines: “I did not intend to take certain given members of this society and
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describe their particular experiences; what I wanted to do was reproduce the sound of it [son
discours].”88
Cointet’s interest in the rhythms of mass culture, I am proposing, shares with these
writers’ the method of adopting the discursive voice of a social milieu constructed by commodity
languages. If he has little in common with the French painting or performance scene of his Paris
years, his interest in the language of advertising—the idea of a subjectivity dictated by objects—
parallels that of French realist novelists of the 1960s, even if his disjunctive performances lack
the novels’ narrative coherence. Huzo’s “charming” and “showy” persona, woven from snippets
of lowbrow sources, follows a familiar ethnographic blueprint: she is a portrait of a white
middle-class postwar consumer, her fragmented, borrowed speeches enacting the repetitive,
clichéd cycles of anticipation and pleasure built into the circulation of commodities. Cointet’s
Sonnabend performance takes the idea of consumer portraiture into the gallery setting, where the
fine-tuned enticement of the viewer had begun long before motivation research refined its
psychoanalytic techniques. Cointet’s subsequent performance works would delve deeper into the
evocative possibilities of borrowed commodity languages, both old and new.

At Sunrise, A Cry Was Heard
In June 1974, Cointet staged his fourth performance work, At Sunrise, A Cry Was Heard, or the
Halved Painting, at the Art Gallery of the University of California, Irvine. With At Sunrise,
Cointet moves away from the idea of a fictional persona, and the announcement now features his
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name in bold type above the title of the work (Fig. 2.16).89 1974 marked the beginning of a
prolific phase for Cointet; that year, he would have his first solo exhibition at Cirrus, produce
and launch another artist book, and stage three new gallery performances—substantial art world
recognition that may have given him the confidence to focus more on his performance scripts
and less on the performers’ backstories. Otherwise, At Sunrise brings together many of the
elements featured in his earlier performances, from the actor that “interprets” a cryptic, textbased object to the script that invokes familiar literary genres. As before, the monologue picks an
eclectic path through exotic locales, enigmatic artworks, occult phenomena, and a range of
familiar stereotypes, now ranging from Soviet intellectuals to ancient Greek historians to
contemporary sex symbols. Most importantly, for my purposes, is that At Sunrise is Cointet’s
earliest performance recorded in its entirety on videotape, which allows us to understand how the
various elements of his work come together on stage.90
At Sunrise features a single prop, a rectangular canvas a few feet high, showing rows of
red capital letters on a white ground. Visually, it resembles an eye chart or a very large wordsearch puzzle, except that a diagonal line of whiteness creates a break in the letters’ uniformity.91
The narrator uses the prop to tell the story of a “moderate-sized red painting” with unusual
qualities. The work’s debut was performed by Deborah Coates, a young black woman who is
shown in the tape standing in front the painting, dressed in a white t-shirt and dark floor-length
skirt, reading from a script she holds in her hands (2.17–2.19). Unlike Barty or Darget, little is
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known about Coates. Her demeanor in At Sunrise has none of the theatricality or slapstick of the
earlier performers; while she enacts curiosity, puzzlement, and excitement where the script calls
for it, she stays close to the premise of a lecture, her delivery calmly pedagogic and marked by
the measured enunciation of a professional speaker.
The narrator begins her story by describing her encounter with the painting at the home
of a “well-known Soviet writer.” She is “impressed profoundly,” she tells us, and, “agog with
curiosity,” asks him where it is from. “The painting was found in excavations on the island of
Hondo, in Japan,” he tells her, “long before our era.” Coates pauses. “‘Long before our era,’ I
said to myself. ‘I remember. Of course I remember,’” she says, her voice rising excitedly. “It is
not from the island of Hondo in Japan that picture comes, it’s from Egypt!” she declares. “This is
the famous vocal painting,” she intones, turning to gesture at the prop, “the notorious piece for
which a temple was built. Its beauty, its aptitude to emit a sound, now and then, used to attract
worshippers and sightseers from all over.” She pauses, walks across the stage, then begins to
describe the “thin, strident, sound, like the breaking of a harp string” that visitors to “the remote
valley in Upper Egypt” claimed to have heard “infrequently, but always at sunrise.”
The rest of the monologue expands upon the painting’s reputation as “the object of great
curiosity and devotion,” even as “the meaning of the message itself has… been lost.” The
narrator strokes the painting’s frame as she recounts some of the hypotheses put forward for “the
beautiful and simple painted signs.” The medieval scholar “Laura Subec,” for example, believed
that the painting represented “an intense love affair… in an extremely intricate cryptograph
form.” At this, her tone turns chatty: “This reminds me of a Hollywood columnist and close
friend of Jayne Mansfield…,” a non-sequitur that is followed with quotes from Mansfield’s
“London psychiatrist” (“She places her faith completely in love…”). Coates then transitions
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smoothly back to the painting: “As I said, the making of the painting took place in 1500 BC…”
The rest of the monologue will cover the destruction of the painting’s upper half in an earthquake
(Coates traces the diagonal line with her hand), and recounting some of the testimony offered by
its many prominent ancient visitors: “Paolus Lotern, the historian,” “Adronisar the poet, who
speaks of a ‘halved painting’,” “Hierostus, a wealthy farmer,” and “the Queen of Siam and her
party.”
At Sunrise continues Cointet’s interest in the generative potential of the hidden, the
mysterious, and the unsolvable, by focusing on an opaque object that, the audience is told,
represents a mystery that has excited attention for three millennia. “It was a phenomenon of
which hardly any similar case is on record,” Coates tells the audience solemnly, “and it was not,
it should seem, a deception.” This, at least, is true: much of Cointet’s script is based on existing
accounts of the Colossi of Memnon, the remains of two statues of the Egyptian pharaoh
Amenhotep III located in Western Thebes, one of which was known to ancient Roman travelers
and historians for emitting a sound at dawn. (The effect, which has since been attributed to
atmospheric variations, ended when the monument was restored in the third century AD). The
Colossus became a staple of the numerous “oriental” histories published after Napoleon invaded
Egypt in 1798, first explored in a series of lectures and articles by the French archeologist JeanAntoine Letronne in the early nineteenth century, and even finding its way into Hegel’s
“Lectures on the Philosophy of History” (1805–31). The British occupation of Egypt in 1882
sparked a second wave of “Egyptomania” that turned the “singing statue” into a popular trope of
late-Victorian writers and poets such as Alfred Tennyson and Oscar Wilde. Cointet’s account
shares much of its structure and phrasing with George Curzon’s 1886 “The Voice of Memnon,” a
travelogue of the British politician’s journey through North Africa: “Suddenly it flashes upon
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us,” Curzon writes, in the emotive scholarly tone of his day, “that the two mysterious objects that
have excited our imagination are none other than the famed Colossi of Thebes—the Vocal
Memnon and his mute companion.”92
At Sunrise foregrounds Cointet’s interest in outmoded forms of popular entertainment,
especially ones rooted in the cultural imaginary of colonial expansion. His rehearsal of the
exotic-adventure genre collapses the distinction between King Solomon’s Mines and Curzon’s
Tales of Travel, heightening the exoticness of the ornate Victorian prose by adding the narrative
intrigue of a cosmopolitan spy novel (his Soviet art connoisseur recalling the “seductive
Bolshevik” type, a standby of Dekobra crime thrillers). Even the “classroom” or “lecture” quality
is less that of a university professor at the podium than a lecture-circuit storyteller on the stage,
suggesting the tradition of early-twentieth-century oratorial performers whose illustrated talks on
exotic locales and “primitive” peoples were once a highly popular form of “educational”
entertainment.93 In this sense, At Sunrise reproduces the discourse of empire as a tragi-comic
fiction, a pseudo-scholarly interpretation of an object that the audience comes to understand as
merely the alibi of the performance.
At Sunrise suggests more contemporary and local references as well. On the one hand,
Coates’ interactions with the object have moments of resembling the rituals of televised
shopping, specifically, the gestures employed by the attractive young women hired by game
shows like The Price Is Right or Wheel of Fortune to pose next to washing machines and cars,
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caressing their industrial curves while smiling blankly at the camera. On the other, the sudden
swerves of the script, from the ancient mystery to celebrity confession, convey something of the
experience of flipping through a supermarket tabloid—say, the National Enquirer, where
salacious film gossip was packaged alongside gory police stories, alien abductions, and ghost
sightings.94 The Enquirer transformed the market for sensationalist tabloids in the 1960s with a
lucrative focus on violent, offbeat, and titillating content, much of it fictional. In the early 1970s,
“the world’s liveliest paper” made a profitable move from newsstands to supermarkets,
tempering its “freak and gore” formula with celebrity tragedies, medical discoveries, miracle
diets, and paranormal activity. The tabloid business thrives on the enticement and promise of
revelation, counting on its outrageous headlines to capture the public’s desires for voyeurism,
escape, entertainment, and the frisson of schadenfreude provided by the misfortunes of the rich
and famous. As with the game show, the tabloid format is highly predictable, following the triedand-true formula of its predecessors, the “penny press” and the roman-feuilleton.
But Coates’ tranquil, authoritative voice distances the script from the exaggerated tone of
its borrowed sources. It also highlights the incongruity between the words, the tone, and the prop
they describe. The “red painting,” covered with letters that don’t spell any words, is a teasingly
nonsensical object: a word-search puzzle that withholds the simple gratification of “solving” its
words; an artwork that offers none of the visual pleasures of either representation or abstraction.
The object is an unlikely source for the wonder, curiosity, and devotion that animate the story,
yet the contradiction suits the premise of the performance, which is intended as a quasi-scholarly
lecture of the sort that often relied on the image of an archeological wonder whose miraculous
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qualities are inaccessible to the audience—in this case, because they were seen rather than heard,
and are in any case located firmly in the ancient past. In the absence of visual evidence, the
audience must trust the narrator’s marshaling of historic testimony. But in At Sunrise, the
outlandishness of the evidence is what gives the experience its nonsensical strangeness. The
more high-flown the narrator’s explanations, the funnier it becomes, her deadpan delivery only
underscoring the humor.
At Sunrise give us a clearer sense of why Cointet’s prop-performances, in Perkins’
appreciative phrasing, could suggest “art making fun of itself.” Certainly, as I discussed in the
previous chapter, there is the prop’s resemblance to Conceptual works whose austere
appearances required the elaborate framework for their value, circulation, and commodification.
But At Sunrise seems to suggest that as the art object becomes less expressive, the sales pitch it
provokes grows more florid, to potentially comic effect—artist, dealer, and scholar all become
something of a mid-century huckster, spinning tall tales that challenge the credulity of the
audience, even as they expect nothing less. It also demonstrates how contemporary art, in its
reliance on a complex network of discourses, is a commodity very much of its moment: a cipher
whose featurelessness invites and sustains any number of projections, and a product that takes
well to all manner of publicity.
As a commodity narrative, At Sunrise follows a standard device of Cointet’s advertising
years: it features a woman presenting a product, in a manner intended to be elegant and
appealing. These were qualities that stood out for the artist Pierre Picot, who had met Cointet in
the early 1970s when Picot was still a student at CalArts. In a 2013 interview, Picot gives a
rather personal description of how Cointet’s performances stood apart from the larger LA scene:
What I loved about his performances was [that] there was no nudity, no ugly women or
ugly men with ugly bodies and ugly tits, saying “fuck.” He didn’t do that. Every
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performance that I would go see [in those years], they’d all say “fuck,” and they’d all
have horrible bodies, and they were dressed in t-shirts and jeans and peasant dresses. All
of a sudden, here was this guy that had women dressed in really elegant clothes; it played
with what it meant to be an haute bourgeoise, but it used all the best elements of it, and it
raised the level of the viewer by pointing out what quality can be, what luxury can be,
what elegance and style can be, without slapping you all over the face.95
The French-born Picot, who immigrated to the US as a teenager, shows an intuitive
understanding of the class connotations embedded in the clothes, demeanor, and speech of
Cointet’s narrators. What he noticed in Cointet’s work—and ironically considered the sign of its
aesthetic superiority—were the very qualities that Barthes identified as the artifice of bourgeois
norms: the superficiality, the lack of psychological complexity, the deliberate detachment from
the world of politics and ideology, and the “natural” intimations of quality and value. Picot was
most likely accurate in singling out the visual and verbal propriety of Cointet’s live work as his
main point of divergence from the LA scene. What Picot perhaps did not consider, or does not
acknowledge, is the possibility that this may have been intended as a caricature, a way of
depicting a social milieu and a discursive ambiance.
But Cointet’s performance work, which met with almost immediate success with
audiences and critics, was rarely lauded for its criticality; certainly, no US reviewer ever
commented on the work’s channeling of the bourgeois habitus, critical or otherwise.96 While the
early reviews were positive, if tinged with bafflement, critics sometimes had issues with the
demeanor of Cointet’s actors. “He interested us, puzzled us, and whet our appetites for more,”
concluded Peter Frank in his 1976 review of At Sunrise at the Whitney Museum, but added that
Coates “was not quite up to [the] job; her voice was too soft, her emphases restrained, and, it
would seem, her whole understanding of the take less than it could have been.”97 Frank had been
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following Cointet’s work for some time, and may have been expecting something closer to
Darget or Viva’s theatricality; critic Sandy Ballatore, in her 1974 review of an earlier work, had
been completely charmed by Viva’s “stream of consciousness ramblings, surreal and inane.”98 A
1975 reviewer wrote appreciatively of the way Cointet’s performance work as a whole
“deflected obvious meaning and consequently entertainment in favor of a more intransitive
experience,” but a 1978 Artforum reviewer complained that “there are no pronouncements or
theories voiced that might be better understood for being thrown into relief against the play’s
flatness.”99
It is difficult to determine whether an understanding of French class politics would have
provided critics with an adequate framework for understanding the restraint and artifice of
Cointet’s early work, or whether the “flatness” simply didn’t work. But Cointet, who had never
intended to make didactic statements, appears to have taken the early critiques to heart.100 The
actress Mary Ann Duganne Glicksman, who began working with Cointet on an extended
interpretation of At Sunrise a few months after Coates’ 1976 interpretation for the Whitney,
remembers Cointet looking for something new. “He didn’t tell me what he wanted,” she recalled,
“because he didn’t exactly know. He wanted more energy and more dramatization, more
movement. He wanted the painting to come alive.”101 Ultimately, Duganne Glicksman’s version
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of At Sunrise, which she delivered from memory, would give the work a distinctive, vivacious
sense of physical storytelling that would extend its influence to much of Cointet’s future
performance work, including his work with other actors (Fig. 2.20).102
*
My goal for this chapter has been to demonstrate how Cointet’s early performance work,
while unusual for its contexts of 1970s French and US art, nonetheless drew on many local
references and attitudes. The energy around performance art in Southern California in the early
1970s was likely the most important factor in his interest in the new medium. While he remained
aloof from the scene’s intense investment in the body and its politics, the absurd theatricality of
his work was appreciated by California Conceptualists such as Baldessari. Like them, Cointet
was influenced by the proximity of Hollywood—and the local practice of fictional personas—as
well as the intense activity within local art schools, which may have prompted him to consider
the lecture as a creative format. His greatest source of inspiration, however, was the lowbrow,
outmoded qualities of pulp and genre fiction, and many of its familiar and “fantastic” references
found their way into his early scripts. But he was also attentive to its newer iterations: the game
show, the soap opera, and the supermarket tabloid—all formats that in the US were often
dismissively associated with a female audience, much as the serial novel had been in France.
His French background was important to the tone and structure of his scripts, from his
love of vaudeville and the stock characters of boulevard theater to his potential exposure to the
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1950s phenomenon of the painter as performer embodied in the career of Georges Mathieu, to
his documented interest in modernist poetry and Surrealist writings. I have also proposed that his
parodies of the mystifying speech of artists, dealers, and scholars—figures that his performances
recast as hucksters and salespeople—are informed by the rapid commodification of everyday life
in France as well as the US. His attentiveness to the way consumerism was transforming
everyday speech parallels that of the realist novels of the day, capturing the transformations of a
historic moment when the language of advertising was moving deep into the realm of subjective
desires and anxieties. Cointet’s performances carry strong connotations of the enticements of
new advertising, their “mythologizing” language highlighting the inherent opacity of the objects
they promote.
But while Cointet’s interest in borrowed languages and commodity forms suggests an
alignment with the French tradition of what I have called critical consumer portraiture, the
comically disjunctive experience of his work was very different from the realist style of these
novels. Critics never quite identified an agenda in what Cointet himself considered the most
important elements of the work: the emphasis on the “rhythm and writing,” the disruption of plot
and narrative arc, and the mannered, artificial quality of the acting. It is clear, however, that his
US audience considered the work a success, with even the most mystified reviewers
acknowledging the effect as absorbing, intelligent, and unexpectedly entertaining. This was
likely the exact outcome Cointet was hoping for: an event that could attract, perplex, and engage,
without ever entirely making sense. As his collaborator Yves Lefebvre later described it: “He
didn’t want a concept, he wanted the audience to take pleasure in the play.”103 My next chapter
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Lefebvre in Cointet, Piron, and Thiébault, “Interview with Yves Lefebvre by Hugues Decointet, François
Piron, and Marilou Thiébault,” 443.
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looks specifically at the question of pleasure, to consider its place in the critical discourses of the
twentieth-century and its attraction for artists working with mass culture in the 1970s.
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CHAPTER THREE
Minimalism on Stage: Variations on Pleasure

Ethiopia (1976): Contrasting Pleasures
The set, as the first act opens, is simple (Fig. 3.1–3.3).1 The backdrop is a large geometric
panel, one half painted pale grey and the other a warm yellow. The prop loosely
resembles a painting, perhaps a larger version of Frank Stella’s shaped canvases of the
late 1960s, or, more locally, the flat, colorful surfaces of Hard Edge painting, a Southern
California contemporary of Abstract Expressionism. But it also seems to represent a
house, one split into two parts, its grey side a simple geometric shape, the yellow a
cartoonish jumble of zigzags. Designed by Cointet and the sculptor Robert Wilhite for
their 1976 collaboration, Ethiopia, the object seems to anticipate a story, its visual
bifurcation quite literally setting the stage for an experience that borrows equally from
the formal rigor of high art and the unexpected humor of everyday life. The layered
connotations of Ethiopia’s elements—the visual references of its props, the genre
storytelling of its dialogues, and above all, the pleasures of their humorous
juxtaposition—will be the subject of this chapter.
The prop, the audience soon learns, does represent a house: it is the scene of a
reunion between the cousins Julia, Peter, and Tom. Julia is the first to arrive on the scene:
“So that’s the place,” she exclaims, facing her audience, “the old family house, built

1

My descriptions of Ethiopia and quotations from its dialogue are based on a recording of a
performance of Ethiopia at the Barnsdall Park Theater in Los Angeles in 1976, and the manuscript,
photographs, and notes held by the Bibliothèque Kandinsky, Centre Pompidou, Paris.
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along a romantic road, a 200-mile ancient route that threads through the lush California
countryside and archaic walled towns between Barstow and Palm Springs….” Julia’s
opening monologue continues with romantic fervor for several minutes. Cointet
considered Ethiopia his first “play”: it was his longest and most elaborate work up to that
point, with a running time of about forty minutes, and involving three actors, multiple
props, and three acts that unfolded in different settings.2 The scenes are all loosely based
around the idea of a family reunion, and the actors maintain the same characters
throughout. But the play’s structure, in keeping with Cointet’s earlier performances, is
centered on the props, which are introduced through extended monologues that frequently
give way to comic non-sequiturs and unexpected shifts in mood and tone. No sooner has
Julia, like a cheery real-estate agent, pointed out the mansion’s “charming mullioned
window” than she exclaims about being caught in a storm (“I’m scarcely able to breathe
in the torrents of rain…”). She then narrates walking a precarious bridge (“wooden beams
shaking and cracking”), nearly drowning (“totally blinded by the foaming water”) and
giving up on her journey (“the darkness of the night to come has already entered my
heart”) before announcing her arrival on the porch. The contrast between the Gothic tone
and the chatty asides—like when she stops, mid-storm, to wryly contemplate the damage
to her “good new morocco slippers”—draws the first laughter from the audience.
As played by Mary Ann Duganne Glicksman, Julia is an elegant figure, her
blonde hair, black dress, and red heels set off by the muted colors of the background. Her
delivery is both earnest and dramatic, with a keen sense of timing that draws frequent

2

In his 1980 interview with Barbara Braathen, Cointet distinguished between his “performances”—he
uses the term to describe his early live work with single actors and props, including the 1973 Espahor
Ledet Ko Uluner! and Huzo Lumnst—and his “plays,” which featured multiple actors and props.
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laughs from the audience. As in Cointet’s previous work, the humor often involves the
unlikely explanations (praising the house’s cartoonish angles for their “Baroque sort of
beauty”) or narrator-style interjections (explaining that “the scene is one of the wildest
confusion”). Humor can also be provoked by the strangeness of the dialogue, as in her
reading of a “note”—a piece of cardboard covered with illegible shapes—explaining that
her cousin Peter is out for the day. In Julia’s reading, the note becomes a discussion of
Peter’s new book (“over 500 pages, all blue”), his poem Ethiopia (“ekirts my Nubia htiw
etihw wap”), and a treatise on his ideals of poetic beauty. “The best example of what I
mean,” Julia quotes authoritatively, “is that stroke of genius, so economical in its touch,
so deft, so bland, so unique… I wonder if you know it? 4 7 84 5 5 5 210 / 860 V 32 and
31.”
One of the most difficult aspects of Cointet’s work, for the purposes of
discussion, is the effectiveness of its humor and its ability to sustain engagement despite
the cryptic dialogue and fragmented plots. If his object-based work is defined by its
opacity—coded drawings, illegible books, and perplexing props—his performances seem
calculated to be accessible, and both critics and viewers emphasized the intrinsic pleasure
of the experience.3 In the hands of actors who knew and worked with him, Cointet’s
dialogue is delivered with meticulous timing, a precision that makes every displaced
phrase and theatrical flourish seem perfectly logical and very funny. Yet the words are
3

Art critic Peter Clothier, for example, wrote of the play Tell Me: “beyond its urbane intelligence, it
manages to remain light, approachable, delightfully sensual in tone. It can be enjoyed very simply, as
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Language and Meaning,” Artweek (March 24, 1979): 13. Artist Morgan Fisher has spoken of the
“enormously satisfying” experience of the work; actress Violetta Sanchez remembers that “people
laughed the whole time.” In Brugerolle, Who’s That Guy? Tell Me More about Guy de Cointet. “His
act was about total silliness, the most difficult thing to communicate,” Larry Bell has written. Bell,
413.
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often, to quote Peter, both “deft” and “bland”; on paper, Ethiopia’s monologues followed
the generic turns-of-phrase common to the pulp sources that would continue to serve as
Cointet’s models. It is the combination of prop, dialogue, and delivery that brings the
platitudes to life and gives the experience consistency and logic. Within this structure, the
nonsensical lines draw increasing laughs as the audience learns to anticipate their
displacements.
Pleasure, this chapter argues, is central to the experience of Cointet’s
performances, and to 1970s art in Southern California more broadly. Works like
Ethiopia, while presenting the viewer with a complicated play of words and objects, also
invite appreciation of their off-kilter humor, familiar stories, and colorful props. They
represent a larger 1970s embrace of what had, throughout twentieth-century modernist
art, been kept at arm’s length—the seductive pleasures of capitalist spectacle. Cointet’s
performances open onto the trivial chatter of everyday life. They acknowledge and take
advantage of our propensity to be absorbed in a story, attracted to a beautiful object or
person, or desirous of things designed to do nothing more than provoke desire. This
openness to what Fredric Jameson called the “‘degraded’ landscape of schlock and
kitsch”—the commodity-driven languages of mass culture I explored under the rubric of
“pulp” in the previous chapter—would soon be considered one of the defining qualities
of postmodernism.4 This chapter seeks to understand the nature of this turn to pleasure,

4

“The postmodernisms [sic] have, in fact, been fascinated by precisely this whole ‘degraded’
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Late Capitalism,” in Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (Durham: Duke
University Press, 1991), 2–3.
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and how it manifested in Cointet and Wilhite’s collaborations, as well the work of likeminded artists working in and around Los Angeles.
*
The 1970s turn to the “easy” attractions of commodity culture was part of a larger
negotiation of the modernist canon. “[T]he fundamental goal of modernism,” literary
historian Laura Frost has argued, “is the redefinition of pleasure: specifically, exposing
easily achieved and primarily somatic pleasures as facile, hollow, and false, and
cultivating those that require more ambitious analytical work.”5 Frost is following
Andreas Huyssen’s argument that the “adversarial” mindset of the modernist avant-garde,
in all disciplines, was motivated by an anxiety about the increasing encroachments of
mass culture.6 Artists sought a disciplined commitment to progressive ideals that could
counter the dangerously “voluptuous appeal of embodied, accessible culture,” as
represented in popular magazines and novels, radio broadcasts, Hollywood cinema, and
later, television. Their weapons were ambiguity, irony, distancing, and abstraction—a
history of formalist experimentation in multiple disciplines, ranging from Stéphane
Mallarmé’s language games to Mark Rothko’s saturated fields of color—many of which
play a prominent role in Cointet’s performance props, drawings, and artist books.
Sigmund Freud’s 1922 foundational study, “Beyond the Pleasure Principle,” pits
the human urge to satisfy basic, sensual impulses against our ability to postpone them—
to instead enjoy the tensions, obstacles, and delays on the path. Freud’s psychological
model mirrored contemporary cultural anxieties, which saw vernacular amusements,

5

Laura Frost, The Problem with Pleasure: Modernism and Its Discontents (New York: Columbia
University Press, 2013), 3.
6
Andreas Huyssen, After the Great Divide: Modernism, Mass Culture, Postmodernism (Bloomington:
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associated with immediate gratification, as not only worthless but threatening. “The
horrors of modern ‘pleasure,’ arise from the fact that every kind of organized distraction
tends to become progressively more and more imbecile,” wrote a teenage Aldous Huxley
in 1923.7 A more mature Clement Greenberg, contrasting “avant-garde” and “kitsch” in
1939, worried about the pull of “vicarious experience and faked sensations” in the face of
“what is necessarily difficult in genuine art.”8 Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer,
writing as German émigrés in California in the 1940s, believed that the new “culture
industry” was infecting everything with sameness, and that Hollywood’s “mass
deceptions” were on par with those of the Nazi regime.9 After the Second World War, art
was expected to shoulder the serious task of rebuilding culture: “To be a new man,”
wrote art critic Harold Rosenberg, “is not a condition but an effort.”10 In other words,
there was a growing belief, throughout the first half of the twentieth century, that for art
to be worthwhile, it had to be hard work. Writer and critic Lionel Trilling, writing in
1963, summed up the unspoken credo of committed modernists: for a work of art “to
eventually have authority with us,” we have to “begin our relation to it at a conscious
disadvantage, and to wrestle with it until it consents to bless us.”11
But by the 1960s, mainstream audiences had gradually come around to the idea of
modernist art, especially in its more abstract variants. Jackson Pollock had appeared on
the cover of LIFE magazine (1949) and Vogue (1951), and Samuel Beckett had written
7
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radio plays for the BBC (1956). Attendance at art museums nearly doubled during the
fifties. With the 1973 auction of Robert Scull’s collection of contemporary art, which
brought in 2.2 million dollars, the value of modernist experimentation was firmly
established. Difficulty had become a fashionable pastime for the educated classes, and the
provocations of the 1960s—Happenings that threatened audiences with lawnmowers, Pop
paintings that celebrated soup cans, Minimalist sculptures of painted plywood—had done
little to alienate them. The same month that Robert Morris was arguing in Artforum for
the philosophical complexity of his cubes, Harper’s Bazaar was celebrating the new
“Minimalist look” couture (Fig. 3.4).12 Understanding was not a prerequisite for public
consumption: as Leo Steinberg noted, “[t]his rapid domestication of the outrageous is the
most characteristic feature of our artistic life, and the time lapse between shock received
and thanks returned gets progressively shorter.”13 As modernist difficulty became a
pastime, it was pleasure that now outraged critics confronted with Pop and NouveauxRéalisme’s embrace of the seductive landscape of consumerism.
In Cointet’s native France, where intellectual difficulty had long served as a
national-cultural ideal, fears about postwar Americanization led to calls for complexity as
a form of cultural and political resistance. The Situationists, like much of the neoavantgarde, were preoccupied with mass culture, but Guy Debord’s campaign was waged
against spectacle, “the sun that never sets on the empire of modern passivity.”14 Roland
Barthes, in his 1973 book The Pleasure of the Text, called for a formally innovative,
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“writerly” text that demanded attention to structure and made the reader work for their
pleasure.15 Fredric Jameson, who would later describe Barthes’ book as “a very theory of
self-indulgence,” nonetheless credits him with reintroducing the problem of pleasure into
Leftist discourse, paving the way for the Lacanian reversal of Laura Mulvey’s 1975
manifesto against the visual pleasures of mainstream cinema, a groundbreaking analysis
of gratifications designed exclusively for a male gaze that argued for a radically political
cinema of “passionate detachment.”16 Gilles Deleuze, considered one of the most
prescient philosophers of late capitalism, shared common ground with Mulvey: “I can
barely stand the word pleasure,” he confessed to Michel Foucault in 1977.17 Pleasure,
Deleuze believed, is the point at which desire ends; the subject, feeling sated and
complete, is lulled into the false promises of a capitalist order. Four decades on, pleasure
still feels wrong as a philosophical concept, regressive and conservative—hence the term
“guilty pleasures.” Frost believes that “[t]here is something unseemly about pleasure,
something too direct, selfish, nonrelational”—unworthy of attention, if not downright
dangerous, at least for the progressively-minded.18
But by the 1970s, two decades of intrigued if ambivalent inquiry into the
workings of consumer culture had given popular pleasures a tangible presence within
criticism and artistic practice.19 By the time California Conceptualists were turning to
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popular culture in the late 1960s, Southern California’s most iconic imagery had already
been staked out by an earlier Pop generation, whose work was often disparaged, in art
historian Cécile Whiting’s words, as “a mirror… of Los Angeles as the home of the
popular in all its vulgarity.”20 Artists such as John Baldessari would bypass the more
spectacular manifestations of the local media industry to seek out its more casual,
debased and outmoded qualities. Baldessari, who would influence a generation of artists
at CalArts, dove headfirst into modernism’s worst fears: “text” paintings that tell funny
stories, many of them art world “parables” that foreground humor at the expense of
originality, expression, or depth (as in “Tips for artists who want to sell,” from 1966–68,
Fig. 3.5), or the aggressive deskilling of painting and photography (“The Commissioned
Paintings,” 1966–68, outsourced to amateur painters he met at weekend street fairs, Fig.
3.6). Baldessari later explained these works as the last-ditch attempt of a failed painter to
please his audience: “I got to a point where I was pretty bitter about art in general, and I
figured, ‘Why not give people what they understand most, which is the text and the
photograph?’ I just reasoned perversely: ‘Why fight it? Why don’t you just give them
what they want?’”21
What audiences really wanted, Baldessari proposed in his work of the 1970s, was
stories. Storytelling would lead Baldessari to the repetitive and industrialized formats of
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television and film, which he explored in video (the 1973–77 Script, where students
reenacting scenes from obscure film and advertising scripts) and photo-text works that
mimic film or television storyboards (Story with 24 Versions and Movie Storyboard:
Norma’s Story, both 1974). Baldessari was by no means alone in his interest in the
mediated narratives, formats, and clichés of his immediate environment: Allan
Ruppersberg’s participatory installations (such as Al’s Café, 1968), William Leavitt’s
stage sets (such as California Patio, 1972), and Martha Rosler’s text and video work on
food culture (such as Semiotics of the Kitchen, 1975), to name only a few, seized on the
critical potential of such found materials and signifiers.22 It is against this backdrop of
rehearsed, mediated everydayness that Cointet and Wilhite decide to stage a scripted,
comical encounter with the expressionless forms of Minimalist sculpture.

After Minimalism
Ethiopia’s second scene finds Julia indoors, reunited with her cousins Peter and Tom.
They talk about their family history through the objects they find in the room, many of
which, their conversation implies, have extraordinary musical capabilities. There is a
cone of almost human height, buttercup yellow with a white tip, like a pencil; a small
sphere about the size of a globe, lacquered in shiny black and resting on a rectangular
orange base; and a large cube, waist-high, in primary blue (Fig. 3.3). “Oh, the wonderful
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sound,” Julia sighs, “as if it had been made in heaven and fallen to earth accidentally!”
She picks up and spins the sphere, which makes a noisy tinkle, like the ring of several
old-fashioned telephones. When Peter plucks at the fiddle strings strung behind the cone,
it produces a low bass tone; and as Tom presses the pedal concealed behind the cube, the
audience bursts into laughter—the combination of player piano suction pump and
bagpipe reeds produces a nasal drone that Wilhite himself described as “a combination
between turning on a vacuum and someone throttling a duck.”23
The blank appearance of Ethiopia’s sculptures provokes a variety of outlandish
reactions, from unmusical sounds to exotic stories. They will serve as furniture (Julia
praises “the harmony of handmade rugs and drapes”), abstract sculpture (which are really
“red rocks from the Arizona desert,” Peter explains), and stand-ins for distant vistas (the
cone a “lofty peak,” the cube a “flat-topped mesa”). When Tom explains their “Aunt
Martha’s” career as a modern dancer on tour in Japan, the cone is credited for being “the
pattern for the first Japanese fan.” As the scene progresses, the descriptions skip from one
genre to another, traversing Western, musical, travelogue, and romance, using every
occasion to play up the contrast between the involved, dramatic storytelling and the
featurelessness of the forms they purportedly describe.
Wilhite, who had designed the props and their hidden noisemakers, had studied at
UC Irvine with sculptors Larry Bell, John McCracken, and Tony DeLap.24 “Wilhite’s
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instruments sustain attention as modernist sculpture,” noted Richard Armstrong, who
followed Wilhite’s performances over many years.25 But like Cointet, Wilhite’s approach
to canonical modernism was that of a designer-bricoleur, unconcerned with the
boundaries of high and low culture: he is today as known for his tableware and furniture
as his sculptures. “I believe good furniture can walk the delicate line between art and
function,” he has said, a marked contrast with Donald Judd, who insisted that his
sculptures made “bad” furniture and that his furniture was certainly not art (Fig. 3.7).26
But Wilhite’s objects borrowed the visual language of that earlier moment in ways that
subverted its most programmatic goals. The disruption of the props’ discordant noises,
much like the nonsensical stories, highlights the critical conflicts that had been unfolding
within Minimalist discourse.
Minimalism is typically understood as an art of reduced geometries, industrial
production, and deductive material logic. It has been called “the last of the modernist
styles,” though it is more productively understood as a transitional phase: “Minimalism
both perpetuates and breaks with modernism,” James Meyer has written, arguing that it is
better understood as an “epistemological disturbance” than a break.27 While many of its
early artists, such as Stella, Judd, Dan Flavin, and Carl Andre were highly invested in
modernist ideas of opticality and form, others, like Robert Morris, were more interested
in a Dadaist refusal of meaning—Minimalism as anti-art gesture rather than material
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exploration. But the artists’ intentions, which they often discussed at length in art
publications, were a different matter from the works’ critical and public reception.
Minimalist objects inspired contradictory responses from the start. Some critics
praised their featureless surfaces, seeing a typically modernist resistance to interpretation
and truth-to-materials, while others considered their clean, streamlined forms gratifyingly
easy on the eyes (the former group, usually art critics, acknowledged the latter’s views,
frequently printed in fashion magazines, with some anxiety). Even as the “minimal look”
was being rapidly assimilated into the commercial worlds of design and décor, the actual
artworks confused the public and were considered a hard sell by galleries. “Morris’s
clumsy, inert volumes… are flagrantly uncommercial,” wrote Barbara Rose in 1965,
perhaps in admiration: “Who could want these elephantine structures… that take up so
much space without giving any occasion for delectation?”28 Not Clement Greenberg, who
complained that the work was too pleasing: “I find myself in the realm of Good Design,”
he concluded of the new “accidental and empty” sculptures.29 Responses to West Coast
Minimalism were similarly worded. Lucy Lippard, writing about John McCracken’s
glossy slabs, felt torn: “McCracken’s work is a little too given over to the pleasure
principle for my present taste, but there is no denying that looking at them is most
enjoyable.”30 Michael Fried, who had once found the theatricality of “literalist” art quite
charmless, also confessed to an attraction: “Whatever my larger stance, I quite simply
loved [Larry Bell’s] things as gorgeous baubles—I remember saying to friends at the
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time that Attila the Hun or Genghis Khan… would probably have given anything (like an
entire province) to own one of them!”31
Larry Bell’s “gorgeous baubles” have particular significance for Ethiopia’s
rehearsal of Minimalist form. Bell had been one of Ferus Gallery’s youngest discoveries,
featured in a group show there at the age of seventeen. He went on to study with “Light
& Space” artist Robert Irwin at Chouinard, then moved into a studio next to Irwin’s in
Venice Beach, and was soon exhibiting alongside him in group shows. Bell was
associated with the new “L.A. Look” or “Finish Fetish” group, whose work was often
characterized as transposing the Light & Space interest in the conditions of perception
onto lustrous, professionally finished surfaces. For California critic Peter Plagens, “[it]
was Larry Bell who stood, in the mid-sixties, as the embodiment of the L.A. Look, both
in its initial phase and as it developed.”32 Bell was at the height of his bicoastal fame
when he met Cointet in New York in 1965, and had just started producing glass cubes
with lightly mirrored or tinted surfaces, studies of “the psychology and dynamics of
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light” that would soon become his signature motif (Fig. 3.8–3.9).33 In New York, Bell
bought a vacuum chamber machine to move the cubes’ elaborate production into his
studio, work that required skilled supervision. Cointet accompanied Bell back to Los
Angeles as his assistant, a job he held until Bell’s 1973 move to Taos.34
But with the passing of the decades, Bell’s work gradually faded from view, his
gallery and museum shows dwindling, his name omitted from historic accounts.35 This
relative lack of posterity, especially compared to East Coast peers, may have been due to
the general devaluation of West Coast art. But it may also have been exacerbated by
Bell’s rather extreme resistance to discussing his work. Bell felt that his sculptures
transcended verbal description: his contribution to the catalogue of the 1967 exhibition
“A New Aesthetic” (which included argumentative essays by Judd and Flavin), was an
anecdote about being pressured to try fancy cheese at a cocktail party: “As it turned out, I
didn’t like cheese. I’m afraid that is all I can tell you about the ‘central concern of my
work.’”36 For the 1971 Transparency catalogue, which included interviews with each
artist, Bell’s responses to the curator’s questions were, upon Bell’s request, printed with
the vowels removed—a contribution that would have been quite at home in Cointet’s
ACRCIT of the same year (“ t d sn’t h v t d w th w r ds. Wh t s y n w s s c nd t h w f l.”
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Or: “It doesn’t have to do with words. What I say now is second to how I feel.”)37 These
refusals, Meyer believes, “unwittingly affirmed the view of the Southern California artist
as a ‘mindless’ artisan without ideas.”38
Cointet and Wilhite’s props, I am proposing, are explicitly conceived as a
response to Bell’s discursive reticence and privileging of the visual. The two artists
would have been keenly aware of Bell’s reputation for producing objects so immaculate
that critic Philip Leider remarked: “Where an Abstract Expressionist canvas begs to be
touched, a construction of Larry Bell’s… cries: ‘Hands off!’”39 As Bell’s assistants, both
Cointet and Wilhite had served their apprenticeships to Minimalism by maintaining the
cubes’ untouchable perfection; a short documentary video about Bell now in the archives
of the Getty Research Center shows an unidentified Cointet assiduously vacuuming
Bell’s glass cubes (Fig. 3.10).40 In their own work, Cointet and Wilhite foreground the
object’s tactility, treating their props as casually as possible: they are sat upon, stroked,
sounded, and rearranged—and above all, endlessly discussed. The performance plays up
their quality as opaque objects that, like most early Minimalist sculpture, lend themselves
easily to the kind of praise usually provoked by high-end furniture.
With Ethiopia, Cointet and Wilhite set out to undermine Minimalism’s ambitious
idealism, to transform its visual language into a mirror for more mundane realities. If
Minimalists on both coasts were united by the intention “to provide the viewer with an
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object of attention devoid of elements that might set the imagination wandering beyond
immediate physical facts,” Ethiopia’s endless anecdotes meet the challenge head on.41
The idea of a transcendent encounter with evanescent phenomena (as with Irwin or Bell),
or even a phenomenological confrontation with solid shapes (as with Judd or Morris), are
swept away by Julia, Peter, and Tom’s highly enthused stories, hilariously unmotivated
praise, and fleeting attachments to their spare props. If there is a local model here, it is
Edward Kienholz’s 1963 Art Show, a “conceptual tableau” that involved recreating a
typical gallery opening, complete with visitors—plaster-cast sculptures equipped with
tape decks around their necks and fans for mouths, blowing “hot air” as they emit
recordings of random gallery chatter.42
Ethiopia’s voluble characters represent viewers whose imaginations have
wandered far beyond the object because of its lack of expressive content. This is a
position explored more explicitly, and in gendered terms, in Carolee Schneeman’s
Interior Scroll of a few years prior.43 Schneemann’s text, which she pulled out of her
vagina during her performance, imagined a conversation with “a Structuralist
filmmaker,” whose work has “done away with emotion intuition inspiration.”
Schneemann describes the experience of the work’s blankness: “my mind wanders freely
during the half hour… I compose letters / dream of my lover / write a grocery list /
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rummage in the trunk for a missing sweater / plan the drainage pipes for the root cellar / –
it is pleasant not to be manipulated.” Schneemann’s world, she admits, is that of “the
personal clutter / the persistence of feelings / the hand-touch sensibility / the diaristic
indulgence…” that the Structuralist deplores, and her text transforms the stark reflexivity
of Structural film—which could just as well be applied to Minimalist sculpture—with the
unruly heterogeneity of her responses, and the alternative that her own highly embodied
performances pose to that tradition.
Like Schneemann, Ethiopia’s wandering minds are not ahistorical subjects. They
may evade her emphasis on the body’s presence, but their surfeit of apparently superficial
feelings and stories inscribe them within their late-capitalist moment. Ethiopia ends with
a typically televisual salute: “I guess we’ll have to come back tomorrow, at the same
time, to see the rest of it,” Tom says. Cointet’s dialogue presents its characters as voices
mediated by popular culture, moving from Western to musical to romance as if the
viewer is switching channels. The contrast between the mute art object and the stream of
everyday language plays up cracks in the Minimalist project that had become
unavoidably clear with its eventual market success—that much of what came to be
known as canonical Minimalism was easily transposed into desirable commodity goods.
For Rosalind Krauss, one of Minimalism’s strengths was its ability to assume “the
inarticulate existence of the object”—like a chair or table, a Judd box just is; it makes no
claims to being art, poses no “manipulation,” as Schneemann would have said.44 But in
this withholding of expression, we find the perfect stage for the shallow seductions of late
capitalism: of “Good Design,” Judd décor in Soho boutiques, fashion shoots in Marfa,
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and the Minimalist cathedrals of the Panza Collection.45 As Krauss noted, with the rueful
hindsight of 1990, the phenomenological subject of Minimalism could—and did—give
way all too easily to the fragmented subject of postmodernism, “the technologized
subject, the subject in search not of affect but intensities, the subject who experiences its
fragmentation as euphoria, the subject whose field of experience is no longer history, but
space itself.”46 This is the same subject that had been feared, from Huxley to Steinberg,
as needing the demands of modernist art as inoculation against the easy attractions of
popular culture. With Minimalism, modernist difficulty had come full circle and opened
onto its other, capitalist spectacle. Jameson’s analysis proposed that this was less a
takeover than a kind of temporal drift or disconnect, which he identified as a loss of a
sense of history. Art’s increasing inability to maintain an oppositional stance towards
mainstream culture speaks to a larger transformation of social norms and values:
our entire contemporary social system has… begun to lose its capacity to retain its
own past, has begun to live in a perpetual present and in a perpetual change that
obliterates traditions of the kind which all earlier social formations have had in
one way or another to preserve.47
In Ethiopia, the pleasures of a belated encounter with the contradictions of
Minimalist form—the cheerful euphorias of the postmodern subject, who enjoys the
perfect cube regardless of whether it is a sculpture or a coffee table—provide a chance to
examine the nature of the subject’s mediation by consumerist desires. In this, Cointet and
Wilhite—like their fellow artists involved in institutional critique and postmodern
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appropriation in the 1970s—are exploring the critical potential of the Minimalist legacy.
As Hal Foster has argued, “[a]s an analysis of perception, Minimalism prepared a further
analysis of the conditions of perception,” namely “a critique of the spaces of art (as in the
work of Michael Asher), of its exhibition conventions (as in Daniel Buren), of its
commodity status (as in Hans Haacke)—in short, to a critique of the institution of art.”48
These artists use Minimalist objects to set up new confrontations with the systems that
give them meaning. While Asher’s work is paradigmatic in this sense—putting the
institution on display as its own modernist form, visitors and all—many other Southern
California artists sought out livelier contents and storylines, turning to the historic life of
objects, both Minimalist and everyday, to explore their critical potential.
Just-Past Objects
In 1968, Allan Ruppersberg began working with store-bought fish aquariums, because
they “looked a little like Larry Bell’s glass cubes,” he has said.49 But he was also
becoming increasingly interested in the topography of Los Angeles, collecting small
objects that for him signified different locations. The aquariums became “ready-made
repositories” for his finds, which ranged from dirt and leaves to plastic Madonnas or
empty spray cans, unremarkable objects which the glass containers seemed to invest with
meaning (Fig. 3.11). “These aquariums were like a miniature stage set: a self-contained,
well-lighted world with an audience peering into it.”50 The same year, Ruppersberg
staged Al’s Café in a storefront space decorated to resemble a diner, the walls covered
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with “posters, nature calendars, fishing paraphernalia, pinups, picture postcards, and
autographed photos of movie stars and sports heroes,” and furniture scavenged from a
recently-closed amusement park (Fig. 3.12); fellow artist Allan McCollum described the
setting as “exorbitantly familiar.”51 Customers could order from a menu of inedible items
like the “B.L.T.—Branches, Leaves and Twigs” or the “Patti Melt—Patti Page Photo…
Covered with Melted Marshmallows” that Ruppersberg would assemble in the kitchen
(Fig. 3.13). Most items were two dollars, although one menu lists “Specials of the day:
Aquariums $195.”52 “Al’s Café was just a giant aquarium that you entered,” Ruppersberg
has said.53
Al’s Café opens Bell’s cube to everyday life, turning the immaculate sculpture
into a scene of consumption, but one that gently subverts the expectations of both artwork
and its presumed model of a traditional diner. If Minimalism maintained a strong Oedipal
presence in Southern California, artists were seeking to invest it with content, using the
evocative material they found in their surroundings to open up the closed forms, often
taking them in the direction of installation and live performance. As Douglas Crimp
wrote in 1977, a new generation would take Minimalist theatricality towards “utterly
psychologized” performances, staging “pictures” that emphasized the viewer’s
subjective—and commercially mediated—relationship to the art object. “The picture is
an object of desire, the desire for the signification that is known to be absent,” he wrote—
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an apt description of both Ethiopias’s hollow rehearsals of consumer desire and
Ruppersberg’s miniature and life-size tableaux of Americana.54
Crimp’s 1979 essay staked its claims in the work of “a group of artists currently
beginning to exhibit in New York,” such as Cindy Sherman and Robert Longo. Several of
the artists, like Jack Goldstein and David Salle, were California transplants (and had been
students of John Baldessari), but as art historian Marie Shurkus has argued, Crimp’s
project had even deeper roots in Southern California.55 Crimp had been invited to curate
“Pictures,” the 1977 exhibition that occasioned the first draft of his essay, by Helene
Winer, the director of New York’s Artists’ Space. “I wasn’t someone who went around
making studio visits,” Crimp later said, “so I took my lead from Helene, who gave me a
list of artists she thought were interesting.”56 Winer had recently returned to New York
from a two-year stint as director at the Pomona College Museum of Art, in Claremont, a
few hours’ drive from Los Angeles, where she had given a number of young local artists,
like Ruppersberg and Goldstein, their first solo shows. Winer had been impressed by the
California artists’ “use of prominent and quirky visual material, theatricality, and
humor”—an approach inspired by their attentiveness to media imagery, but one that, with
the publication of Crimp’s essay, would be firmly associated with an East Coast
sensibility.57
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William Leavitt, for example, whose first solo exhibition was curated by Winer at
Pomona in 1972, pursued many of the same concerns as the “Pictures Generation” artists.
Leavitt’s early installations, which he called “theater objects,” aimed to examine the
relationship between subjects and objects, or events and their settings, drawing on his
professional experience as an art director on film sets. His 1972 California Patio, made
for his Pomona solo, is a set of sliding doors built into a section of white-painted wall,
complete with wooden baseboard and blue brocade curtains, that extends to a stonepaved floor with ground-level lights and fake plants (Fig. 3.14). Visitors rarely step
through the doors, since they are usually placed close to a gallery wall, emphasizing their
lack of function.
The most distinctive aspect of California Patio—one could say, of Leavitt’s
output as a whole—is its quality of generic artifice. From the cheap fabric of the curtains
to the plywood backing of the walls, it suggests the set of a television soap opera, where
the furnishings are meant to be familiar, expensive even, but are clearly cheap props. The
bland staginess of the object is emphasized in the wall text that accompanies it:
It is evening in the backyard and garden of a contemporary hillside home in
Southern California. There is a swimming pool, a flagstone patio…. On this
particular evening, a small cocktail party is being held on the patio adjoining the
house…. Now the hostess comes out through the sliding glass door to announce
that a light buffet supper is ready inside.58
Leavitt’s imagined storyline, like the patio door itself (which was modeled on ads for the
Anthony Swimming Pool Company), strikes most viewers as both familiar and strangely
featureless. If Cointet and Wilhite borrow from Minimalist sculpture’s connotations of
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high-end design, Leavitt channels the more humdrum associations of the long-running
soap opera and the mail-order catalogue, clichés that have lost any thin glamor they may
have once possessed. But the artifice of Leavitt’s work, being rooted in local referents,
communicated class and taste in ways that Cointet’s performances—as discussed in my
previous chapter—never quite managed: many critics brought up the class connotations
of the “Malibu” lights nestled in Patio’s foliage, for example, the local aspirational
lighting of choice. Leavitt was also more vocal about his critical aims: “My interest was
first in a presentation of a generic middle-class social situation. I was looking for images
of social codes that could be reduced to some kind of icon.”59
Leavitt has spoken of stumbling, one day in the early 1970s, upon an old furniture
store in a formerly affluent neighborhood in downtown Los Angeles. The tableau, set up
to mimic an upper-class home of the 1950s and not changed for decades, reminded him
of a museum installation or a theater set. He returned the next day with a camera, and the
resulting photographs became the basis for drawings (The Lure of Silk, 1973) and a new
set of staged photographs (The Tropics, 1974). The photographs isolate objects or body
parts (a painting, a string of pearls) and juxtapose them to suggest a loose narrative, while
the drawings offer views of empty rooms or their furnishings (a doorway, a potted
plant)—clues abstracted from a source that was itself a staged environment, an
assemblage of consumer signifiers that would have been artificial even in their own
moment (Fig. 3.15). Leavitt also produced a 16-mm film (Evening, 1974) and a five-act
play called The Silk, performed in 1975 at the Barnsdall Park Theater—the same venue
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that would host Ethiopia the subsequent year, leading to a meeting between Leavitt and
Cointet.60
Leavitt’s “theater objects” explore the potency of narratives that hinge on the
most minimal of clues. The various iterations of “The Silk” center on a well-dressed
woman and a vague love story: the performance version features the woman and her
lover in an elegant apartment, with sliding doors that show a night view from a balcony,
while the photographic version hints at a drama involving jewelry. Critic Thomas
Lawson wrote at the time: “With the exotic banality of countless Hollywood movies,
these images reiterate and frame a schematic understanding of sexuality which turns on
the conflicting desires of carefree romance and responsible domesticity.” Rather than plot
or character development, Leavitt focuses on interactions with objects (the gift of
jewelry, the pouring of a drink), using the actors as “devices to activate the emotional
possibilities latent in the other props as collected together.”61 Leavitt was drawn to the
way the traditional apparatus of theater, its plot and narrative devices especially, could be
used against the grain, as a means of isolating and reinforcing the everydayness and
banality of things. Of the shared interest with Cointet, he has said: “I think for both Guy
and me, a play was a theatrical object or image: a series of events that occurred in time….
Our goal was not to break the bounds of theater but to stay within them in order to
achieve the effect of the ordinary.”62
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Critic Annette Leddy has written about the social connotations of the Leavitt’s
ordinary objects alongside those of Ruppersberg, Baldessari, and Ruscha:
[These artists] perfected the practice of detecting the “just past” or “almost past”
in cultural artifacts of the time…. From their work, we might infer that “just-past”
objects are those that have lost their novelty and thus reveal their ideological
underpinnings, while with “almost-past” objects that revelation is still partial. 63
Leddy’s “just-past” object offers an experience both pleasing and passé: Morocco
slippers, Malibu lights, and plastic Madonnas, but also Hollywood films, Victorian
novels, and Minimalist sculptures. Reframing these tarnished commodities within new
storylines and settings heightens their status as desirable things while bringing out the
strangeness of that effect: Leavitt, for example, spoke of wanting to “oppose the
influences of daytime television soap operas and the art films and writing of Alain
Robbe-Grillet, hoping to produce a work so familiar it would appear odd.”64
Leddy’s argument takes its cues from Walter Benjamin’s praise for the Surrealist
reframing of the outmoded, which in his writing was a surprisingly elastic category: “the
first iron constructions, the first factory buildings, the earliest photos, the objects that
have begun to be extinct, grand pianos, the dresses of five years ago, fashionable
restaurants when the vogue has begun to ebb from them.”65 While Benjamin never quite
explains how these objects hold the key to the “revolutionary nihilism” he ascribes to
them, Hal Foster has posited that the archaic, the démodé, and the obsolete in Surrealist
writing may have served as an illuminating reminder of a capitalist prehistory in the face
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of the intense technological modernization of the 1920s and 1930s; a Surrealist vision of
history uncovered “for purposes of resistance through reenchantment.”66 The oddness of
the ordinary in Leavitt or Cointet’s work—or Ruppersburg’s found objects and
Baldessari’s film stills—might be seen as a comparable reanimating of the recent past, a
way of reading history in forms that appear contemporary but are not entirely of the
present, at a moment when the object’s hold on history was growing tenuous. While the
obsolete of the California Conceptualists is hardly a “revolutionary nihilism,” it is
nonetheless a disruptive gesture; art historian Jacob Stewart-Halevy, for example, has
read these “soft models of critique” as a response both to the precarious politics of the
1970s and the “harder” critiques posed in the works of East Coast conceptualists.67
Other artists turned to the obsolete for more explicitly political ends. Martha
Rosler’s artist books, videos, and performances were dedicated to uncovering “the
ideology of everyday life,” the subliminal forces that she described, borrowing from
Roland Barthes, as “the myths that cover everything thinkable… the linguistic and
imaged accompaniments to existence that determine that it is existence, how it is to be
conducted, what it means.”68 Rosler was particularly drawn to television as a model: her
first video, the 1974 A Budding Gourmet, takes up the language of cooking shows and
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cookbooks through a narrated slideshow based on images taken from food and travel
magazines (Fig. 3.16). She speaks in the first person, as a woman who sees foreign
cuisine as a cultural opportunity: “as Americans,” the aspiring gourmet declares
confidently, “we can take the best of all times and all places and make them our own.”69
Rosler’s anonymous narrator, envisioned as an upper-middle-class American housewife,
has much in common with Simone de Beauvoir’s Laurence, the heroine of the 1966 novel
discussed in the previous chapter, whose cheery patchwork of received ideas—and the
undercurrent of anxiety that runs through them—offers a critical portrait of consumer
subjectivity in a certain time and place.
Another Rosler video, Semiotics of the Kitchen (1975) also locates its female
protagonist in the kitchen, this time for a cooking demonstration—or rather, a
demonstration of kitchen utensils, presented in alphabetical order and with an intensely
serious demeanor (Fig. 3.17). “Apron,” she intones, tying the item on; “bowl” she
continues, lifting one up to mix an imaginary batter solemnly. “Chopper” has her banging
the metal blade loudly, and so she continues to “Z,” slashing the air with a knife, Zorrostyle. Just as the first-person narrator of Gourmet is a mouthpiece for the culinary
imperialism of food magazines, the protagonist of Semiotics is rendered equivalent to her
props, despite her apparent lack of investment. “She thinks she is voluntarily naming
something in the world, a kitchen instrument,” Rosler has said of Semiotics, “but by
acting within that system, she unwittingly names and instrumentalizes herself.”70 But the
shift from apathetic to aggressive demonstrates that these kitchen utensils, like all props,
have potentially multiple uses and meanings; they can simultaneously be tools of
69
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oppression, means of liberation, and neutral everyday objects. Semiotics of the Kitchen
reads gender through its props, framing the ways that gender as performed and rehearsed
in the media as an invitation to seek out agency within a larger system of significations.
The figure hovering behind Rosler’s Budding Gourmet and Semiotics of the
Kitchen is Julia Child. After the success of Child’s 1961 cookbook, Mastering the Art of
French Cooking, she rose to prominence as the host of her own cooking show, The
French Chef, where her lively commentary on French technique was often interrupted by
slapstick moments involving knives, meat pounders, and rolling pins (Fig. 3.18). Child’s
enormously successful campaign on behalf of the pleasures of French cooking prompted
a slew of cookbooks on “exotic” cuisines, created a new television prototype, and
established food—both its preparation and its consumption—as a site of class aspiration.
Rosler’s “gourmet” refers to a legacy that, a decade later, had entered the realm of cliché,
a generic repertory of forms that Rosler mined for her gendered representations. Child
had launched her cooking show in 1963, the same year that Betty Friedan published The
Feminine Mystique; if Friedan’s solution to “the problem that has no name” was to
encourage middle-class women to extricate their self-worth from its media
representations and seek out education and more meaningful forms of work, Child
proposed to transform the kitchen into a space of leisure where mastery of coq-au-vin
could be a fulfilling way to engage with French culture—to thus acquire what Jean
Baudrillard would call “sign value,” or the social markers of a superior cosmopolitanism.
Rosler’s comic identifications with a “system of objects” propose an absurd meeting
point between the two positions, meshing Friedan’s critique with Child’s complicity.
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The material quoted by all of these artists—Cointet’s genre fictions,
Ruppersberg’s Americana, Leavitt’s stages sets, and Rosler’s TV personas—look to the
recent past for inspiration. Absurdist humor is a common strategy, a way to invite the
viewer in with the promise of entertainment while creating a measure of distance between
the material and its re-presentation as artwork. But not all of these artists’ appropriations
were intended to serve as critical or ideological analysis; Rosler is, in this sense,
something of an outlier. What they do share is their understanding of consumer culture’s
nuances of time and place: the different ways it can unfold within the space of the city,
the layout of the home, the accouterments of the kitchen, but also, the “neutral” space of
the gallery and museum. They also share an interest in the potential of visual failure: in a
reversal of “nostalgia” projects such as period dramas or novels which aim to restage the
distant past seamlessly within the contemporary, these restagings are calculated to fail, in
the sense that they are designed to reveal their nature as constructed objects and mediated
experiences. In the gap that opens between the object’s presumed identity—a diner, a
patio, a melodrama, a cooking show, or an art object—we begin to see it as a historical
form.
Fredric Jameson, for whom a loss of connection to history was one of the key
features of postmodernism, saw similar motivations behind postwar science fiction and
nineteenth-century historical novels:
Historicity is, in fact, neither a representation of the past nor a representation of
the future (although its various forms use such representation): it can first and
foremost be defined as a perception of the present as history; that is, as a
relationship to the present which somehow defamiliarizes it and allows us that
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distance from immediacy which is at length characterized as a historical
perspective.71
For Jameson, historicity, or an understanding of the present as history, is arguably the
closest a postmodern work can get to the long view of a properly historical perspective.
When the cultural logic of late capitalism has permeated all oppositional spaces, history
can only be grasped in its stylized, reified forms: depthless, superficial, inevitably one
with the “landscape of schlock and kitsch” it takes as its subject.
But while Jameson’s analysis of historicity helps explain the way that borrowed
languages and forms operate in the work of these artists, it is not entirely an accurate
diagnosis. In the balancing of defamiliarization and identification, there is little of the
melancholy loss that Jameson’s diagnosis presumes. And despite the revitalization of the
works’ lowbrow sources, the result is never fully subsumed within its “degraded”
landscapes, for there is always an element of disturbance within the systems that it
restages: language that veers off course, objects that make odd sounds, diners that serve
inedible food, and cooking hosts that weaponize their utensils. These artworks may bring
essentially pleasurable material back to life, but they do so with an eye to the dissonant
presence of what normally lies concealed: the ideology of everyday life, the systems that
mold subjectivity, and the nuances of class, space, and place.

Sonorous Displacements
The action of IGLU takes place in Rosa’s living-room. A large abstract painting,
pink and silver, hangs on the back wall: it’s the window. Another painting covered
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with musical notation hangs, also, on one wall. Table and chairs: they look more
like sculpture than furniture.
—Guy de Cointet’s stage instructions for IGLU (1977) 72
There is a funny moment in IGLU—the second collaboration between Cointet and
Wilhite—when two of the main characters, Rosa and Butch, balance precariously on wiry
chairs, heads hanging off the seats and each with one leg up in the air. “Thank goodness
this furniture is comfortable,” Rosa comments, “it’s got nothing else going for it.” The
audience laughs; the actors look comically uncomfortable posing on the angular chairs.
Rosa’s backhanded praise upends the audience’s understanding of the chairs, which, true
to the opening description, “look more like sculpture than furniture,” with small,
awkwardly tilted blue seats and irregular red tangles of intersecting legs. The effect is a
cartoonish riff on the primary-color angularity of De Stijl furniture, as if a Rietveld
chair’s unadorned, functionalist planes had been dismantled and reassembled deliberately
askew (Fig 3.19–3.21).73
IGLU, a thirty-minute play in one act, is a series of meandering exchanges
between Rosa, her mother Alice, their friend Butch, and their neighbor Julian. They chat
about their lives and their neighbors, discuss books and music, consider the arrival of a
telegram, and react to a fire and a snowdrift—conversations that frequently give way to
poetry recitations, musical performances, and a fair amount of singing and dancing. The
minimalism of Ethiopia’s props has given way here to more linear shapes, and its palette
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of primary colors replaced by dark reds, pale blues, and silver accents. Midway into the
performance, Alice carries a large silver book on stage, interrupting Butch and Rosa’s
exchange about flying saucers. She opens the book, which forms a perfect semi-circle,
and begins to recite dramatically as she points to a two-page spread that shows a single,
colored zigzag. “I entered into unknowing / yet when I saw myself there / Without
knowing where I was / I understood great things…” The verses are by St. John of the
Cross, a fifteenth-century monk and mystic poet. Butch excitedly interrupts the reading:
“I went to the same school you did, Alice!”
Where Ethiopia was characterized by fragmented dialogue, IGLU is both
fragmented and prone to confusing displacements: descriptions seem to be missing their
objects, gender is occasionally swapped, and there is often sound, silence, or music where
the context would reasonably call for speech. When Rosa “reads” a book to her mother,
the audience hears a robotic recording of disconnected words from offstage (“Analytic.
Anarchy. Anapole…”), and Alice nods knowingly: “I see, the play is about doctors and
women.”74 Rosa remarks early on of “Dr. Butch” that “he is a great friend of ours,” but
upon entrance, Butch turns out to be a thoroughly femme woman, played by Jane
Zingale, and gender is never discussed. When Alice “reads” a “telegraph”—a rectangular
blue cube a few feet high—the audience only hears classical guitar playing offstage, and
its contents are inferred to be tragic. And when the telegram prompts a lyrical display of
grief from Alice (“these characters traced here before my eyes wail out a dirge to me”),
she brings out a small, triangular object that she describes as a “portable instrument” with
“a very timid sound,” whose “beauty and poetry reside in the subtle nuances of its
74
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varying shades of gray.” The prop, which Wilhite called a “silent harp,” resembles a
black-painted triangle ruler. Alice “plays” it by holding silently to her head, as if listening
to a seashell.
IGLU’s script is a disjointed collage of conversation, poetry, prose, and song, its
semblance of plot constantly interrupted by contradictory anecdotes, displaced
references, and shifting pronouns. But the experience of watching the play can be
coherent and meaningful in a way that is hard to describe. In every performance I have
seen, live or recorded, the audience quickly learns to anticipate and laugh along with the
work’s absurd displacements, the seemingly nonsensical words and gestures somehow
falling into a perceptible pattern. Theater critic Frantiŝek Deák, who had firsthand
experience of Cointet’s rehearsals for his 1979 play Tell Me (which strongly resembled
IGLU in both plot and delivery), offers some insight on how this was practically achieved
(Fig. 3.22). In a 1979 essay Deák wrote for The Drama Review, he underscores the
importance of stable and unstable elements within the work as a whole. Cointet’s actors,
for example, “played it completely straight… they had to relate to the objects and props
on the set in a clear and convincing way. The acting was devoid of any irony, detailed
characterization or subtext.” Deák emphasizes the distinctiveness of the actors’ presence
on stage:
The three actresses… all wore simple but elegant clothing (…) and high-heel
shoes that, on the small stage, emphasized their walk. The color scheme of their
costumes (only major colors, no half-tones) and their simplicity (no ornaments but
clear lines) corresponded visually to the set and gave the costumes an aspect of
abstractness as well. During the rehearsals, Guy de Cointet encouraged each
actress to develop a very distinctive stage figure based on her own temperament.
The result was three stage figures that in their manners, gestures, movements and
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voice were the most constant and unambiguous structural elements of the
production.75
Many reviewers had commented on the costuming of Cointet’s actors, invariably
describing it as “elegant” in ways that imply beauty, fashionableness, and a vaguely
upper-class, restrained tastefulness.76 But the actors’ physical presence is also “elegant”
in the sense of being an effective solution to the problem of how to foreground and bring
coherence to the script’s jumpy, disjunctive rhythms. It is Deák, a professional
dramaturge, who perceives that the “stage figures” act as a counterbalance to the
displacements of the dialogue. The actors are distinct personas, differentiated by their
voice, movements, and backstory, but also by the fact that the script involves no character
development whatsoever. The dynamism of the work rests in the interactions on stage:
high heels calling attention to the actors’ movement both visually and aurally, the
costumes’ flat, bright colors creating parallels between actors and props, all of this
reinforcing the viewer’s sense of the stage as a visual composition made up of separate
moving elements. Deák argues that such “unambiguous structural elements” call the
viewer’s attention to “the numerous dislocations of the text,” ultimately producing a
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creative and playful demonstration of the “separate languages that interact in every single
act of communication.”77 The audience’s laughter is, in this sense, a mark of their
pleasure at the discovery of a puzzle that fits together against obvious evidence to the
contrary: a series of apparently disconnected elements coming together in a surprisingly
persuasive rendition of everyday conversation.
Cointet’s interest in popular culture, from pulp paperbacks to soap operas to talk
radio, was also a fascination with the workings of everyday speech. “Sometimes people
don’t speak very precisely,” he told the writer Emily Hicks, “but they still seem to
understand each other, even though their words could be interpreted in many different
ways.”78 Cointet’s dialogue, especially in his later plays, has something of the distracted,
dispersed quality of a conversation heard in passing, where references are known to the
speakers but missing for the stranger overhearing it. Elsewhere, Hicks writes:
Once, in the artist’s studio in Venice, I found him watching his favorite soap
opera. It occurred to me that Cointet’s plays resemble soap operas in their lack of
main hero or plot; rather, they consist of many interwoven and overlapping subplots, whose resolutions are constantly deferred. … As incomprehensible as one
episode of a soap opera may seem by itself, any fan of the program will quickly
explain that it all makes sense, you just have to know…. 79
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Like a snippet of a TV soap taken out of context, Cointet’s dialogue is confusing but
familiar; no plot point lasts long enough to become entirely meaningful, even as the
words and phrases, taken on their own, are quite clear. It is perhaps in this dispersed
sense—of plotless stories, of meaning that feels deferred yet present—that Leavitt relates
Cointet’s work in a negative relationship to theater: “These pieces seemed like theater,
but the theatrical meaning was missing.”80
Cointet’s plays removed elements that might have conveyed “theater meaning,”
such as coherent plot or character development, to foreground relationships instead—not
relationships in these sense of emotional human ties, but as moments of interaction
amongst the actors and between the actors and their props, designed to explore the
possibilities and limits of communication. As Cointet told Braathen:
What I like is the texture of the characters interacting with the objects and shapes
and feeling completely at ease with them. There is as much variation in the way
the characters talk as there is in all the objects, and they go together in close
relationship to each other. The audience sees arrangements and piles of painted
geometric forms. During the course of my plays these forms are talked about and
their identities revealed. After the audience discovers what everything is,
sometimes they’re even more confused.81
For Cointet, the play was a space to create a “texture” of interactions modeled on
everyday life. The props are designed to be ambiguous, and the actors’ explanations,
which grow increasingly bizarre, turn out to be beside the point. The emphasis instead is
on the moments of interruption and surprise: the transitions and displacements, which
enact the instability of subjects and objects in speech and the contingent nature of
language more broadly. As Hicks writes: “If [Cointet] can show that within the most
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mundane everyday discussion, there exists rupture, bizarre bits of unconscious material
and complete breakdowns of logic, then what kind of irrationality must inform our
important activities, the serious discourse of great human events and history?”82
*
As I have argued in previous chapters, Cointet’s performances adopted the
mediated languages of popular culture to explore how subjectivity was increasingly
formed through identification with commodity objects. In both of the Cointet-Wilhite
collaborations discussed here, austere props invoke the presumed difficulty and austerity
associated with high modernism to demonstrate how easily it translates to the accessible
pleasures of mass culture. Ethiopia shares a Southern California interest in using familiar
objects as sites of projection: the meeting point of high and low pleasures, where the
manufactured language of commodities meets the more rarified world of art objects. The
quasi-modernist furniture that Rosa praises in IGLU is visibly uncomfortable, but she
lounges on it nonetheless; Julia’s family home in Ethiopia is comically off-kilter, but she
is enchanted by the “Baroque beauty” she finds there. The frequently confusing dialogue,
the way stories begin and end in wildly different places, puts the emphasis on the
interplay of theatrical elements, and how meaning is conveyed by balancing dissonance
and stability.
Cointet’s performances share his milieu’s engagement with stories and storytelling,
from Baldessari’s one-liners to Rosler’s faux documentaries. But Cointet’s quote above
suggests that for him, narrative was something of a red herring, a pretense for
experimenting with “arrangements,” “variations,” and “textures” on stage. His choice of
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musical terminology is helpful for understanding work that, in its attentiveness to rhythm
and structure, has more in common with a musical performance than a theatrical drama.
Despite its reliance on the script, the aural experience of a Cointet “play” is nothing like
conventional theater, with dialogues layered with unexpected noises, displaced words,
temporal and visual discontinuities, babble, and silence. As formal compositions,
Cointet’s performance works are essentially experiments in abstraction. His props’
resemblance to modernist objects—minimalist sculpture, but also, frequently,
monochrome painting—can be read as a visual allusion to an impulse that shapes the
work more broadly. Thus, in IGLU, not only is the window indicated by what the stage
directions describe straightforwardly as “an abstract painting,” but there are references to
music and sound throughout, from the canvas covered with musical notation (perched on
an easel), to the “silent harp” and wordless recitations.
Yet the undeniably entertaining nature of Cointet’s performances brings them
closer to mass culture than avantgarde experimentation, a contradiction that also aligns
them with contemporary writings on postmodernism. Fredric Jameson, thinking of a John
Cage composition or a Samuel Beckett play, described the postmodern as a new art of
disconnected and fleeting intensities, as with the “single chord or note followed by a
silence so long that memory cannot hold on to what went before, a silence then banished
into oblivion by a new strange sonorous present which itself disappears.”83 Such works,
Jameson argues, will resist meaning if approached like the texts of classical modernism,
because their meaning “floats over the text or behind it,” not being anchored in any
tangible or permanent way to its signifiers. As with Ethiopia or IGLU, the pleasure
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requires suspending expectations of medium, craft, or narrative voice, and instead
listening for the tenuous pattern of strange, and perhaps strangely resonant, arrangements.
For Jameson, writing in 1984, the confusion and frustration felt by critics and
audiences towards the postmodern work was a sign of their resistance to its “joyous
intensities.” Jameson believed that such pleasure, for all its problematic aspects—its
distracted and dispersed nature, its lack of oppositional force, its proximity to and even
embeddedness within the forces of commodification—offers a crucial opportunity:
offering up new spaces for embodying difference. In art as in popular culture, the
proliferation of contrasting subjects, affects, and styles heralded a new sensibility for the
1980s in which, critics reasoned, would open onto new forms and identities. Or, as
Jameson phrased it, “the vivid perception of radical difference [could] in and of itself [be]
a new mode of grasping what used to be called relationship: something for which the
word collage is still only a very feeble name.”84 For many critics, postmodern eclecticism
was a symptom of a larger loss, a sign of the waning power of the Western bourgeois
subject and the centrality of its discourses. But Hal Foster, also writing in 1984, pointed
out that “for others, precisely Others, this is no great loss at all.”85 The next chapter,
which looks at the role of identity in Cointet’s performances, will consider the potential
of such claims.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Queer Absence and Feminine Presence: Dr. Hun and Five Sisters

[W]e know almost nothing of his private life. He is not known to have had a girlfriend or
open love affair. De Cointet’s discretion, solitude, and soberness, combined with his
silence, repeated departures, and regular absences, plus his use of military codes in his
work, led to rumors about his possible identity as a spy.1
Photographs from the 1970s show a slim, dark-haired man, given to a nondescript uniform of
button-down shirts and jeans (Fig. 4.1–4.6). Cointet is nearly always smiling at the camera, often
while holding an unlit cigarette. He is usually photographed at his rehearsals or performances,
directing the actors or watching from the audience. A few images are clearly staged, with him
posing as if reading one of his artist books and looking at the camera with a conspiratorial smile.
There are photos of him in his home studio, and many more of the space without him: they show
a large loft dotted with thriving houseplants, mismatched furniture (beach chairs, hammocks,
props repurposed from his performances), and the tent that served as his guestroom. The photos
frequently include visitors, of all ages. His workspace appears to be a single desk covered with
piles of books, magazines, papers, open notebooks, and canisters filled with brushes and pens;
there is a small television, and it always seems to be on. Certainly, there is little in the
photographic documentation that suggests a secretive or reclusive lifestyle. Robert Wilhite was
asked recently about the “spy” rumors mentioned in Brugerolle’s book: “I think that was over the
line,” Wilhite says. “He was just trying to eke out an existence like the rest of us.”2
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This is not to say he lacked presence. “Guy stood out,” artist Jeff Perkins recalls. “He
dressed French, he acted French, he was very heavily accented, and he was very sophisticated.
He knew things that most artists in Los Angeles didn’t know very much about.”3 Mary Ann
Duganne Glicksman remembers: “When you listened to him, he had a French accent, but I think
he had a perfect mastery of English. And when he talked! It was very charming.”4 Violeta
Sanchez, a French actor who worked with him in the 1980s, echoes her appreciation: “Guy was a
shy, very funny, incredibly refined and very cultivated man.”5 Michel Auder, a French artist also
living in Los Angeles at the time, remembers him as an unpretentious figure: “He seemed very
down-to-earth, his pockets always empty. He had great presence, and he was very modest. So
modest, you could have mistaken him for a worker, who had finished his work and was just
relaxing. Smoking his cigarette, at his table.”6 The cigarettes, according to Perkins, were always
Gauloises; Larry Bell remembers being surprised by the fact that Cointet never drank wine, only
beer.7 “He was the son of a colonel, we all knew that,” Auder adds. “I knew that he had grown
up in a castle, and that his father was a general, and his brother is a general in the French army,”
Perkins has said. “When I asked him about these things, he as much as volunteered to me that he
was the black sheep of the family, that he had decided to take another path, which was the path
to be an artist.”8 By many accounts, Cointet remained close to his parents, siblings, and extended
family.

France, Brugerolle now demurs, saying she does not find the rumor credible. ‘I think he was playing with the
idea of being a spy—maybe creating a rumor about himself.’”
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But his friends also considered him something of a mystery. Duganne Glicksman, who
worked closely with him for many years, has described him as “reserved and a bit inscrutable.”9
Allen Ruppersberg remembers him as “a most mysterious man… we could be close in ideas but
not in personal lives.”10 Bell, his employer of seven years, concurs: “He was a very eloquent guy
but he was very quiet, very private. To pull anything out of him, you had to really go after him.”
“I don’t think anyone knew Guy,” his friend Brian Dailey has said; “In many ways, Guy was as
much of a cipher in his personal life as his art is a cipher.”11 Many of his friends consider
Cointet’s mystique an important element of his work: Perkins believes that “Guy always hid
behind different characters”; Denise Domergue, a friend who acted in many of his later plays,
describes Cointet as “very amused by the unknown”; and Duganne Glicksman writes that “Guy
himself was quiet, letting his work and his acts speak for him.”12 “It wasn’t because he was
secretive,” Dailey points out. “He was a very warm, friendly person who do anything for
anybody. But he just never divulged much. He was an observer.”13
*
In the previous three chapters, I’ve traced some of the themes, formats, events, and
contexts that may have inspired Cointet’s work of the 1970s, to understand the nature of the
experiences it conveys and how these effects were generated. This chapter turns to what might be
called a more biographical reading: to think through the implications of his attraction to the
unknown and the hidden, and how those interests shaped a body of work that excludes anything
that might be construed as genuinely expressive or spontaneous. Such rehearsed impersonality
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made him an outlier within his Southern California milieu, which for decades was known and
celebrated for identity-based performances that addressed the viewer with the intense
confrontational force of embodied subject positions, from Chris Burden’s violent public
performances to Barbara Smith’s sensual interpersonal encounters and ASCO’s critical drag
disruptions. Read against this context, the restrained, formal play of Cointet’s stereotypical
enactments of white middle-class femininity can appear out of touch with their moment, if not
politically complicit with a culture of misogyny.
It is important, as I have argued in previous chapters, to understand Cointet’s work within
a more nuanced reading of the Southern California scene, especially in its conceptual focus on
appropriation and obsolescence. But in this chapter, I consider Cointet’s enigmatic selfpresentation as a component of his creative practice; one that, combined with his interest in
borrowed voices, humorous incongruity, and mass culture in its outdated forms—not to mention
his fascination with theatrical representations of femininity—suggests a camp and queer
sensibility. I then look at how this is manifest in Cointet’s last staged work, the 1982 Five
Sisters, which looks to more contemporary sources for its theme and dialogues. Cointet’s last
play channels many of the ideas explored in feminist discourse, which was of central importance
to many Southern California women artists in the decade prior, by way of their commodification
within a new, entrepreneurial culture of “wellness.” The sisters’ parodic humor speaks not only
of the instrumentalization of feminism, but also of a moral discourse around illness and health
that would only reveal its devastating consequences in the AIDS crisis to come. The excessive
personal declarations of the Five Sisters—which might be read as a deliberate, playful reversal of
Cointet’s own markedly reserved persona—speak to the commodification of identities, and of
self and sexuality, in the early 1980s.
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An Interview with Dr. Hun: Camp Readings
In 1974, Cointet was the subject of a videotaped interview by Gerry Rosen and Andy Eason, as
part of their documentary anthology, California Artists (1975).14 Cointet joins the conversation
in character, as “Dr. Hun.” The seven-minute tape shows only Cointet’s hands, leafing through
his most recent artist book, TSNX C24VA7ME; A Play by Dr. Hun (1974), pointing to certain
pages as if describing them (Fig. 4.7–4.8). “So here you are Dr. Hun, looking at your new book,”
an unseen interviewer prompts him. “Yes, and the more I look at it, the more I like it,” Cointet
begins, his tone cheerful and his accent deeply French. He talks about the cracks in the book’s
spine, running his finger down its visibly smooth bindings, “you remember how it happened, in
1926… they put the two crates on top of one another, flat, not knowing what they were carrying,
and they bounced for sixty miles into Connecticut…”. The interview, it turns out, has been
scripted, its opening section reenacting a 1956 television interview with Marcel Duchamp in
front of his Large Glass.15 The interviewer plays along, asking Cointet about a scene in his book
that “takes place during an explosion in a shingle factory, when Suzanne Dlix discovers she is
madly in love with Dr. Rupert.” Dlix is one of the characters of the book Cointet holds, and he
responds by describing her thrilling romantic entanglements, many of which feature doctors (“at
the end of the play, you find out Suzanne Dlix is a doctor too”). The interviewer inquires after
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his other “leading ladies,” and the exchange ends with a brief clip of Cointet most recent
performance, The Paintings of Sophie Rummel (1974, Fig. 4.8).
Given what is known of Cointet’s work and personality, it is unsurprising that his only
recorded interview is in character, that he lets another French-accented master of disguise speak
for him, and that the video portrait shows only his hands. Duchamp’s was not the only voice he
borrowed: the interview, despite its brevity, brings in a number of literary excerpts that Cointet
recites with gravity and feeling. Some are mentioned without attribution, such as the Duchamp
interview, or a later, more histrionic line from H. Rider Haggard’s King Solomon’s Mines
(“What have I done that I should never again see the sun rise out of the night?” Cointet reads
with gusto, his fingers pointing to the line “K23 Y DEBAM 40 V LI- BEO NN 73.”) Others are
credited, as when a heroine’s speech as revealed to be a poem by Marilyn Monroe: “Help Help /
Help I feel life coming closer / When all I want is to die” (“That’s really something, beautiful,”
the interviewer comments; “Beautiful, but tragic,” Cointet responds wistfully).16 Elsewhere, he
explains that a dialogue is based on Piet Mondrian’s 1919 essay, “Natural Reality and Abstract
Reality,” paraphrasing it as a quote “about all things being equally beautiful.” The effect is an
absurd, Duchampian merging of the erotic and the mechanical, the avantgarde and the lowbrow;
a book presentation premised on the idea that encrypted strings of letters and numbers, if read the
right way, can convey the thrill of a melodramatic love affair straight out of General Hospital.
Dr. Hun is one of the few instances of Cointet discussing his work in relation to
something resembling authorial intention. But even here, he plays with formats and expectations,
modulating his voice with knowing humor and clearly relishing the idea of subverting the artist
interview format. He transforms what might have been a freeform discussion of themes,
16
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inspirations, or process into a carefully scripted author portrait—one that moves beyond what he
thinks, feels, or even makes, to focus on his enthusiasms as a reader. Dr. Hun provides a point of
convergence for a number of interests that run through Cointet’s larger body of work: Dr. Hun
loves soap operas and movie magazines as much as artist interviews and modernist manifestos;
he gossips affectionately about his leading ladies, real and fictional; and he is a devotee of the
beautiful, the theatrical, and the histrionic, especially when he finds them in unexpected places.
In other words, Dr. Hun is recognizably a connoisseur of camp.
Camp is a slippery concept, one subject to numerous redefinitions since Susan Sontag’s
1964 “Notes on Camp,” which nonetheless remains an important touchstone.17 For Sontag, the
“camp sensibility” is about seeing the world in primarily aesthetic terms. Camp taste privileges
style and surface over content, artifice over nature, and theatricality over naturalism. If there is
an essential quality to its chosen objects, it is the “seriousness that fails,” paraphrased by more
recent critics as “a posture that on the one hand tenderly embraces serious matter (such as opera
or fine art) but, in the same moment, just as lovingly parodies that seriousness.”18 Camp is a
certain way of reading the world: “Camp taste is, above all, a mode of enjoyment, of
appreciation,” Sontag proposed; a way of seeking out the private joys of the incongruous, that
idea that “behind the ‘straight’ public sense in which something can be taken, one has found a
private zany experience of the thing.”19 The camp aesthete gravitates to “the old-fashioned, the
out-of-date, the démodé” (Sontag’s list covers Greta Garbo, Tiffany lamps, and Gothic novels),
phenomena that, with the passing of time, have gone from affected to “fantastic.”20 Archaic,
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excessive gender tropes are among camp’s central repertoire, and gay subcultures have
celebrated the absurd appeal of clashing stereotypes. More recent critics have argued for camp
incongruity as broader concept, “a heightened awareness and appreciation for disguise,
impersonation, the projection of personality, and the distinctions to be made between instinctive
and theatrical behavior.”21
The expansive and outgoing Dr. Hun, the assumed voice of an artist who, even in this oncamera interview remains hidden from view, highlights just such an incongruity. Hun introduces
his book as a series of dramatic aesthetic flourishes, summoning Mondrian’s aesthetic principles
only to argue for the joys of artifice, which he implies can be as beautiful as nature. Hun’s
playful ventriloquism of modernist masters subjects them to “zany” private readings and
projections, hinting that behind a conceptual object lies a frivolous melodrama, or within the
self-containment of minimalist sculpture, peculiar noises and outlandish backstories. His loving
recitations of Victorian prose are in keeping with camp’s appreciation for surface effect, excess,
and the old-fashioned, which it reframes in order to play up the outmoded values and nostalgic
desires. The turn to the obsolete that I discussed in the previous chapter as a Southern-California
interest in popular culture has much in common with an older camp sensibility, one based on the
idea that if the passing of time can render certain objects more ideologically transparent to their
historic moment, the effect can also be very funny.
The camp effect is often marked by flamboyance, exaggeration, and ostentation, qualities
that seem far removed from Cointet’s self-presentation. Yet as his collaborator Yves Lefevre has
attested, Cointet was “fascinated by excess in the expression of feelings” and “loved the
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possibilities it gave him.”22 There is a great deal of extravagance to Cointet’s onstage heroines:
from the 1973 Huzo Lumnst, played by the “showy” theater actress Chantal Darget with
melodramatic panache, to the 1974 At Sunset, where Deborah Coates’s professorial manner is
contradicted by her tabloid-sheet revelations, to the 1977 IGLU’s energetic gossip and lyrical
expressions of grief and joy. Interview with Dr. Hun is itself a demonstration of how camp
operates in his work, especially how the quiet restraint of his visual choices can make the
irrepressible flamboyance of his verbal material even funnier. And while Cointet’s dialogues
almost never involve gender parody—in the sense of male performers “camping” as women—
they often do center on themes, emotions, and behaviors that are coded as feminine. Dr. Hun’s
wistful admiration for Marilyn Monroe, for example, is typical of the sentimental, fragile, or
tragic affects that form a vital part of the camp vernacular, especially in its adulation of gay camp
icons like Judy Garland.23 The presence of the feminine, emphasized by Dr. Hun’s proud
enumeration of his “leading ladies,” is a complex aspect of Cointet larger body of work, as I
explore later in this chapter.
Cointet’s most characteristic deferral in Dr. Hun is the interview’s closing clip, which
features the character “Sophie Rummel,” introduced as if a close acquaintance. “Sophie is very
busy right now, working on new paintings,” Cointet tells the interviewer, “and she is in love
again,” he adds affectionately. The tape cuts to the performance (Fig. 4.9), and the camera
focuses on a young woman reading from a script: “Fantastic, isn’t it? As I looked through the
window of the car, the electric blue light was receding like an orgasm, opening and closing like a
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flower…” Her tone is animated, although her words don’t make much sense. “African drums
seemed to be beating their sinister rhythm in my head,” she continues. “Tap, tap, tap, they went,
just like this…”—she taps a stick on a stool. The camera wanders to the wall behind the speaker,
showing paintings from Cointet’s 1974 solo exhibition at Cirrus, the occasion for the
performance. “Louder. Louder!” her voice rises. “‘I’m not hallucinating,’ I said, ‘I couldn’t be
hallucinating!’” she shouts. “‘Relax,’ Frederick said, ‘it’s your first mirage, Sophie.’” The actor
looks up from her script with a pleased smile; the unseen audience breaks into appreciative
laughter and the tape ends.
The role of Sophie is played by Viva, a Warhol “Superstar” and Cointet’s one-time studio
partner, who was by then living with her husband Michel Auder in nearby Topanga. “He was
absolutely fascinated by Viva,” Auder has said of Cointet in a recent interview. Viva “wasn’t
really camp,” Auder adds. “She presented a camp image, but it was a deconstruction of it, using
camp images, but her words weren’t camp at all.”24 Viva’s improvisational speaking style—
chatty, meandering, pitched for mocking humor but largely affectless—was one of the most
distinctive aspects of Andy Warhol’s sexually explicit films of 1967–69, which set Viva’s
extended, unscripted monologues against frank displays of male and female nudity, and in the
case of the 1969 Blue Movie, even on-camera intercourse.25 Warhol thought Viva was “funny,
stylish, and photogenic—and she gave great interviews,” but his praise was double-edged: “She
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talked constantly, and she had the most tiresome voice I’d ever heard—it was incredible to me
that one woman’s voice could convey so much tedium.”26
Cointet, however, considered Viva simply “extraordinary.” In a 1968 letter to a friend, he
expresses his admiration for Viva and for Warhol’s films more broadly:
I just saw Nude Restaurant, one of Andy Warhol’s latest films. It’s really beautiful and
fascinating. One of my best friends from New York, Viva, is the superstar; we used to
share a studio in New York where she painted, and I made sculptures. She’s
extraordinary. Warhol and his group are very picturesque, to say the least; he makes
revolutionary films, and I like most of them a great deal.27
“Beautiful” and “fascinating,” while in keeping with Cointet’s enthused style of praise, are
unlikely descriptions of Warhol’s 1967 The Nude Restaurant, one of his earliest feature-length
color films. There is little by way of plot: Viva, the topless waitress, holds a series of rambling
conversations with her “customers,” which include Factory cohorts Taylor Mead, Ingrid
Superstar, and Allan Midgette, all in black G-strings (Fig. 4.10). Viva meanders from the
injustices of paying a traffic ticket to the trials of her modeling career to visiting a fancy
restaurant while stoned—“All I could do was look at the clams… I said, they’re so beautiful,
look at them. Oh, look at this lemon,” she cries piteously, “all wrapped up like a baby in bunting,
like Christ in his swaddling clothes!” Topics can shift abruptly, as in the second reel, which
opens with Viva and Ingrid perched on the bar: “What else have you seen in the park,” Viva
prompts Ingrid disinterestedly. “I hallucinate when I go in the park,” Ingrid confesses, “I take a
trip and then I go jumping through the park.” “Through the park’s natural beauties,” Viva muses,
looking up at the ceiling, “raw nature, exposed in the nerve ends of New York City, a slice of
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life…” Viva turns back to Ingrid: “Well, speaking of sex, you know what a taxi driver said to me
yesterday?”
Viva, a central figure in Warhol’s first sound films, has been described as “the most
verbally proficient of all of Warhol’s Superstars”; well-educated and self-possessed, she was not
afraid to voice her criticism of social issues, the Catholic church of her girlhood serving as a
frequent target.28 She comes across in these films as a glamorous, strong-willed woman who
speaks frankly about her own desires and pushes back against the wishes of others when
necessary—an extravagant but assertive femininity that provided a campy contrast to the thinly
veiled homoeroticism that surrounds her. In The Nude Restaurant, she is the ostensible center of
attention, but rarely holds her fellow actors’ interest for long (most of the second reel places
Viva and Ingrid in the background of a shot centered on a shirtless Julian Burroughs); in Bike
Boy (1967), she physically seduces the film’s straight, macho hero while subjecting him to a
stream of verbal debasement (“I’m not laughing at you,” she tells “Bikie,” who can’t seem to
maintain his erection, “I’m just laughing because you’re funny”); in Lonesome Cowboys (1968),
she plays the madam of a Western frontier town who fends off the overtures of a group of bicurious, if not explicitly gay cowboys (“One more impertinence out of you and the fuck is off,”
she shouts imperiously at the gang, who have by then lost interest.)
Jennifer Doyle has written about the “troubling presence” of women in Warhol’s films,
which often bring out “the parts of women with which normative culture is most
uncomfortable—sexually aggressive and demanding, bitchy, defensive and predatory, creepily
maternal and sexual.”29 Doyle acknowledges the hostility and abjection inherent to many of
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Warhol’s representations of femininity, but she is ultimately a sympathetic reader, positioning
him within a milieu of gay male artists who saw women as “crucial allies in the attempt to make
a livable life out of a world organized against the minority sexual subject” (she cites Pier Paolo
Pasolini and Jack Smith as comparable figures).30 Doyle argues persuasively that women’s
marginality within Warhol’s films of the mid-1960s—many of them parodies of Hollywood
genres—offer a potentially feminist critique of the male gaze, one that works in tandem to the
queering of mainstream cinema achieved by the films’ primarily homoerotic form of address. By
embodying heterosexual imperatives without the cinematic trappings that typically surround
them (such as attentive, straight male costars), the actresses’ presence and performance
demonstrate “the ludicrousness of the woman’s position on film—that she hold our interest,
without however, becoming the narrative’s agent.”31
But if female sexuality holds critical potential in Warhol’s films, it is an effect of the
actresses’ original contributions to their roles, Viva foremost among them. For David James, one
of the earliest to argue for Warhol’s films as intentional parodies of familiar genres, it is Viva’s
running commentaries, with their “generic debasement… [of] tawdry sexuality,” that establishes
these films as a negation of commercial cinema.32 She winks and smiles at the camera,
comments on its presence at the unlikeliest moments (in Blue Movie, she teases her costar for
shamelessly exposing himself “right in front of this lens”), and sometimes asks for the shoot to
stop, persistently “[verbalizing] the conditions of her role and the terms of her performance in it,
even as she alternately fulfills and rejects them.”33 For Andrew Ross, Viva’s “upfront feminism”
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sets her apart from other Warhol actresses, even as her unflappable confidence and sharp
comedic timing make her the perfect camp diva.34 Viva presents many of the qualities admired
by gay subcultures in classic Hollywood divas, long venerated for “the highly mannered ways in
which they act out, acted around, or acted against the grain of the sexually circumscribed
stereotypes which they were contracted to dramatize.”35 Viva’s proto-feminist camp, more Mae
West than Judy Garland, pushes stereotype past the point of believability, highlighting the
misogyny and sexism inherent to her typecasting.36
Cointet’s praise for Warhol’s “revolutionary” cinema, given his emphasis on the
“extraordinary” performances of Viva, can be read as a reference not to its sexual radicality, but
to its plotless, verbose circularity, and the way its use of improvisation brings out the campy
“picturesque” of Factory Superstars. In this, he echoes Warhol’s own statement about the films:
“They weren’t actually pornographic. They’re comedies. Sex wasn’t the most important thing in
the movies. People made their own lines.”37 Viva’s skill in “making her own lines” was
unparalleled, effectively fulfilling Warhol’s intentions for these films (of combining prurient
interests with comedic improvisation) and exceeding them, foregrounding an outspoken selfpossession and critical edge beyond anything Warhol himself had envisioned.38 It is perhaps in
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this sense that Auder alludes to Cointet’s fascination with Viva, and why he feels compelled to
add that Viva, in spite of her “camp image,” was “not camp at all” and in fact “a hardcore
feminist”—implying that Cointet’s interest in Viva was precisely the way her high-femme camp
image was undercut by monologues that could veer imperceptibly from loopy to acerbic.
Viva appeared in only one Cointet performance, the 1974 The Paintings of Sophie
Rummel, a work that was never restaged and whose only documentation is the short clip spliced
into the Dr. Hun tape.39 Viva’s lively rendition of Sophie, which she reads directly from a script,
appears to have been very different from her sexualized, aggressive, and disaffected presence in
Warhol’s films (Fig. 4.11–4.13). Art critic Sandy Ballatore, who gave Cointet his first review in
the LA-based Artweek in 1974, described The Paintings of Sophie Rummel as “a dramatic
narrative performance involving the paintings, a stool, a pointing stick and primarily [Viva]
herself,” during which “she became the object of all attention in the room.”40 Ballatore quotes
extensively and appreciatively from Sophie’s lines, which point to a campy feminism that
Ballatore never names (Viva: “There it was. The sea. No doubt about it. Those were real waves.
Or were they? I asked my husband. He said yes… How did I ever think I could make a move
without a MAN to guide me?”) 41 And while Ballatore describes the script with some bafflement
as a “first person account of bizarre, humorous, and confusing experiences” that “seemed to be
Viva’s stream-of-consciousness ramblings, surreal and inane,” she implies that the text is
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somewhat beside the point: “As [Viva] read, she manipulated the audience reaction not by the
verbal content of her text, but by her frequently emotional and entertainly [sic] dramatic
presentation and engaging presence.” It is Viva’s dramatic presence, Ballatore concludes, that
create an accessible entry point to Cointet’s code paintings (Fig. 4.14), which Ballatore praises as
a “clever statement” on the “compulsive hang-up of viewers to ‘understand’ art.”42
Ballatore’s description of Viva’s “emotional,” entertaining, but nonsensical performance
suggests a foundational model that Cointet would refine over the subsequent decade. Many of his
later performers would be confident, articulate women, and several were professional or trained
actors, though none had Viva’s level of art-world fame. As his work expanded to include
multiple actors, it gradually moved away from the premise of an artist discussing her work, but
would continue to be characterized by comedic recitations of trivial matters, directed at no one in
particular and given to abrupt transitions that pair cryptography with love affairs, divas with
modernists, and melodrama with manifestos. Cointet’s later work dispensed with the sexual
references or knowing camp delivery of Sophie’s lines; while actors continue to speak in the first
person, words more often lose their connection to their referents as Cointet becomes more
interested in using displacement and fragmentation to direct the audience’s attention to rhythms
and wordplay. It will not be until the 1982 Five Sisters, which I discuss later on in this chapter,
that the model of a forceful femininity-in-quotes makes a reappearance.

Warhol as Model
Warhol is in many ways a useful point of comparison both for Cointet’s professional trajectory
and for understanding camp and queer as biographical referents. Cointet, only seven years
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Warhol’s junior, was also in his thirties by the time he left a successful career in advertising to
become a visual artist. Like Warhol, Cointet had made sketches, paintings, and collages
throughout his years as designer, eventually finding his first real medium in more deskilled
formats, in Cointet’s case the artist book. Both men would retain a designer’s sensibility in their
later work, borrowing extensively from the themes and techniques of mass culture, especially the
campy glamour of Hollywood actresses and the humor of lowbrow sources. French critic
Antoine Bourseiller, who visited Cointet in the US as a teenager, has made a direct comparison:
I had the chance to meet Andy Warhol in New York, and they were very similar… Guy
was extremely gentle like that, permanently in some kind of TV soap, and Warhol was
the same. [Guy] was an extremely nice man, extremely courteous, always a bit spacey
(un peu léger) … always marveling at what was ultimately the worst possible thing he
could find.43
Bourseiller’s description of Cointet’s fascination for “the worst possible things” echoes Sontag’s
claim for “the ultimate camp statement: it’s good because it’s awful.” It also adds nuance to the
gentleness and affability that Cointet acquaintances commented on, suggesting parallels between
the enthusiasms of Dr. Hun and the real-life interests of an artist “permanently in some kind of
TV soap.”
But the differences between Warhol and Cointet, both personal and professional, are as
important as their overlaps. While Cointet maintained lifelong friendships with most of the actors
he worked with, the women especially, Warhol’s gentleness could bely the intensity with which
he manipulated those around him (“When I think about Andy,” Viva has said, “I think he is just
like Satan. He just gets you and you can’t get away.”)44 More significantly, Warhol’s
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appropriations worked with and within the media sphere, while Cointet never seemed interested
in celebrity or publicity as a medium. But the most important difference may be in the way
Warhol’s subjects became aspects of his authorial image. Warhol’s portraits of Marilyn, rendered
in his recognizable graphic style, subsume Monroe’s identity to Warhol’s, turning her image into
“a Warhol Marilyn” through a move that challenged contemporary ideas of artistic attribution:
the silkscreens, whose deskilled production was at various times credited to Warhol, his
assistants, and other Factory members, transform authorship itself into an effect of the “machine”
of artistic production. Doyle has argued that Warhol’s portraits of female stars, Marilyn
especially—her face flattened into smears of eyeshadow and lipstick, given the exaggerated,
artificial quality of drag performer—turn gender into another byproduct of this machine, an
effect that is “produced (rather than authored).”45 Reduced to a manufactured “painted woman,”
Warhol’s Marilyn is a satire on “the heteromasculine tradition of using images of compromised
women as object to the heroic subject of art,” a mocking sendup of the gestural struggles of De
Kooning’s Woman series, for example.46 Marilyn instead functions as an alter-ego for Warhol,
who often saw his female subjects and collaborators as his doubles—matching his look with
Edie’s, using Viva as his spokesperson (Victor Bockris claims in his biography of Warhol that
“Viva was in love with Andy,” while Warhol “was in love with idea of being her.”)47 Caroline
Jones has described these doubling effects as a “theatrical and imitative projection” and Wayne
Koestenbaum as a “baffle”—a way for Warhol to enter the public sphere in a guarded, distanced
way, through a public image that was not his own.48
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Cointet differs from Warhol not just in his relationship to his subjects or his
understanding of the artist’s role, but in the nature of his appropriations from pop culture.
Certainly, there is something of Warhol’s elusive presence in Cointet’s anonymous coded books,
extensive use of quotation, and reliance on actors—framing devices that emphasize expectations
of art as unmediated personal expression while redirecting curiosity elsewhere. Cointet’s interest
in the “worst possible” aspects of mass culture reflects his understanding of the lessons of Pop,
and especially Pop camp, which Warhol’s paintings and films had done much to take
mainstream.49 But Cointet is more “pulp” than Pop: his borrowings from mass culture are
primarily verbal rather than visual. Instead of Pop’s visual repertoire of comic strips, celebrity
portraits, and household products, Cointet looks to the literary tropes of adventures stories,
romance novels, and movie magazines. What he carries over from his advertising background is
the logic of the ad narrative, its projections of desire and selfhood, and its cycles of anticipation,
pleasure, and obsolescence. But as with Warhol’s Pop, Cointet’s pulp appropriations demonstrate
what Pamela Robertson describes as camp’s ability to “reveal the porousness of pleasure, its
locally overlapping features of passivity and activity, affirmation and critique.”50 Dr. Hun is fully
aware of the artifice of his heroes and heroines, but he adores them anyway.
For Cointet, the poetry of Marilyn Monroe is one of his work’s many thrilling secrets, a
disclosure that taps into her associations with celebrity, beauty, and pathos. But her presence in
Dr. Hun is neither as a manufactured image nor as a device to shore up, or even a parody, a
heteromasculine authorial subject. As with Jayne Mansfield in At Sunrise, she is better
understood as readymade character in a Pop/pulp fiction, much like Huzo Lumnst, Sophie
Rummel, or Dr. Hun himself. Cointet’s emotive recitation of Marilyn’s poetry, like the reverent49
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yet-gossipy commentary on Mansfield (“she lives only for love…”), brings affect, accessibility,
and a semblance of a storyline to his opaque abstractions. The real-life referents behind these
characters add to the complexity of their voices, demonstrating how personas can be
simultaneously glamorous and tragic, performed and real, public and the private. By shifting the
emphasis from the stars’ highly sexualized public image to their lesser-known private words, and
by choosing quotes that foreshadow their early deaths and thematize the hazards of navigating
fame, Cointet emphasizes the contradictions in their representations. If Cointet’s work shares
with Warhol’s the idea of Monroe as a constructed, artificial persona, it complicates the image
by representing her in her own voice.
The idea of a character having a distinct identity was important to Cointet’s approach to
performance. Artist and filmmaker Morgan Fisher, who remembers seeing Cointet’s live work in
the 1970s, describes its visual impact in gendered terms:
I didn’t know this at first, but I understood only later that Guy was interested in fashion,
and that he absolutely adored the women who were in his productions. I once heard him
say, with a French accent, “aren’t they beautiful.” As if they were mannequins, almost, or
models. … I think he wanted them to have a kind of autonomy, the kind of autonomy that
a model does on the runway or a mannequin does in a window… and so I think they
were… dressed in such a way and they conducted themselves in such a way that… each
one of them individually was mean to be satisfying to look at visually. Each actor, each
woman actor was a visual event.51
Fisher’s words at first sound vaguely sexist, suggesting that Cointet’s camp aesthetic treated the
actresses as one-dimensional visual elements, as blankly unreal as mannequins in a storefront.
But there are important parallels between Fisher’s emphasis on the actors as “visual events” and
Frantiŝek Deák’s argument, which I discussed in the previous chapter, about the balance of stable
and unstable elements in Cointet’s plays. Like Deák, Fisher is struck by the actors’ distinct stage
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presence. Fisher’s credits this to Cointet’s admiration for their physical beauty (even if that
beauty seems to have been an effect of the context: “People have said… they didn’t know X was
so beautiful until they saw her in my play.”)52 But Fisher’s praise of the actresses’ “autonomy”
reads differently when taken in relation to the model that Viva provided in Cointet’s early work.
In Cointet’s plays, there are no secondary or supporting parts; he endows his female characters
the same autonomy that Viva wrested from Warhol’s films, the same self-contained presence. No
Cointet character is ever truly integrated into a plotline, no matter how complex the plays’
reliance on interactions. If an actor represents an idealized femininity, it is a representation
constructed at a remove, as detached from real life as a model on a runway, or a mannequin in a
store—or a modernist artwork in a gallery space. The womens’ beauty, to paraphrase Mondrian,
may well be an effect of their abstraction, the result of their remove from real-world contexts that
would typically relegate the “beautiful woman” to a marginalized, secondary role.
To return to Dr. Hun: it may be helpful to consider Cointet’s relationship to his
heroines—the distanced but emotional appreciation of their qualities—not as a means of
doubling or ownership, but of fandom. Dr. Hun’s admiration for his leading ladies, embodied in
his enraptured quotations, evokes Koestenbaum’s rehearsal of the private passions of the gay
opera queen: “I quote generously from the prose of diva auto/biographies because I adore the
trashy cadences and idioms of diva prose,” Koestenbaum writes, describing his attraction to the
way the diva “overturns the world’s gendered ground by making femaleness seem at once
powerful and artificial.”53 Koestenbaum, who would later argue that much of Warhol’s work was
premised on his ambivalent relationship to masculinity (“a subject Warhol failed from the start”),
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is here grappling with the pre-Stonewall, quietist politics of gay opera culture, and its deeply felt
possibilities for queer self-affirmation.54 Against a backdrop of repression and homophobia, “gay
culture… perfected the art of mimicking a diva—of pretending, inside, to be divine—to help the
stigmatized self imagine it is received, believed, and adored.”55 Private fandom can serve as a
strategy of self-preservation, an empowering identification that protects the admirer by being so
outwardly incongruous: on one hand there is the distance from which opera queen seems to stand
from his object of devotion (Koestenbaum: “I do not participate in the heterosexual system and
yet I worship schematic and artificial representations of it”), and on the other, the larger-than-life
publicness of the diva, whose commodified, sexualized image seems to belong to everyone and
no one.56 The diva gives the fan a voice precisely because she speaks defiantly and emphatically
for herself.
I hesitate, however, to take Dr. Hun’s camp performance as the voice of Cointet himself,
or to take Cointet’s admiration for diva prose as a sign of his closetedness. His work, like his
personal comportment, seems to sidestep the question of sexuality altogether, as in Brugerolle’s
pointed “we know almost nothing of his private life.” If Warhol’s professional career served
Cointet as a model, it is with crucial differences: where Warhol’s early drawings celebrated
naked young men, Cointet’s early portfolio is devoted to fashion sketches of women; if Warhol’s
first film trained his camera on his male lover (Sleep, 1963), Cointet’s earliest extant film,
created very much in the style of Warhol’s long, eventless takes, followed the activities of an
“old woman” (I Dream [Old Woman], 1969/71). Cointet modeled his scripted monologues on
Viva’s camp style only after detaching it from the homoeroticism that served as her backdrop,
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isolating those aspects of her performance that were specific to her own persona. His actors, for
the most part, seem to adhere to the most mainstream social norms of heterosexuality; there are
no knowing winks or double meanings that might suggest a camping or queering of those
signifiers. Cointet’s actors always “play it completely straight,” and so, it seems, did Cointet
himself.
And yet there is the “cipher” of his personal life, the remarked-upon “absence of
girlfriends or lovers,” the allusions to his hiding behind characters and his interest in “fey
literature.”57 Much of the posthumous discussion of his work conveys an open curiosity about
“the cryptic Cointet” as “the great point of opacity” behind a body of work that celebrated
mystery and obfuscation.58 Finally, there is his undeniable professional investment in the
provocations of deliberately withheld information. Dr. Hun is a paradigmatic work because it
shows us how Cointet wanted to appear to his public: ambiguous as a person but accessible as a
reader, but a reader whose primary interest was the unknown and the hidden. Much of Cointet’s
work revolves around the thematization of mystery, from the codes that are missing their keys to
the props and characters with confusing identities. His books and performances set up binary
divisions only to transform them, crossing unintelligibility with access, the real with the fictional,
and private with public. While I have no interest in pursuing the details of his private life, I am
proposing that Cointet’s work—far more tangibly than his persona—is marked by a dedicated
resistance to fixed meanings and norms that decades later would be described as a queer
sensibility.59
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Warhol is once again a useful point of comparison for understanding queerness as a
creative strategy, especially in relation to Dr. Hun. Warhol was known for his evasiveness in
interviews: the monosyllabic answers, the obvious falsehoods and contradictions, the tendency to
let members of his entourage, who always seemed to be there for interviews, respond for him.
Warhol shrugged off criticisms with characteristic casualness (“it’s just that I forget what I said
the day before and I have to make it all up all over again”), but close associates like Billy Name
have said that his interview persona was a deliberate defense, a survival strategy “developed in
response to media stupidity.”60 The “stupidity” is likely shorthand for the homophobia that the
“swish,” effeminate Warhol faced throughout his career; Koestenbaum, for example, has argued
that “[a]voiding direct response and concocting an affectless persona were credible ways of
‘coming out’ to the media, which would hardly have tolerated his explicitly stating his intention
to elevate homoerotic desire above every representational or expressive task.”61 For Warhol, the
interview was an occasion for a performance of ambivalence that would allow him a looser
relationship to the “in/out” binary of the closet. As the authors of Pop/Out: Queer Warhol have
argued, the effect was to rework “the kinds of categories by which he might be policed or
judged: inside/outside, gay/straight, work/sex, real/artifice, high art/low art, and many others.”62
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For Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Warhol’s “shy exhibitionism”—the way he remained the
center of attention while ceding the spotlight to others—was deeply queer.63 Warhol not only
allowed others to speak for him but seemed to relish their at times painfully derogatory
descriptions; Sedgwick argues that Warhol used his shyness, and the shame that lay beneath it, as
a productive, queer space of “expression, creativity, pleasure, and struggle.”64 Sedgewick
emphasizes that “queer” is a category distinct from “gay” (“Everyone knows that some… people
vibrate to the chord of queer without having much same-sex eroticism or without routing their
same-sex eroticism through the identity labels ‘lesbian’ or ‘gay’”); elsewhere, she defines
queerness as encompassing “the open mesh of possibilities, gaps, overlaps, dissonances and
resonances, lapses and excesses of meaning when the constituent elements of anyone’s gender,
of anyone’s sexuality aren’t made (or can’t be made) to signify monolithically.”65 Douglas
Crimp, for example, has such a queerness in mind when he writes that Warhol’s art matters not
because it reflects or refers to a historical gay identity, but because “it disdains and defies the
coherence and stability of all sexual identity.”66
Warhol’s creatively queer persona, as many of these authors acknowledge, evolved as a
response to the moral climate of his moment. Simon Watney, for example, who has also
emphasized the role of shame in constructing the polarities of Warhol’s work, described him as
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“an exemplary fifties queer, drawn to glamour and secrets.”67 Gavin Butt has given the
stereotype a compelling historical specificity, contextualizing it within the “culture of
homosexual suspicion” of the 1950s—an atmosphere of mistrust and anxiety driven not just be
the McCarthy witch hunts and the blacklisting of artists by the House Committee on UnAmerican Activities, but also by the 1948 publication of the Kinsey report on male sexuality,
which placed all forms of male masculinity under scrutiny.68 Butt’s study argues for the
importance of gossip as a mode of communication and knowledge, an informal, feminized, and
therefore trivialized format that allowed gay men in particular to avoid “discursive taboos”
around homosexuality.69 Like Sedgwick, Butt believes that Warhol’s persona was a response to
the malicious gossip about his sexuality that circulated around him in the art world; Warhol’s
solution was to actively defer to the words of others, allowing the gossip, hearsay, and
contradictions to create a space of discursive play, where narratives fail to resolve into true or
false, and the attention is turned back on to the interviewer.70
Social ideas about gay male visibility would change a great deal over the course of the
1960s; popular concern with homosexuality in the press, for example, was shaping the idea of
closetedness at the very moment that Warhol’s films were pioneering new forms for displaying
male desire on screen. But Warhol had by then developed an arsenal of what Nicholas de Villiers
calls his “queer strategies of opacity.”71 Villiers reads Warhol’s persona, his interview style
especially, as an artist’s response to “the massively overdetermined rhetoric of the truth, of
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secrets revealed, of bringing into the light, of clarity, of transparency, hence of confessional selfinspection, of self-rectification” prevalent in his social circles.72 Villiers looks closely at the
“opaque chatter” of Warhol’s interviews and books, reading it as “a refusal to separate
meaningful speech from empty speech.”73 Villiers sees such “non-revelatory” modalities as a
foundational challenge to the contemporary Western notions of truth, which he argues, after
Foucault, as being rooted in a humanist mindset that considered confession integral to our ideas
of truth. Warhol’s evasiveness, so often staged within the formats most associated with truthtelling (the interview, the autobiography, the diary, and the documentary), is in this sense a
confrontation with deep-rooted social and moral presuppositions on which the idea of the closet
is based.
Warhol’s celebrity was an important component of these performances of queer opacity.
As Butt points out, “[Warhol] knew that the lifeblood of the celebrity image was in gossipy
publicity, and that publicity thrived on mystery, especially on the absence of official statements
about the private life of individual stars.”74 Where a reclusive celebrity would actively hide from
the press, Warhol greeted its probing glare with a creative array of incoherencies, using what
Villiers calls “non-meaning and non-knowledge” to hold off any semblance of an essential,
accessible—and thus vulnerable—image (Warhol: “I never fall apart because I never fall
together.”)75 The effect, Butt argues, was to “[force] his critics to reassess their perhaps more
customary homophobic reflexes to his performance of the homosexual swish.”76 The strategy
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was in its own way quite effective: by 1973, Stephen Koch’s biography of Warhol could
unambivalently state that “Warhol’s world is decidedly homosexual.”77
As Sedgwick argued in her 1990 Epistemology of the Closet (a book that is central to Butt
and Villiers’ analyses), closetedness “is a performance initiated as such by the speech act of a
silence,” one that “accrues particularity… in relation to the discourse that surrounds and
differentially constitutes it.”78 As debates around sexual identity and masculinity developed
throughout the postwar period, the performative withdrawals that it provoked also shifted in their
framing (though perhaps not for Warhol, who would grow even more reclusive after his 1968
shooting). The discursive framework was somewhat different in the 1950s France of Cointet’s
youth: while homosexuality was not illegal, the postwar fixation on domesticity, population
growth, and “clean bodies” led to an intolerance comparable with the US in the same years, and
“public indecency” was harshly prosecuted in high numbers.79 But the emphasis was on the
publicness of these acts, since France had by then established distinct rights to individual
privacy. French ideas of universalism had, since the French Revolution, maintained a strict
divide between public and private life, based around the legal concept of le droit a l’image
(translated as “a right to one’s image”), which would eventually be codified into French law in
1970 as Article 9 of the French Civil Code (“Everyone is entitled to respect of private life”).80
Over the course of the same century, the US had developed comparable legal rights to privacy
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with different social emphases, aimed at protecting US citizens from slander, libel, and others
disclosures by the press.81 In other words, where French citizens are ensured the right to
safeguard their privacy, US citizens have the right to control their publicity. Cointet’s interest in
the creative potential of curiosity and secrecy, which appears to have only developed after his
move to the US, may well have owed more to his cultural difference from Warhol than his
generational distance. Cointet’s dedication to privacy, like Warhol’s obsession with publicity,
incorporated the social assumptions of his formative milieus: if Warhol’s opacity was premised
on performing his queer silence in public view, while appearing to cede control of his self-image
to others, Cointet’s opacity suggests an absolute and self-contained sense of privacy, a stance
that leaves almost no traces of a public image at all.
The social values underlying French legal attitudes towards privacy make an appearance
in a 1983 interview with Michel Foucault. The exchange is about Foucault’s 1963 book on the
famously enigmatic French poet, writer, and playwright, Raymond Roussel—an important
inspiration for Cointet and the subject of two of his plays.82 Foucault’s interviewer describes
Roussel, known for his absurdist appropriations of popular culture, as “the artist who disappears
behind his work… hidden by the ‘ready-made,’ by the ‘found’ convention of language that he
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uses to create his work.”83 The interviewer then turns the question to sexuality: “The
phenomenon of an artist obscured by his own work—do you think that it is related to his sexual
identity?” Foucault considers the question at length:
Between cryptography and sexuality as a secret, there is certainly a direct relationship.
Let’s take three examples: When Cocteau wrote his works, people said: “It’s not
surprising that he flaunts his sexuality and his sexual preferences with such ostentation
since he is a homosexual.” Then Proust, and about Proust they said: “It is not surprising
that he hides and reveals his sexuality… since he is a homosexual.” And it could also be
said about Roussel: “It is not surprising that he hides it completely since he is a
homosexual.” In other words, of the three possible modes of behavior… all can appear as
a result of sexuality, but I would say that it is related to a way of living. It’s a choice in
relation to what one is as a sexual being and also as a writer.84
Foucault implies that for an artist known to be gay, sexuality will always be a factor in the
interpretation of their work. But he believes that references to identity, sexual or otherwise, can
and should be regarded as a personal as well as a professional choice. Foucault’s views are
unusual only in their acknowledgement of homosexuality as a fact of these artists’ lives, for they
otherwise assume a very French understanding of the rights of an author, as a citizen, to choose
how their private life appears in public discourse. The choice may or may not be respected, but
its locatedness in the private realm is important to its meaning as a creative decision, a way of
positioning the artwork in relation to its author.
This French notion of privacy is important to understanding the ways that Cointet, like
Warhol, saw his work as a social mirror, one that reflected the moral assumptions and
expectations of his milieu. His strategic uses of secrecy and appropriation reveal a great deal
about the ways that private life is determined and framed by public norms. If I have found it
useful to think of its elusive oppositionality as queer, it is not just because his tastes could run to
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camp’s “worst things,” to the humorous incongruities of theatrical parodies and melodramatic
excesses. Cointet’s performative silences allowed the surrounding discourse to constitute and
shape his persona and his work, creating secrets that force reassessment of our expectations for
revelation. In ceding the stage to others, he constructs a private space for himself through the
disclosures of others. But his characters, even when based on real people, are never quite the sum
of their words and actions: they are prone to fragmentation and displacement, their verbal and
visual identities formed in the excesses and gaps of meaning. And unlike Warhol, Cointet’s work
can aim well beyond the specific coordinates of his own life. The camp moments in Cointet’s
work serve to underline how our identities are shaped by the cultural products we consume, and
our ability to subvert their surface values and logics. If women—and femininity— are central to
his work, it is because they have so often served as the objects as well as the targets of mass
culture.

Five Sisters (1982): Feminism as Style
Are they four, five sisters? or more? The five sisters themselves may not know for sure,
and they’re too busy with the problems of modern life and its pleasures to worry much
about it. But, this Sunday afternoon four of them, at least, are reunited in the house where
they all grew up to talk over family, emotional, professional matters and to relax.85
Five Sisters is a roughly thirty minute, one-act play for four actors, intended for a conventional
theater setting (Fig. 4.15–4.20). As the audience enters, they see the stage lit in shades of red and
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purple. They also hear what sounds like a call-in radio show, with women describing personal
problems to an expert who offers advice.86 The spotlight is trained on the bench, the play’s only
prop, which is placed at the center of the stage. Behind it is a white wall with two open
doorways. Maria enters through the right-hand door, looking polished in a white dress and heels,
but with her hands raised to her face, sobbing. She walks to the bench, slumps over it, and
continues crying, as the spotlight frames her in a large white circle. She then lifts her head to face
the audience, no tears in sight. “Now, I will go and rub a few drops of cream, right there along
my neck,” she says slowly, as she strokes her jawline. “I want to look pretty for our family
reunion,” she adds more seriously. “My sister Yvonne will be here any minute, and my sister
Dolly is coming later. I wish my sisters Rachel and Eileen were here too….” She stops midsentence, stands up, and strides abruptly out the left door, just as someone is heard shouting
“Maria?” from offstage. The spotlight dims, and the stage turns purple.
The set, in a departure from Cointet’s previous work, is entirely white, as are the outfits,
which range from dresses to pantsuits and separates, always paired with white high-heeled
shoes.87 Color is instead a function of the lighting effects, which like the set and sound were
designed by Light & Space artist Eric Orr. Once Maria returns to the stage, for example, she
joins Yvonne on the bench to chat about their sister Dolly, and the two are framed in a halo of
blue. “She says her company is so successful she doesn’t have one minute to herself,” Yvonne
says worriedly. When Yvonne gets up suddenly to find a mirror (“I don’t know what’s wrong
with my hair today!”) the spotlight brightens and expands. Maria bursts out crying again: “It’s
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the sun,” she wails, “it hurts me!” Yvonne sits back down: “Did I say anything to upset you?”
“No Yvonne,” Maria says, suddenly composed. “It started two weeks ago, when I came back
from my vacation in Africa…” The spotlight swells as she talks, the background turning a deeper
shade of blue.
The scene is only a few minutes into the performance, but it establishes a premise that
will be repeated throughout: a character describing a personal problem to another, with dialogue
and movements whose abruptness is accentuated by changes in the stage lighting. Many of the
plotlines involve light as a theme: the opening radio exchange, for example, includes Maria
confiding her “terrible problems with the sun” to the radio doctor: “I start crying, just thinking
about it.” (The doctor suggests trying sunglasses.) Light is also emphasized in the program notes:
Light in Southern California is fundamental and is one of the essential elements
contributing to the originality of this part of the country. Light is a stimulus, and its many
variations in intensity and color affect directly the characters in “Five Sisters”. Having an
exciting, relaxing or perturbing influence different lights provoke different reactions,
emotions, different moods. [sic]

The “light in Southern California”—year-round, intense, reflective—was one of the most
common signifiers of the West Coast, as eagerly invoked in cultural settings as it was in music
and movies. From Land of Sunshine, “The Magazine of California and the West” (1894–1923),
to the bright-hued canvases of the turn-of-the-century “California Impressionists,” to critic Peter
Plagens’ 1974 survey of LA art, Sunshine Muse, California’s sunny climate had served as an
enduring artistic muse as well as a promotional slogan. The light references in Five Sisters, like
much of Cointet’s work since his 1971 “California newspaper,” builds on a familiar pop culture
trope of the region.
But Five Sisters is also acutely contemporary in its references. The sisters are given to
slapstick-style entrances and exits, frequently prefaced by a mention of the “mood room.”
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(Yvonne: “Does she mean she hasn’t noticed my new red painting, the painting I hung yesterday
just for her in the mood room?”; or Rachel: “I can’t sleep anymore, not even a little nap in the
mood room.”) While the purpose of a “mood room” is never quite explained, the phrase recalls
one of the most popular novelty items of the 1970s: the mood ring. Liquid crystal jewelry hit the
US market in 1975, and the rings were briefly the most sought-after high fashion accessory
around, selling out in their televised New York debut at Bonwit Teller.88 The jewelry is usually
simply made, but the stone, made of liquid crystal, responds to small changes in the body’s
temperature, going from black to amber, green, blue, and purple as the stone warms up. The
marketing genius was to peg these colors to emotional states, with the black representing
“stressed” “uptight” or “anxious,” green pegged to “calm,” gradually moving towards a
“relaxed” blue and a “happy” or “passionate” purple.
Like an atmospheric mood ring, the colorful lighting in Five Sisters picks out the sisters’
emotional states, with blue for Maria’s dreamy recollections and red for Dolly’s anxious protests.
But as the program emphasizes, the light also provokes these states, and is treated as if it has
harmful or curative properties. In one scene, as Maria’s description of her health problems trails
off, the stage is washed in a deep blue. Maria looks up, noticing the change:
Maria: What an exciting blue! That’s the kind of blue I need. That’s the kind of blue
everyone should have at home. I’ll go and order some more. (She gets up from the bench
to leave)
Yvonne: Picasso once said, “When I haven’t any blue, I use red.”
Maria: (Pausing) You mean I should use red?
Yvonne: Oh, no!
Maria: Red is hazardous, isn’t it?
Yvonne: Yes, it is.
Maria: I’ll go order some more blue. (Exits)
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Yvonne: And I’ll go gain half a pound. (Exits)
Dolly: I’ll go eat some fruit. (Exits)
By 1982, the meandering monologues that characterized Cointet’s earlier performances and
plays have become more integrated, fast-paced dialogues. The structure, however, retains the
frequently nonsensical changes in meaning and tone of the earlier work, and the sense that
everyday speech has been merged with the familiar, cliched phrasing of advertisements. In Five
Sisters, nearly all of the dialogues revolve around the light’s outsized and arbitrary effects on the
sisters’ wellbeing, while the lighting itself seems to amplify the sisters’ emotions and underline
its essential instability.
In another scene, Dolly enters, having just been told to go and look at Yvonne’s painting
in the mood room (an object that, like the room itself, the audience never sees).
Dolly: What a painting! What a red! I can hardly breath. (Stage turns red)
Maria: You’re tense Dolly. You need some blue. (Sits on the bench.) I’m so happy you
decided on a little vacation.
Dolly: I changed my mind about it. I can’t. I can’t. I can’t! (Sits on the bench) Next
summer I may go away for a vacation.
Maria: Next summer! I’ve heard that “next summer” before.
Dolly: Anyway, I’m determined to stop working in two years. (Stage turns purple)
Maria: It might be too late by then.
Dolly: I’m still young. (Stage turns blue)
Maria: But you have an awful lot to cope with every day. I quit working five years ago
and I think it was a bit too late. (Bench turns white) I was in pretty good physical
condition, and near correct mental condition…
The idea of color serving as an emotional diagnostic tool, one with a default of anxiety rather
than calm, also highlights the new biomedical concept of stress. The mood ring’s inventor,
Joshua Reynolds (a descendant of the British painter and heir to a major tobacco company),
having left a high-pressure Wall Street job to open a meditation center in New York, had become
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interested in manufacturing devices for monitoring anxiety.89 The biological effects of stress had
first been explored in the work of the experimental scientist Hans Selye in the 1940s, but were
popularized in his 1974 Stress without Distress, which described stress as a process that moves
through surprise, resistance, and eventually exhaustion.90 By the early ’80s, liquid-crystal would
be adapted to a biofeedback device aimed at medical uses, to alert the wearer of an oncoming
migraine, for example.91 But the mood ring itself was, by the time of Five Sisters’ debut, one of
the many narcissistic affectations of the “me decade.”92 Cointet’s reliance on pop culture
references—the sisters’ litany of skincare, diet, lifestyle tips—suggests that the lighting refers
not just to the California cliché of “the sunshine state,” but more broadly, to the spectrum of
messages delivered by its popular culture, like its recent obsession with stress and overwork.
Maria’s light-sensitivity, for example, is ascribed to her recent visit to the fictional
African tribe of “the Bucuses.” Pronounced to rhyme with “jacuzzis,” the name at once invokes
luxury bathtubs, the Watusi dance craze of the 1960s, and the French celebrity chef of the 1970s,
Paul Bocuse.93 “I thought life with the Bucuses was peaceful, relaxed?” Yvonne asks, prompting
the first of Maria’s many nostalgic digressions, which are some of the longest monologues in the
play. Her words are a cross between lyrical fiction (“one tranquil day of ease and happiness
follows another in quick succession”), spa brochure (“the cool flowing waters put both body and
soul in a glow”), and anthropological study (“the young men produced their spears, paddles,
canoe-gear, battle clothes and war conches…”)—and are in fact quotes from Herman Melville’s
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1846 Typee: A Peep at Polynesian Life, his bestselling account of his time in the South Pacific.
The effect is to set up a stable, pleasure-seeking, and masculine “other” against the arbitrary
stressors of the sisters’ urbane California environment, an exotic “elsewhere” no less mediated
than the play’s setting in a suburb of Los Angeles.
Eric Orr, who designed the set, sound, and lighting effects, was known for a rather
different set of artistic referents. Five years Cointet’s junior and a Venice Beach neighbor, Orr
had worked with Mark Di Suvero on the 1965 Peace Tower and Judy Chicago and Lloyd Hamrol
on the 1967 Dry Ice Environment; by 1981, he had established his reputation as a Light & Space
artist with installations that created subtle alterations in the viewer’s perception. Orr had spent
much of the previous decade traveling through east and southeast Asia to study the architecture
of different shamanic traditions, aiming to recreate their sense of mystical contemplation in his
own installations. His 1981 Silence and the Ion Wind (Fig. 4.21), commissioned by LA’s
Hammer Museum, was a three-room environment that ended in the “profound silence” of a small
room insulated with fiberglass, coated with 24-carat gold, and flanked by negative ion
generators, a new technology reputed to have calming effects on the body and mind.94 Orr’s
friend and supporter, the critic Thomas McEvilley, compared its meditative spaces to that of
Gothic cathedrals and ancient burial sites like the Valley of the Kings, and proof of the success
of “Orr’s utopian goal… to make spaces which alter the viewer in a therapeutic direction.”95
Orr’s therapeutic body of work is both a fitting reference for Five Sisters and disjunctive
one; the sisters are obsessively in search of inner peace, but Orr’s light instead provokes their
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varied anxieties. As the play unfolds, each sister is identified with a personal problem: Maria is
obsessed with Africa but gets depressed when exposed to the sun; Yvonne is a painter insecure
about her color choices (“Does she mean she hasn’t noticed my new red painting?”); Dolly is an
exhausted career woman who is not feeling like herself (“Am I me? Or am I my double?”); and
Rachel, endlessly anxious about her wardrobe, tries out a new outfit in each scene. The same
actress plays both Rachel and Eileen, the fifth sister, who arrives with an invisible “him” that
could be a lover or a pet. (“He’s brand new. He still doesn’t have a name. He’s athletic… very
athletic,” she winks.) The sisters’ problems, if somewhat bizarre, are nonetheless typical of the
feminine crises characterized in the pop culture of its day. The September 1982 cover of the
glossy women’s magazine Redbook, for example, published the month of Five Sisters’ debut,
touches on nearly all of Cointet’s plotlines: “A novel about seeking love and saving Africa,”
“Goof-proof decorating: Do it with paints!,” “Learn the 8 secret skills of super-achievers,” and a
fashion slogan that could encapsulate the eighties: “Confidence is the right new suit.”
Five Sisters, more than any other Cointet work, revolves around the constructed nature of
subjectivity—especially one that is gendered female—through issues, references, and anxieties
specific to its early 1980s moment. Dolly, the overworked careerwoman, is having a personality
crisis: her very self seems to exist somewhere just outside of her. Maria, encountering the “real”
of Africa, can no longer tolerate the likewise constructed clichés of home; with her sudden
crying outbursts, she has no control over her emotions or her body. With Eileen, the problem—
for the viewer rather than the character—is the ambiguity of her object of desire, while Yvonne
is perhaps the character closest to Cointet himself, a painter who worries about whether her
intentions are legible in her paintings. Cointet and Orr’s use of light signals culture’s ability to
transform aspects we consider most inherent to our sense of self—our bodies, emotions, and
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desires—into something external, unstable, and arbitrary. It is in this sense that, as Brugerolle
has pointed out, Five Sisters is Cointet’s “most camp” play: the excessiveness of the characters’
emotional displays, delivered in the stereotypical and commodified language of women’s
magazines, creates a representation of femaleness as both powerful and artificial.96
*
Cointet’s notebooks describe Five Sisters as an exercise in “bringing together characters
from Los Angeles life” (mêler les personnages á la vie de L.A): “I’m going to the theater
tonight… At an opening last night I saw… / gather stories from the LA Times, from people… /
with names…”. But rather than rely on real-life models of newspapers or gossip columns,
Cointet sought out more lowbrow sources: Helen van Slyke’s 1978 novel, Sisters and Strangers
(“Frances. Alice. Barbara. Three sisters who were raised together yet took such different
paths…”), self-help guru Wayne Dyer’s bestseller of the same year, Pulling Your Own Strings
(“Dyer zeroes in on those institutions and people that manipulate you—and tells them how to get
them off your back, forever!”), and Jane Fonda’s Workout Book, the 1981 template for Fonda’s
immensely popular videotapes. The resulting dialogues are marked by an absurd banality,
delineating characters that read as straight, white, aspirationally middle class, and painfully
superficial. As with all of his performance work since the 1973 Huzo Lumnst, these are consumer
portraits constructed through the most legible common denominators of a certain time and place.
Cointet would have been aware, by the time he produced Five Sisters, of important local
work that staged the relationship between female subjectivity and popular culture, especially
through performances that relied on storytelling and props. Southern California had been a major
hub of feminist art-making since the founding of the Feminist Art Program at Fresno State and
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CalArts in 1970–71, which led to the Feminist Studio Workshop, the first West Coast Women
Artists’ Conference, and the opening of Womanhouse in Hollywood in 1972, as well as the
opening of Womanspace gallery in 1973. Many of these activities found a hub in the Woman’s
Building, which Cointet visited in spring of 1975. Cointet shared a gallery with artist Barbara
Smith (she had shown her Field Piece at Cirrus a year before Cointet’s debut performance there);
Smith had been part of the inaugural events at Womanspace and was a member of Grandview,
the cooperative gallery at the Women’s Building.
Much of Smith’s work foregrounds the female body in ways that would come to
characterize West Coast feminist art. In her 1973 Feed Me (Fig. 4.22), for example, she waited,
naked, in a women’s restroom for visitors to enter and “feed her” with an array of items
including tea, wine, marijuana, and massage oil; “during the course of the evening,” reports art
historian Jennie Klein, “Smith received a backrub, smoked some marijuana, drank some wine,
and had sexual intercourse with three men.”97 Feed Me had been inspired by Smith’s recent
sexual encounters with men that she thought to be “sexually liberated,” but had left her feeling
painfully objectified; by staging an open-ended encounter on her own terms, she was taking
control of the situation. “I come to performance with a particular bias,” Smith has said. “One
distinction I require is that in some sense the performer is not acting, that is pretending, but is
here, now, what he or she is.”98 Art historian Amelia Jones, in her theorization of body art, has
argued that the goal of such an emphasis on presence is to locate the typically private “body/self”
within public, social, and thus political contexts:
For the majority of feminists from this period, for whom the clarion call was “the
personal is the political” and for whom activism was often a central part of their agenda,
97
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it was crucial to embody the female subject publicly in order to politicize her personal
experiences. The enacted body/self is explicitly political and social in that it opens out
onto otherness and the world in general; in phenomenological terms, this body/self
performs itself through its own particular social situation.99
The feminist investment in embodied social spaces underwent its own transformations
over the course of the 1970s. The work of Nancy Buchanan—who was a co-founder, with Smith,
of the artist-run F Space Gallery—exemplifies the gradual shift from body-centered encounters
to the contexts in which it bodies are mediated and represented. Buchanan’s 1976 performance
Tar Baby (Fig. 4.23) aimed to recreate, mock, and disrupt a scene of female objectification; it
featured a naked Buchanan lying on an examination table while a male performer in a white lab
coat and mask covers her body with tar and colored feathers, to the soundtrack of doctor
describing a medical procedure. The audience was then invited up to the table and examine her
body on the table. For Buchanan, the point was to make eye contact with each viewer, forcing
them to deal with her agency as the work’s author rather than a victim.100 Her inspiration had
been the traditional set-up of teaching hospitals, where after the doctor’s initial and often
patronizing greeting, “the patient didn’t exist and she just became this object,” for Buchanan, a
“horrifying, perfect metaphor” of women’s marginalization within a patriarchal society.101
Buchanan soon moved on to the medium of video, initially to make a recorded version of
Tar Baby, but later to explore the medium’s potential for mimicking narrative formats. Her 1977
videotape collaboration with Smith, With Love from A to B (Fig. 4.24), is “a generic story of
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unrequited love” starring the artists’ hands, which interact with each other and with a series of
simple props (a ring, wine glasses, a razor) to suggest a schematic, melodramatic love story.102
There are echoes here of Lynda Benglis’s 1974 Female Sensibility, a video that shows two
heavily made-up women (Benglis and the artist Marilyn Lenkowsky) kissing and caressing one
another to a soundtrack of talk shows, country-western music, and advertising slogans (Fig.
4.25). Where the Buchanan-Smith video uses the humorous shorthand of hand puppets and the
familiar tropes of cinematic romance, Benglis underlines how the viewer’s perception of the
bodies, and especially of sexual desire, is framed by the heteronormative values of popular
culture more broadly. Buchanan’s 1979 These Creatures (4.26), a one-minute tape originally
commissioned for television, was designed as “a feminist anti-advertisement” comprised of an
ensemble of scenes featuring various women in everyday settings, each scene marked by
something off-kilter.103 A lipsticked mouth opens to reveal a blue tongue, a woman receives
flowers that turn out to be painted bones, and another woman closes her eyes to reveal eyes
painted on her eyelids. Meanwhile, a male voiceover offers anthropological commentary (“These
creatures, with teeth that tear flesh, mouths than make sounds, isn’t it amazing that we allow
them to live among us? These creatures that we can and do control—what secrets do they
possess?”)
As art historian Jayne Wark has argued, the “generational model in which 1970s
feminists’ supposedly naive and ‘essentialist’ ideas about the body and sexuality were displaced
by the ‘anti-essentialist’ discourse analysis of 1980s feminists” is a simplistic one, disregarding
the complexity with which many artists were exploring “how notions of subjectivity were
formulated along lines of sexual difference and how this difference ramified at social, cultural,
102
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and political levels.”104 Jones has proposed that “the rejection of 1970s body art in general
extends in part from [the] Marxian distrust of art forms that elicit pleasure, that seduce rather
than repel viewers, engaging them in the ideological field of the work of art as passive
consumers rather than active critics.”105 The female body, like the cultural forms that had long
been its only spaces of representation, was understood to be inevitably caught up in the
objectification inherent to phallocentric ideological frameworks. But as Jones points out—and
many of these artworks effectively demonstrate—the spaces of cultural pleasure are never quite
that predetermined, and have, since the 1960s, held powerful possibilities for active rereadings.
The pleasures of the stereotype were central to the early work of San Diego artist Eleanor
Antin, who had been exploring the social connotations of objects and gestures since the late
1960s. Her 1969 California Lives is a series of commodity portraits of California “types” made
up of objects she had ordered from a Sears catalogue (Fig.4.27); her videotape Representational
Painting (1971) and the photowork Carving: A Traditional Sculpture (1972) took conventionally
feminine activities like putting on makeup and dieting—and her own face and body—as the basis
for conceptual critiques of medium-specificity. Antin, who had briefly pursued a career as a
stage actor, soon became known for the performance personas she developed through narrative
borrowings from familiar genres.106 Adventures of a Nurse (1976), which stars the paper doll
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“Nurse Eleanor,” is modeled on a romance novel (Fig. 4.28), while the performance and video
The Angel of Mercy (1978–81) follows the adventures of “Eleanor Nightingale,” played by Antin
herself among a cast of human-sized paper dolls.107 Antin’s work merges autobiography and
fiction to explore the verbal and visual elements that represent, and in many ways construct, our
ideas of femininity (a point of departure also for the 1970s videotapes of her student Martha
Rosler, whose work I discuss in the previous chapter).
Five Sisters shares these artists’ focus on mediations of the female figure, as well their
reliance on quotation, storytelling, props, and parody to reframe the “passive” pleasures of the
female body. Public representations of women had been a key target of feminist organizing
throughout the US in the late 1960s and 1970s: Betty Friedan’s 1963 The Feminine Mystique had
singled out women’s magazines, and their advertisements especially, as a primary source of
middle-class women’s oppression, and one of the first efforts of the National Organization for
Women (NOW) after its founding in 1966 (with Friedan as its president) was to petition the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission for guidelines on advertising. The extensive
coverage of the nationwide rallies for the 1970 Women’s Strike for Equality would bring many
key feminist issues—equal pay and education, abortion rights, and affordable childcare—to a
larger public debate, while the guerrilla-theater-style actions of the more radical feminists, who
were protesting the sexism of the Miss America Pageant in 1968 (unfurling a “women’s
liberation” banner on live TV, reportedly threatening to burn their girdles) and disrupting the
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New York City Bridal Fair with live mice in 1969, called the public’s attention to the entrenched
sexual politics that subordinated and objectified women.108
The advertising industry registered the demands of the women’s movement with
surprising swiftness, though not exactly as they had hoped. In 1968, Phillip Morris launched
Virginia Slims, the first cigarette marketed exclusively to women, with an enormously successful
campaign (and the iconic theme song, “You’ve Come a Long Way, Baby”) featuring TV and
magazine ads that paired humorous references to suffragette movement with images of
fashionable young models (Fig. 4.29). Women’s groups condemned the campaign (NOW
awarded the campaign its “Old Hat Award” and coined a counter-slogan, “And don’t call me
baby!”), yet the company reported selling 1.3 billion cigarettes in the first three months.109
Imitators were not far behind: The American Wool Council launched “The Liberated Sweater” in
1970 (“the embodiment of the new freedom”), Kotex its “New Freedom” tampons in ’72
(“Welcome to the beltless, pinless, fussless generation!”) and in 1973, Revlon’s had an instant
success with Charlie, a fragrance for “the new woman,” whose models were the first to wear
pants in a perfume ad (Fig. 4.30).
“By the early 1970s, both the advertisers and editorial copy of popular women’s
magazines had become fixated with redefining feminism as simply a new form of consumerism,”
writes cultural historian Steve Craig. Feminism had been repackaged as a set of visual
signifiers—pantsuits that signaled independence, briefcases and blackboards that spoke of
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participation in the workforce, “natural” makeup that conjured freedom from old-fashioned
constraints—invariably embedded within traditional ideals of feminine beauty. “Consumer
feminism” may simply have been the price to pay for the movement’s visibility; certainly, access
to mainstream audiences had been a goal of many moderate liberal feminists, such as the
editorial board of Ms. magazine. (Gloria Steinem has written of the magazine’s struggles to
influence advertising content and to attract ads for more profitable but traditionally male
commodities like cars or credit cards.)110
By the 1980s, the “happy housewife” ads of earlier decades were unthinkable, yet beauty
standards had hardly budged, as evidenced in the coy tagline of Pantene’s 1986 campaign,
“Don’t hate me because I’m beautiful.” (Fig. 4.31) As feminist writer Naomi Wolf would phrase
it, by the 1980s, “[t]he feminine mystique [had] evaporated; all that was left was the body.”111
Advertisers had swapped out the ideals of domesticity for more basic signifiers of feminine
beauty, but still appealed to women’s insecurities. The ads of the early ’80s urged women “to
reclaim the female body as a site for woman’s own pleasure and as a resource for her power in a
broader marketplace of desire than marriage,” but the process still hinged on women’s discipline
and dedication rather than any larger systemic changes.112 In the rhetoric of women’s magazines,
the most tangible result of the women’s movement was an expanded set of lifestyle options, all
of which still required a battery of tools and accessories for their upkeep. This was feminism in
name rather than substance, a feminism that had been “cooked out to distill a residue—an object:
a look, a style.”113
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As previous chapters argue, Cointet’s personas and characters draw on layered cultural
signifiers to produce consumer portraits. In Five Sisters, it is the legacy of a decade of feminist
activism that animates the sisters self-involved and anxious exchanges. But theirs is a feminism
of glossy 1980s women’s magazines—mediated, instrumentalized, and depoliticized; feminism
as style. The sisters are liberated women in the sense that they are devoted to individual pursuits
and self-fulfillment. But they are also, as the program notes absurdly declare, “too busy with the
problems of modern life and its pleasures” to know how many of them there are—a reflection
not just on their narcissistic confusions but also of the historic failures of that foundational
feminist slogan, “Sisterhood Is Powerful.”114 (Fig. 4.32) While the Five Sisters’ personal
problems are funny and bizarre, they are also not a matter of their own choosing: their moods are
in thrall to the stage lighting, and to their manipulation at the hands of pop culture’s
contradictory messages. Their emotions, desires, and sense of self can change as quickly as
Rachel switches outfits.
The sisters’ instability as personas is highlighted in a posthumous 1985 performance of
Five Sisters where Maria is played by a man: the artist, choreographer, and frequent drag
performer, Rikky George (Fig. 4.19).115 The choice was not arbitrary; Cointet had already cast
both men and women to play Mary, Olive, and Michael, the three friends in his 1979 Tell Me.
Cointet and George had shared a billing during Five Sisters’ 1983 performance at LA’s Lhasa
Club, and Cointet’s notebooks show that he had had George’s mannerisms in mind when
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devising, or perhaps refining, Maria’s gestures.116 A CalArts graduate, George was active in the
LA scene as “a melodramatic and charismatic performer well-known for his stylish high-camp
parodies” (critics invariably commented on the “long blond hair that would be the envy of a
homecoming queen”).117 George’s 1985 performance as Maria, however, has none of the outré
exaggeration of drag. He sports the boxy shoulder pads and mandatory blowout of the day, but
his dress and makeup are otherwise in keeping with the other sisters’ understated femininity, and
he gives Maria only as much moody emotionality as the lines call for. But the knowing humor he
endows non-sequiturs like “I’m proud of my hair today,” underlines the arbitrariness of all of the
sisters’ signifiers of femininity. If female subjectivity could appear—as in Viva’s high-femme
camp—as both powerful and artificial, the subtle but unmistakable incongruities of George’s
Maria only further underlines its constructed nature.

“Real Health”
As the sisters’ work through their personal problems, they return time and again to their larger,
shared anxiety: the vagaries of aging. When Maria is not rhapsodizing the primitive pleasures of
the Bucuses, she holds forth on beauty products and healthful eating. The sisters are obsessed
with “the new breed of health doctors,” celebrities that they dissect and praise as if in an
infomercial. In one scene, Dolly suddenly asks Yvonne: “I heard you went to see Dr. Frank in
New York?” Maria: “The author of Dr. Frank’s No-Aging Diet?!” clasping her hands to her
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chest. “Himself,” Yvonne responds. “Remember not so long ago when healthy meant little more
than unsick?” she asks the audience earnestly. “Well these days real health, not just freedom
from illness, is in fashion,” Maria adds. “And isn’t that what modern health is all about?” Dolly
chimes in. The sisters pose theatrically, arms and legs at dramatic angles, as if for a fashion
shoot.
The “real health” that was in fashion in the early 1980s usually went by the name of
“wellness,” and was a relatively new development. Dr. Halbert Dunn’s 1961 High-Level
Wellness is usually credited as the origin of the term: in a series of public lectures that formed the
basis of his book, Dunn argued that healthy people should be striving for “a condition of change
in which the individual moves forward, climbing toward a higher potential of functioning.”118
But it was through the writings of Don Ardell, “wellness guru for the masses,” that Dunn’s ideas
found broad public appeal. Ardell’s 1977 bestseller, High Level Wellness: An Alternative to
Doctors, Drugs, and Disease, was an accessible how-to manual for turning the typical North
American reader’s “low level worseness” into “high level wellness.” Dunn, a public health
official, had been speaking with policymakers in mind, but Ardell’s adaptation was firmly about
personal responsibility (“the only tyrant you face is your own inertia and absence of will”).119 In
Ardell’s plainspoken prose, a seventies-era skepticism of authority was neatly merged with its
emphasis on individual fulfillment and personal responsibility.
By 1979, as Dan Rather announced on 60 Minutes, “wellness” was “a movement that
[was] catching on all over the country,” and California was its ground zero. The 60 Minutes
segment opened with an interview with Dr. John Travis, who had founded the Wellness
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Resource Center in northern California’s Mill Valley in 1975 as a clinic for self-care and
alternative therapies. “Our role is to help the person discover why they are sick,” Travis tells
Rather, positioning wellness as a complement to Western medicine, but also suggesting a holistic
and psychic dimension.120 It is likely that Travis was building on the legacy of the Esalen
Institute, which had been founded in 1962 in Big Sur as a school for New Age experimentation,
both theory and practice, where seminars on the Human Potential Movement were paired with
naked massage, encounter groups, and Reichian bodywork. Esalen’s founders had a strong
investment in spirituality in its early years, and by the 1970s, there were anxieties around insular
and unpredictable nature of such retreats. Dan Rather’s TV segment, for example, shows him
speaking to a group of Mill Valley clients and staff trainees about accusations that Mill Valley
was just “a middle-class cult.”121 “That’s anti the whole concept of wellness, to follow blindly,”
a woman tells him. Another adds: “In wellness, you are the leader, you are your own guru.”
In the early days, such independence was only accessible at high prices: an eight-month
stay at Travis’s Center—to learn “relaxation strategies, self-examination, communication
training, coaching to encourage creativity, improved nutrition and fitness, visualization
techniques, and the like”—could run to about $1,500 (about $5,000 today).122 But wellness
would soon move beyond the health spa to be adopted in earnest by academia as a new avenue of
research, and by the corporate workplace as a way to encourage worker productivity. The
Institute for Lifestyle Improvement was founded in 1977 by counselors and faculty at the
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University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point (they would rebrand in 1985 as the Institute for
Wellness); the Berkeley School of Public Health began publishing its acclaimed monthly
Wellness Letter in 1984, the same year that Boeing initiated its smoking ban across the
workplace. By 1991, many of these activities were brought under the supervision of a new
federal agency, the Office of Alternative Medicine.123
Five Sisters captures the amorphous attractions of a new culture of wellness on the cusp
of normalization, highlighting above all the way it is sold and packaged as its own object of
desire. With Rachel’s arrival, the sisters enthuse about her new look. Dolly: “Doesn’t she look
gorgeous?” Yvonne, knowingly: “She’s been seeing Dr. Bernard Jensen lately.” They grill
Rachel on the Escondido doctor, their dialogue playing on the ambiguity of “seeing,” to suggest
a love affair. The conversation goes from the technical (“a clean, well-nourished bloodstream
produces healthy cells”) to the romantic (“Does he love you, Rachel?”) to the vaguely sexual.
Yvonne asks Rachel if she’s seen Dr. Jensen’s “yellow jacket.” Rachel, slyly: “Yes, I did.”
Dolly, leaning in: “Do you like it?” Rachel, happily: “I have to admit I do.” Maria: “You’re a
lucky girl, Rachel.” Dr. Jensen is Rachel’s doctor, teacher, lover, and savior in one, a figure far
more vivid in his attractions than either “Andy” or “Reno,” the partners mentioned in passing in
earlier scenes.
Dr. Bernard Jensen of Escondido was a real person: a California chiropractor who had
established his reputation as a champion of “iridology,” his largely self-invented diagnostic
method based on examining the patient’s eyes. Jensen opened his Hidden Valley Health Ranch
on a 200-acre plot near San Diego in 1955: he kept a goat herd, maintained an organic farm, and
catered to an international clientele, as well as being a popular lecturer on topics ranging from
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“The Hunza People” to “Expanding Our Consciousness through Color.” His clinical methods
were based on an eye-exam-based diagnosis, after which he would prescribe a variety of holistic
remedies, from organic food and juicing, to, more controversially, bowel cleansing. In 1979, he
and two other iridologists failed a clinical diagnostic study set up to prove their methods, the first
of many.124 Yet his reputation was unscathed: his bestseller, the 1981 Tissue Cleansing Through
Bowel Management, was published to national acclaim and awards from alternative medicine
organizations. In 1987, when he was well in his eighties, he established Bernard Jensen
International as an informational resource and mail-order store, advertised today as “a global
resource for professional Iridology, tissue cleansing, and digestive health books and products.”125
The wellness revolution and attendant ideas of health as a self-directed, entrepreneurial
pursuit had their share of early critics. Cultural historian Christopher Lasch, in his 1979 Culture
of Narcissism, saw the new obsession with “psychic self-improvement… getting in touch with
their feelings, eating health food, taking lessons in ballet or belly-dancing, immersing themselves
in the wisdom of the East,” as signs of a pathological narcissism that had overtaken an affluent
society.126 In 1980, economist Robert Crawford wrote critically of the new “healthism,” arguing
that the idea of being healthy had become associated with a normality and morality unrelated to
physical health. “Like medicine, healthism situates the problem of health and disease at the level
of the individual,” so that being unhealthy becomes a symptom of an individual’s “moral laxity,”
diverting attention from structural shortcomings.127 Yet much of this history is only coming into
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focus with the hindsight of our current moment of “clean eating” and healthcare defunding:
while there are numerous practical handbooks on wellness, especially for nurses in training, there
is no critical history of the contemporary wellness movement. It is only in the recent years that
wellness, in its focus on individual responsibility, is once again seen both the domain of affluent
consumption and the cover for larger social problems.128
In the early 1980s, the conflation of health, politics, and morality would have devastating
consequences. Those that were mysteriously and fatally “unwell”—the victims of the terrifying
new disease that seemed related to lifestyle choices—were condemned as doubly immoral,
perhaps not even deserving of help. The first cases of the “gay flu” had been reported in Los
Angeles in the summer of 1981, primarily among gay men and sex workers; by the end of that
year, a third of the over three hundred reported cases were already dead. There were early
suspicions that the disease was sexually transmitted, and for a few months in 1982, the press
carried references to the “Gay-Related Immune Disorder,” deepening the public perception that
it only affected gay men. By 1983, AIDS was an acknowledged epidemic, with nearly a thousand
dead and three thousand infected with HIV in the US alone, yet its cause and even methods of
transmission were still unknown.
Cointet would pass away that August at St. Vincent’s Medical Center in Los Angeles—
by all accounts, of hepatitis and kidney failure. It is perhaps poignant to think of his anxieties
reflected in the sisters’ relentless pursuit of any doctor who might offer them a cure, no matter
how outlandish. There are hints of biographical references throughout the play, from Yvonne’s
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number paintings to Rachel’s sexual ambiguity to, most pointedly, Maria’s incurable disease
(“Dr. Jensen said there is no hope”). Critic Vivian Ziherl has suggested that the many references
to doctors in Five Sisters are potentially personal: “Within the homosexual and art community
doctors and pills would become the most prominent, the most visible part of day-to-day lives.”129
But there is no evidence to support this conclusion. Emily Hicks has written about meeting
Cointet’s doctor at his memorial service, and how the doctor had been impressed by “Cointet’s
calm attitude and presence” in the face of his disease, which had been “one of those rare cases
whose system was unable to fight hepatitis and even if he had received medical treatment earlier,
his condition could not have changed.”130 Jeff Perkins recalls being told that Cointet’s “liver
disease” was “a genetic inheritance from his mother.”131
Cointet’s body of work, as argued earlier in this chapter, is built around strategies of
opacity and privacy that set their own terms for interpretation. It would be a mistake, I believe, to
attempt to read a performance like Five Sisters in straightforwardly biographical terms, that is, as
a reflection of its author’s immediate concerns, just as it would be misleading to treat the sisters
as stand-ins for their author’s reclusive fandom. The sisters’ fragmentary dialogues provide
affecting portraits of a range of cultural anxieties with much broader resonances. Five Sisters is
perhaps most meaningful when read as a reflection of a larger climate of moral approbation in
the US that the AIDS crisis would throw into harsh relief. The epidemic unfolded against a moral
panic so great that among 1983’s milestones was the establishment of a task force against AIDS
discrimination. As writers like Simon Watney and Leo Bersani have passionately argued, media
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and government voices alike treated what was a public health crisis as “an unprecedented sexual
threat.”132 Funding was delayed on research treatment, and widespread testing was advocated
instead, and even as measures to grant confidentiality about those results were held up in the
courts, employers were informed that they would be justified to fire employees with HIV. “AIDS
is effectively being used as a pretext throughout the West to ‘justify’ calls for increasing
legislation and regulation of those who are considered to be socially unacceptable,” Watney
writes.133 And “the unacceptable ones,” Bersani adds, “are, of course, male homosexuals and IV
drug users (many of the latter, are, as we know, poor blacks and Hispanics).”134
While the stakes and scale are of very different orders, I am proposing that it is possible
to see a parallel between the culture of wellness and homophobic responses to illness, and even
argue that the former set the stage for the latter. In both cases, health is treated as a virtue and its
upkeep a personal responsibility, while illness is understood to be a personal and moral failing.
“When health becomes an ideology, the failure to conform becomes a stigma,” write the authors
of the 2015 The Wellness Syndrome.135 The neoliberal ideology of health conceives of bodies as
being perpetually in a competitive marketplace: when illness is defined as the inability to work,
maintaining one’s capacity to produce becomes an absolute priority. Illness has long been
perceived as being in some sense self-created, a manifestation of the patient’s character, a history
that Susan Sontag traced in her 1978 Illness as Metaphor.136 Those who are ill—especially those
seen as willfully, deviantly so—become threats to society also by way of being threats to
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capitalism. They have refused the mandates of personal responsibility and productivity that drive
the neoliberal project: to “be your own guru” and savior.
But if wellness has been an enduring concept since the 1970s, it is because it very quickly
exceeded the closed circuits of profit and exclusion. Historian Natalia Mehlman Petrzela has
argued that “the narrative of wellness over the past 40 years is as much about the activism of the
disenfranchised as about the forward march of narcissism and neoliberalism.”137 Wellness can be
an important social space of care, especially for those not served elsewhere, as with Gay Men’s
Health Crisis, an initiative founded in 1982 to provide care for people with HIV and AIDS; the
women’s wellness centers established by feminists in the 1970s to educate women on childbirth
and breastfeeding, which had themselves been modeled in the free community clinics created by
Black Panthers in the 1960s to address medical discrimination and diseases specific to these
communities, such as lead poisoning and sickle-cell anemia, and the addiction clinics founded by
the Young Lords in the South Bronx.138 As Audre Lorde would write in 1988: “Caring for
myself is not self-indulgence, it is self-preservation, and that is an act of political warfare.”139
In other words, “real health” is always a political question, as oppositional wellness
culture recognized early on. “The personal is political” was the motivating slogan of numerous
women’s health initiatives, from the Los Angeles Feminist Women’s Health Center, whose
founder, Belita Cowan, had held the first public teach-in on how to examine your own cervix in
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1971, to the Boston Women’s Health Book Collective, which formed in 1970 to self-publish the
enormously influential Our Bodies Ourselves, subtitled “a book by and for women.” (Fig. 4.33)
The book aimed to introduce women to their reproductive systems, and by extension, their
reproductive rights: it included not only information on pregnancy and childbirth, but also
discussed sexual orientation, birth control, and abortion, in chapters such as “Women, Medicine,
and Capitalism.” While it was organized as a self-help book, it was also a manifesto penned
against a prejudiced, patriarchal medical system: the introduction to its first edition signed off
with “Power to our sisters!!” In the decade that saw the gradual legalization of abortion across
the US, it was soon a bestseller.
The Five Sisters, however, belong to a different decade. Their blueprint is that of the
typical female consumer of the early 1980s, striving for self-fulfillment and ever anxious about
falling behind on the maintenance of a healthy, productive body. But in this, the sisters are
doomed to fail. As with the desire for consumer satisfaction, the desire for the virtuous,
acceptable body of capitalism is kept alive by its always being around the next corner, contingent
on the latest doctor, spa, supplement, or scientific discovery. The body’s failings, conversely, are
entirely the individual’s own. The moral panics attending the AIDS epidemic would demonstrate
the grave dangers implicit in such assumptions. In foregrounding the attractions of depoliticized
culture of health, Five Sisters also alludes to the way its consumer formulas were built on the
liberating discourse of feminism. The sisters’ intimacy, staged through their banal, occasionally
absurd, and very contemporary anxieties, is a dark reflection of Our Bodies’ hopeful call for a
sisterhood of political solidarity.
My goal in opening up the perhaps arcane references of Five Sisters has been to
understand the landscape of health, wellness, and illness that it takes as on as subject, and to
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show the varieties of experience that it encompasses. If feminist artists of the 1970s aimed to
politicize experience by calling attention to the body’s “particular social situation”—of taking
control of “our bodies ourselves,” Five Sisters shares their critical investment in teasing out the
interwoven mediations of capitalism, patriarchy, and heteronormativity. But the differences
between them are just as important. For feminist artists, the body/self so often treated as a sexual
object confronts the world through its forceful presence, pushing representation towards overidentifications and confrontations with unequal power dynamics. In the queerly opaque work,
conversely, the body/self that is perceived as a sexual threat might be represented by its absence,
through proxies that are always “other” bodies. In Five Sisters, the protagonists represent
otherness not just by the fact that they aren’t the artist; as bodies, they are always “other” in their
generic non-specificity, their constitution in language, and in their failure to come together even
as verbal constructs. What Cointet has borrowed from feminist performance is its desire to
occupy the spaces of representation critically rather than passively, using everyday language,
references, and scenarios to demonstrate culture’s power over bodies. While earlier feminists had
held out utopian hopes for transformed intersubjective experiences, the gentle campness of
Cointet’s leading ladies, which channel the incongruities of a later historic moment, allow us to
instead see how bodies fail in capitalism, especially in meeting the impossible standards set for
them, including the demand for unmediated transparency and truth-telling.
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CONCLUSION

2004 was a turning point for Cointet’s posthumous career. His work had not been reperformed
since 1985, and he was not included in any of the major survey exhibitions of Los Angeles art
that took place in the 1990s.1 But 2004 saw the opening of “Who’s that Guy,” a large-scale solo
show curated by Marie de Brugerolle at the Musée d’art moderne et contemporain, Geneva.
Brugerolle had spent several years searching for Cointet’s artworks and interviewing
collaborators; she was largely responsible for the gathering and donation of his papers to the
Centre Pompidou, which opened the Fonds Guy de Cointet to researchers in 2011.2 Much of my
information about Cointet’s social circle has been based on the interviews in her 2010
documentary, Who’s That Guy? Tell Me More. In 2006, Brugerolle initiated the first
reperformance of his work, staging Tell Me (1979) and My Father’s Diary (1975) with the
original actors at the Centre régional d’Art contemporain Languedoc-Roussillon, Sète (it
subsequently traveled numerous venues, starting with Tate Modern in 2007).3 Brugerolle went
on to organize a number of his live works, and in 2010–11 restaged Five Sisters with a new cast
of actors and lighting design by Eric Orr’s daughter, the artist Elizabeth Orr.4
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Numerous gallery and museum shows followed Brugerolle’s initial efforts. LA’s
Overduin and Kite had a solo show in 2007, a few months after Cointet was the subject of multiessay portfolio in Artforum, and New York’s Greene Naftali in 2009. His work was included in
the 2006 “Los Angeles 1955–1985: Birth of an Art Capital” at the Centre Pompidou;
“ILLUMInations,” the main exhibition of the 2011 Venice Biennale; and the 2012 “Under the
Big Black Sun: California Art 1974–1981” at the Museum of Contemporary Art Los Angeles.
Mentions in the exhibition catalogues were still brief and somewhat perplexed, but a new
generation of critics and historians were learning about Cointet’s contributions to the Los
Angeles performance scene.5 His work felt contemporary in its range and polish, and especially
prescient in its embrace of storytelling, entertainment, and humor as aspects of performance.
Curator Connie Butler, for example, discussed Cointet’s new relevance with reference to two
younger LA-based collectives, “the over-the-top, post-punk, mariachi Warholian theatrics” of
Los Super Elegantes and the “campy conceptual, pseudo-glam-rock stylings” of My Barbarian.
Brugerolle has drawn comparisons with Catherine Sullivan’s scripted work with actors, Julien
Bismuth’s nonsensical, text-heavy performances, and Tris Vonna-Michell’s multi-layered
installations and performances, among others.6
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Los Angeles artist Matthew Brannon first learned about Cointet in a class he took with
Paul McCarthy at UCLA in the early ’90s.7 Brannon, who would go on to produce researchbased print works using combination of text and image (Fig. 5.1), recalls his first encounter with
a Cointet work on paper:
Like Conceptual Art with a Capital C, the work was something you could imagine
yourself producing. But more important, I thought, you literally felt yourself reading; you
were very aware of the fact that you were looking at ink on the page. The work was
visually hard to define, yet somehow very familiar; it looked pretentious but also casual;
it was intimidating but full of humor; and it never seemed a discrete end unto itself. In
other words, everything looked like a prop. I loved it before I understood it.8
Brannon’s encounter with Cointet’s opacity produces many of the effects I have discussed here.
The work provokes a curiosity that slows down and thematizes the interaction (“you were very
aware of the fact that you were looking at ink on a page”) and redirects attention elsewhere (“it
never seemed a discrete end unto itself”). If Cointet’s “Conceptual Art with a Capital C” feels
familiar to Brannon, it is because, as I have argued here, Cointet has deliberately recreated a
visual style as a self-consciously historic form. Cointet’s light-hearted appropriation emphasizes
the very qualities of canonical Conceptualism that would stand out for later generations: its sense
of being pretentious, intimidating even, but also a formulaic style (“something you could
imagine yourself producing”) whose failed seriousness could be very funny. If the work “looked
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like a prop,” it was because its meaning seemed to be provisional, contingent on the art historical
storyline it referenced.
Cointet’s actual performance props have also been important to his reception. Mike
Kelley, who first encountered Cointet’s work through art publications, recalls the impact of
seeing the posthumous 1985 performances staged at the Museum of Contemporary Art:
I saw the entire series and was incredibly impressed. They were unlike anything I had
seen before. The dialogue was generally abstract, yet the staging was quite dramatic—
sometimes melodramatic. … Actor and object had equal weight: The symbolic ambiguity
of the set pieces inflected the performances, and the emotional intensity of the performers
charged the set pieces. This was, truly, a kind of sculptor’s theater.9
Kelley sees the props’ abstraction, or “symbolic ambiguity,” as a transformative component of
the performance, and the reason for his primarily visual understanding of this “sculptor’s
theater.” Kelley argues that Cointet should be seen as an abstract artist who worked with
dialogue, staging, and emotion as compositional elements: “The ‘theatricality’ of his work,”
Kelley points out, “caused many viewers to get lost in issues of narrativity, which I believe were
a smoke screen.”10 Like the critic Frantisek Deak, Kelley describes Cointet as “a structuralist”
who used distinctive formal elements to create complex systems of interrelated parts. If actor and
object both feel like props, it is because, as I have aimed to demonstrate in this study, they have
been designed to explore the contingency of their identities within a variety of representational
spaces.
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Certainly, the prop is always something of a sculpture for Cointet, whose earliest
performances were built around his artist books and whose later props were often exhibited as
artworks. But if his “sculptor’s theater” speaks to contemporary artists, it may have something to
do with the particular contradictions it embodies, the way that it is built around objects—and
characters—that seem to possess the autonomy of artworks despite their embeddedness within
various circuits of mediation. Much of Cointet’s work comes across as a series of visual
quotations that rehearse their own obsolescence, even as they demonstrate the vibrant potential
of these historic forms for reuse, reinterpretation, and pleasure. Cointet’s unusual approach to his
props places him within a lineage of 1970s prop performance that is only recently becoming
legible, and is of particular interest to younger artists who work in the interdisciplinary space
opened up by late 1990s relational practices.11 Visual artist Emily Mast, for example, produced
B!RDBRA!N (2012–17, Fig. 5.2), a performance and video in multiple iterations, as a “live
response” to Cointet’s larger body of work. Mast draws on a variety of contemporary
representational systems for the work’s different acts, with dance sequences giving way to
monologues in sign language, stand-up comedy, and a live auction, all performed by actors
dressed in bright colors and interacting with vividly hued props. Mast’s work comes closest in
matching the compositional range of Cointet’s plays, especially the interplay of stable and
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By prop performance, I am referring to the intersection of object and performance explored in “Out of
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Psychodrama 1970–1980” at the Whitney Museum (2013). My reference to relational practices is to artists
whose works incorporated live participants in often prescribed social settings (I am thinking of Dominique
Gonzalez-Foerster and Phillipe Parreno in particular), many of whom were gathered in the exhibition
“theanyspacewhatever” at the Guggenheim Museum, New York (2008).
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unstable elements. In B!RDBRA!N, the visual cues of Cointet’s props provide new inspiration for
exploring of language’s “potential for communication and miscommunication.”12
*
If I am concluding with contemporary responses to Cointet’s work, it is because my study
shares many of their access points. Like them, my encounter with Cointet’s work has been
conditioned by records and traces: whether the scene of curiosity that is staged in his artist
books, the subject of my first chapter, or the early performances that I have reconstructed
through photographs, scripts, and contemporary accounts in chapter 2. My analysis of his propbased performances in chapter 3 draws from scripts and recordings, but also the props as I was
able to see them in exhibitions and reperformances. The final chapter, which explores the subject
of his last play through its historic references, uses material from Cointet’s notebooks and source
materials, and is also inevitably conditioned by my retrospective knowledge of the historic
events that it channels. Above all, my argument about the larger focus of his work—that it
frames the narrative logics of postwar consumer culture, showing the degree to which it was
increasingly pitched at subjective, hitherto private identifications—is the product of the present,
a moment characterized by “private” selves that must be constantly performed and maintained in
their many public forms.
There are many avenues of research that might build on the analyses, arguments, and
groundwork laid in this study, and from Cointet’s heterogenous body of work more broadly. His
extensive borrowings from visual and verbal sources, both old and new, give us a different angle
on the history of appropriation in art, a lineage that, as I have argued here, owes much to the
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Southern California sensibility as it developed in the 1970s. While there are important
correspondences with the New York-based Pictures Generation artists who would become most
associated with the appropriation, it is the more subjective, humorous, and transformed
borrowings of artists like John Baldessari or Allen Ruppersberg whose traces we see in Cointet’s
text-based and live works. Cointet’s role within a constellation of Conceptual practices on the
West Coast also deserves further analysis, not only to open up the interplay between Pop,
Conceptual, and performance practices in this decade, but also to complicate our view of the
transition from autobiographical practices to media critique.13 Likewise, a closer examination of
Cointet’s role within French art and theater of the 1970s–80s will doubtless yield important
insights, given that my focus has largely been the influences of his US setting and the
development of his English language works. Finally, his extended body of work on paper—
objects that seem to slip between definitions of drawings, paintings, prints, and text—is worthy
of its own study, especially in relation to his background in design and typography, and its
incursions into contemporary art.
My focus, instead, has been on Cointet as a contradictory figure of opacity. I have
approached his work with an eye to what it has obstructed: his obfuscating uses of language,
logic, and meaning. My goal has been to understand the spaces of attention and emphasis that
such obstructions open up—to the working of language, the logic of market thinking, and the
contingency of meanings and identities. Whether on paper or on the stage, the most confusing
moments in Cointet’s work are often the most meaningful, as exaggeration, wordplay,
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displacement, and in particular, the interplay of stability and dissonance reveal surprising
potential as communicative formats. His appropriations, in adopting the discursive voices of his
various milieus, offer us portraits of a key moment the evolution of consumer thinking, as it was
heading deeper into the realm of subjective identifications, desires, and judgments. What I have
found most valuable in his work is its ability to show how art has always been a projection
screen and a consumer item, even as the work avoids any intimation of contemporary critiques of
originality and authenticity.
This dissertation has approached Cointet’s work through the lens of what I have called an
art of opacity. My case studies, which span Cointet’s most active decade of artmaking, begin
with the 1971 artist book ACRCIT and end on the 1982 play, Five Sisters. I have focused on
works that I believe are best representative of Cointet’s style and interests: the literal encoding of
his artist books, the funny unintelligibility of his performance props, the strange and absurd
slipperiness of his scripts, or, perhaps most importantly, his own inaccessibility as the author of
this body of work. At first glance, the work conveys a strong sense of confusion, albeit one that
can seem intricate and even game-like, like a puzzle that hints but never delivers a solution. But
the work, as I have argued here, has other messages to convey. These objects and events are not
confusing for the sake of confusion; they are very deliberate readings—and misreadings—of
carefully chosen source materials. Through them, we can read Cointet’s fascination with pulp
and genre fiction, Golden Age Hollywood, television soap operas, magazine and advertising
tropes, and tabloid scandals and trivia. There is also, alongside elaborate excursions into
cryptography, recreational mathematics, and avant-garde manifestos, evidence of his interest in
contemporary poststructuralist writings and media critiques.
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Cointet approaches this heterogeneity of sources with a formalist sensibility, equal parts
graphic designer and camp connoisseur. He is attentive to visual styles and compositions, but
also to subtexts and moods. If his work is successful in bringing out the layered resonances of
contemporary ephemera, it is likely because of his firsthand experience of the advertiser’s art of
subtext: the class cues of a magazine layout, the implied erotics of a classic movie poster, and the
projected seriousness of gallery invite. In his own work, he remixes these elements,
foregrounding rhythm, texture, and contrast the better to emphasize their potential for comedy
and entertainment. Cointet’s subversion and reframings always emerge from a formal register,
one that seems to move with surprising ease between the poles of affirmation and estrangement.
Thus, while I have argued here for opacity as a critical method based on the compelling force of
curiosity, I must emphasize that it is in no way a didactic project. The distance produced by
opacity is always counter-balanced by Cointet’s palpable appreciation for his myriad sources,
despite—or perhaps, most strongly—when they verge on the pretentious, the vulgar, the
sentimental, and the problematic.
My study, then, is a portrait of the artist as an oblique and enthusiastic reader, one who
retreats behind the text the better to foreground what his readings can reveal. This patchwork of
borrowed and recreated texts offers an unusual vantage point on a key moment in twentiethcentury consumer culture, as marketers first started to capitalize on our subjective identifications
with objects. In other words, the original “art of opacity” that runs through Cointet’s work of the
1970s is the logic of postwar advertising itself, and much of his work is inspired by the model of
the commodity as cipher. And so, contrary to many of Cointet’s more recent commentators, I
chose not to analyze the voids and occlusions at the center of the work. I spend little time
decoding his books or tracing the myriad references of his plays, and I choose not to attempt to
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understand the specific biographical reference and personal stylistics that may or may not have
shaped it. While these are complex and generative aspects of Cointet’s formalist method, they
are not where its meaning—a meaning that builds through a body of work—ultimately resides.
If a commodity functions as a placeholder and projection site, then in an artwork that
mimics its processes is also deflecting to other, preexisting attitudes and information. This was
the premise that turned my attention from the artwork to the various cultural and social
backdrops that form and inform it. In chapter 1, I argue that ACRCIT restages the Conceptual
artwork as a historic object, bringing out its potential for comedy and its connections to ideas of
information and public secrecy in the early 1970s. Cointet’s coded newspaper is in this sense a
means to understand information, and its attendant artforms, as proto-commodities. In chapter 2,
I look more closely at the historic backdrops of Cointet’s advertising work, especially
transformations in the postwar period that brought a new focus on consumer response, eventually
severing the connection between the advertisement and the object being advertised. My
argument here is that Cointet’s early live work, which centered on humorously unintelligible
written documents and text-based objects, brought this language of advertising to life in intuitive
ways. In chapter 3, I consider Cointet’s borrowings from Minimalist form in his early plays with
Robert Wilhite, emphasizing the ways its blank forms could serve as projection screens. I argue
here that by turning these sculptures into props, Cointet and Wilhite tap into a deeper anxiety
about pleasure and mass culture—the pleasures of the commodity—central to modernist
criticism and the discourse of the twentieth-century avant-garde, one that was of particular
significance to Minimalist artists of the 1960s. And finally, chapter 4 argues for what I have
called Cointet’s queer opacity, and the way that his professional commitment to elusiveness and
secrecy, combined with his personal reticence, allowed his work to serve as a social mirror for
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the moral assumptions particular to certain times and places. Here I also return to the importance
of the commodity, in this case, the commodification of radical ideas around self and identity as
they circulated within women’s liberation, wellness culture, and the discourses of the AIDS
crisis.
*
I would like to return here to the three questions I laid out in the introduction. First, I
aimed to open up the nature, goals, and potential effects of Cointet’s particular art of opacity, and
what it might mean as a lens through which to understand the art of the latter half of the
twentieth century more broadly. As outlined in the chapters above, I read the nature of Cointet’s
opacity through the visual and textual choices in his work: his choice of typography and the
emulation of the book format; his appropriations from the language of advertising, especially its
familiar, often meaningless emotional extremities; the breaks, ruptures, and juxtapositions that
disrupt the familiar flow of words; and his increasing interest in props, lighting, and theatrical
settings. My argument about the goals of the opaque work is perhaps less explicit: I do not
believe Cointet to have had didactic goals in mind, and I have argued, in chapter 1, for
understanding his method as one of curiosity and observation. Rather than goals, I read his work
in terms of effects, ones that are the byproduct of the material that he read, sourced, and quoted.
This is less an effect on a particular viewer than the effect of his body of work overall—the way
that so many of his audience members, interviewed years later, could not identify what the work
was about, but felt strongly that it was “important.” Cointet’s art of opacity always throws the
viewer back on to themselves, extending an invitation but withholding its ostensible purpose in
favor of more oblique experiences. What is important about the opaque work is precisely this
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slipperiness, this ability to evade description and skirt around a subject while being very much
about it.
I have also tried to outline the importance of opacity to art more broadly, and it may be
important to consider, at the conclusion of my study, whether there might be a larger group of
significant proponents. While I have attempted in this dissertation to relocate Cointet’s practice
within a larger network of influences and activities, his work remains singular in its themes and
approaches, especially for its time period; thus I have not intended opacity as a broad category or
movement, and certainly not as a historic attitude. But following the threads of influence, as I
have traced them here, might lead us, for example, to Marcel Duchamp, an early practitioner of
poetic perplexity, as in the never-revealed contents of his 1916 assemblage With Hidden Noise,
one of many works that stands as a precursor to a legacy of secretive sculpture. Duchamp’s
merging of the sensual and the secretive returns specifically in post-minimalist practices of the
1960s, as in the visceral containers of Eva Hesse or Lucas Samaras, or the yawning interiors of
Lee Bontecou.14 We might extend it, as Douglas Crimp has done, to the abstract paintings of
Robert Ryman, Brice Marden, or Robert Mangold, as painterly parallels to the critical project of
Minimalism.15 This might also include key practitioners at the intersection of concept-oriented
post-Minimal work, especially those for whom an absence of the personal became a generative
methodology, such as On Kawara (discussed in chapter 1), Stanley Brouwn, Lee Lozano, or Lutz
Bacher. It would certainly include the queer evasions of Andy Warhol, which, as discussed in
chapter 4, aligns less with art-world references than in a French gay milieu that included Hervé
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Guibert, Roland Barthes, and Michel Foucault.16 I would argue, despite the formal distance, for
the relevance of Jack Smith’s absurd humor and gender-bending critiques—gender as the
paradigmatic opaque construct—as well as Stuart Sherman’s tabletop spectacles, minor
ecosystems of meaning that nonetheless held direct forms of address at bay.
The art of opacity is, in my reading, difficult to anchor to a particular decade or region. It
is not a North American or California-specific attitude, or even one specific to the émigré,
despite the suggestive contemporary example of “disappearing” artist Bas Jan Ader. Nor is the
1970s a particular key moment; while I have argued for the importance of secrecy, especially in
relation to developments in politics and technology in the 1970s, as an artistic strategy it might
span much of the twentieth century and well into the twenty-first. And while I have located
Cointet’s work within a meeting point of 1960s artistic positions, specifically Conceptual art,
Pop, and Minimalism, I am most interested in the idea of opacity, and Cointet’s practice
specifically, for the ways that it can complicate the boundaries and contradictory positions that
mark these approaches in art historical literature. In its attentiveness to the negative of what it
foregrounds, the opaque work can capably demonstrate the meeting point of what might be
considered contradictory positions, as in the interplay of queer absence and feminine presence
that I propose in my comparison between Cointet’s Five Sisters and Barbara Smith’s Feed Me.
One of the strengths of the opaque, the occluded, and the unreadable is to reveal relations of
adjacency, a quality that also eludes its being grounded in a particular cultural place or historic
moment.
Second, it has been an important goal of this study to understand Cointet’s role within the
landscape of performance in the late 1970s and early 1980s, in the US in particular. Cointet’s
16
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performance work, in its reliance on scripts, rehearsals, and the accoutrements of traditional
theater, is itself a complicated proposal on adjacency, in this case between an incipient art of
performance and various forms of theater in the U.S. and in France. By the late 1970s, Cointet
had established a reputation in and around Los Angeles and an artist working with books and live
performance. But as critics then and now concur, his work was unusual for its moment in many
ways. Against the backdrop of deeply subjective and body-oriented performance work of the
time, Cointet’s work stood out in its reliance on a seated audience, rehearsed dialogue, and a
stable proscenium setting—qualities that were also on the wane in contemporary experimental
theater. But the work was also far removed from conventional, “traditional” theater: it frequently
featured perplexing props and unreadable documents, relied extensively on artworks and
painterly composition, and was marked by abstract rhythms and mannered dialogue. As most
contemporary critics noted, it was “art and not theater”: Cointet’s engagement with visual art
was palpable, especially to his audiences of artists and art world insiders, and it drew on many
typical art world tropes of its moment, from adopted personas to the use of props to an interest in
found text and familiar media genres.
And yet, Cointet’s work is deeply indebted to the various milieus from which it emerged.
I have demonstrated this through a series of comparisons with local and international
practitioners, from more widely known figures such as Ed Ruscha, Sol LeWitt, or Andy Warhol,
to comparatively niche artists such as the sculptor Larry Bell, the filmmaker Georges Franju, the
painter Georges Mathieu. It has not been my aim to rely on visual or even thematic parallels:
ACRCIT looks and reads very differently from Every Building on the Sunset Strip, despite their
California-specificity and their shared investment in the conceptual gesture. Huzo Lumnst, the
central performer of Cointet’s debut performance in Paris, would not typically bring to mind the
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televisual antics of Mathieu; the health-obsessed heroines of Cointet’s Five Sisters seem to have
nothing in common with the intense presence of Smith’s Feed Me. The differences are most
palpable at moments of directly shared references: the Viva of Cointet’s The Paintings of Sophie
Rummel is as different from the Viva of Warhol’s Blue Movie as Warhol’s Marilyn is from the
voice of theatrical sadness invoked in Cointet’s An Interview with Dr. Hun. But as I argue, it is
precisely through these examples that we can begin to understand what gives Cointet’s work its
contextual meaning; it is at these moments of disparity that we can begin to see how Cointet has
read, transformed, and departed from his points of references.
In other words, despite his affinity with a number of local art scenes—from Parisian
painting to California Conceptualism to feminist performance—I am in no way arguing for
Cointet’s centrality to these scenes. (Not least because, despite having performances at LACMA,
the Guggenheim, and the Whitney in his lifetime, his work was known to quite small audiences.)
But there is another strand of activity that the scope of this dissertation has not explored, that
resituates Cointet’s importance in the US especially. Cointet’s interest in language games, texts,
scripts, and the more conventional aspects of theater place him within a constellation of textbased performance art that is just now coming into view.17 Monologues, for example, were
important to performance artists in the mid-1970s, especially in New York. The jerky, genrespanning storytelling taken up in Vito Acconci’s Red Tapes of 1977 might be an example;
certainly, text features prominently in a number of his works from that decade. Eric Bogosian’s
early stage monologues created highly specific personas, familiar, generic, and almost entirely
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unlikeable (as in the 1981 Men Inside). Laurie Anderson’s 1974 Duets on Ice, which featured her
playing a violin while wearing a pair of skates frozen in ice, was also accompanied by a
monologue on the shared virtues of skating and music. Her later work with slide, tape, and video
would only expand this interest in the possibilities of narrative, a focus she shared not only with
the world of downtown New York theater, where Bogosian, for example, was an important
figure, but also with poetry, as in much of the work published by John Giorno’s poetry label,
Giorno Poetry Systems.
California artists were even more attentive to the nuances of text. I have discussed
Baldessari’s turn to storytelling in the early 1970s in chapter 3, and how narrative, especially in
found forms drawn from local sources such as film and television, became important to artists
such Martha Rosler, William Leavitt, and Allan Ruppersberg. I might also have extended my
argument to a number of artists working in Conceptual modes in California in that decade, the
film work of David Lamelas and the installations and performance work of Alexis Smith being
important examples. Carole Caroompas, who worked in music, performance, and visual art,
provides a suggestive comparison to Cointet and Wilhite’s use of props and pop culture
references. Further analysis might take the form of examining Cointet’s work in relation to local
work being done in theater, in France as well as in the US, especially the new approaches taken
up by The Centre Theatre Group and ProVisional Theatre in Los Angeles, the Padua Hills
Writers Workshop near Claremont, as well as the local energy that led to the Olympic Arts
Festival in 1984.
Certainly, the relationship between Cointet’s later performances and theater has the same
push-and-pull quality of his relationship to body-oriented performance, which I examined in
chapters 2 and 4. But Cointet’s turn to theater is particularly striking, given its prescient
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understanding of what only recently has been dubbed “postdramatic theater.”18 Hans-Thies
Lehmann’s distinction between classical “drama,” which he defines by its investment in
narrative, and newer, post-1960s forms of theater lacking the centering “progression of a story”
has been an important means of parsing the dominant tendencies in Euro-US theater of the past
two decades.19 Samuel Beckett, Robert Wilson, and the Wooster Group might be prominent
examples of the latter, given their interest in decentered compositional forms, open or plotless
structures, and anticipation of viewer’s role and response. Cointet, an enthusiastic traveler and
theater fan from his youth, may have had access to many of these developments. But San
Francisco’s “New Narrative” poetry scene of the 1970s might also be a comparable influence, a
tandem to the scene around Beyond Baroque in Venice Beach that I discussed in chapter 2. New
Narrative, which counted figures such as Kathy Acker, Cookie Mueller, and Dodie Bellamy
among its ranks, had developed out of the Language poetry scene of the 1960s. Much of their
work combined poetry and prose, used extreme and often confrontational stylistic gestures, and
incorporated a great deal of found material, from pop culture references to every speech.20 While
these activities took place under distinctly different disciplinary frameworks, and we have no
evidence of Cointet’s presence in their ranks, there were nonetheless important crossovers in the
visual art scene that remain under-researched and unrecognized, and Cointet’s text-based body of
work could potentially provide an important bridge for understanding this cultural constellation.
Finally, I have explored some of the implications of the opaque, deliberately confusing
artwork and the nature of the provocation it directs at its audience. This, again, is a lens that
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opens on to various avenues of inquiry, since the opaque work, by its nature, directs attention to
specificities beyond the frame. My case studies, and the contexts that they bring out, have taken
my analyses towards the conditions prevalent in Western capitalist economies in the postwar
period, the ecosystems of culture especially. The opaque works under consideration here have
pointed to a formative moment for commodities, consumerism, and its critics. It is these implicit
attitudes that I identify within late 1960s Conceptual art, especially when viewed from the
perspective of its dealers and collectors; within Minimalism, approached from the lesserexamined perspectives interior and furniture design, and most significantly, within gender
politics, from the projection screen of feminine mystique to the targeted otherness of queer
difference. These arguments position opacity as a loophole that artists framed, manipulated, and
exposed, although the consistent dedication to the subject seen in Cointet’s decade-long body of
work remains unusual. My argument here is that the stakes of an art of opacity are always
contextual and always oblique. It sidesteps direct address, taking up a fluid position towards its
subject that combines identification with distance. Its critical views are specific enough to be
grasped intuitively, but, given its reliance of evasion and mimicry, not easy to pin down as a
critical position or statement. To circle back to Brannon’s reading of Cointet’s print work, it
sidesteps some of the precarities of relevance because it is already framed in terms of
obsolescence.
I would also like to consider the legacy of opacity, and how Cointet’s work might be
viewed with the hindsight of the contemporary. As I acknowledged in the Introduction, my use
of the phrase “opacity’ is indebted to the writings of Édouard Glissant, who had argued for
opacity as means of pushing back against dominant structures of value that reduce difference to
that which preexists the encounter. (We might also read something of the importance of
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transparency here, as an important organizing principle of modernist figuration and its attendant
historic structures of thinking and organization.)21 Opacity, conversely, is a way to structure a
relationship with a mutual commitment to open-endedness. Glissant’s work has been especially
important to a number of contemporary artists and thinkers working with what might loosely be
describes as precarious identities, who are interested in examining oppositional positions as
generative strategies. The anarcho-communist collective Tiqqun, for example, has proposed a
theory of zones offensives d’opacité, or ZOOs, which they describe—by drawing on the work of
Deleuze and Guattari and Hakim Bey—as spaces of energetic, carnivalesque possibility.22 For
Tiqqun, opaque tactical spaces allow political actions to evade intelligibility, and thus control;
curator Nato Thompson has also argued for the value of opacity as tactic for political art.23 Artist
duo Pauline Boudry and Renate Lorenz produce film- and dance-centered installations that
“choreograph the tension between visibility and opacity,” as in the 2014 film work, Opaque,
which uses the screen of curtains and smoke as a backdrop for a number of fragmented texts,
among them the work of Jean Genet.24 The work of Boudry and Lorenz, as with a number of
younger artists invested in questions of queer visibility, intends to upend the conditions of
normative spectatorship by questioning legibility and its control of and on the body. The most
fruitful engagement with Glissant’s postcolonial critique is perhaps in the context of Black
abstraction, where the phrase has been invoked in relation to (and by) a number of artists, such as
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Julie Mehretu, Kameelah Janan Rasheed, and Will Rawls; Black figurative artists have also
found the phrase resonant, among them Tionna Nekkia McClodden, Toyin Ojih Odutola,
Nathaniel Mary Quinn, and Lynette Yiadom-Boakye.25
In these and other works, the political stakes of opacity take center stage in a way quite
different from Cointet’s gentle and comedic obfuscations. Lorenz and Boudry’s engagement with
Genet, for example, brings out the moments of performed gender ambiguity in ways that align
with what I discuss in chapter 4 as the queer opacity of figures such as Warhol. For Rawls,
opacity is an important means of pushing back against the transparency society demands of
Black Americans. (Rawls: “Opacity is anti-spectacle, anti-revelation, anti-grasping, antiownership. The right to opacity is freedom from the expectation of complete coherence and
comprehensibility in every aspect of your personhood.”)26 But what they share with Cointet, and
what Cointet’s more ambiguous body of work allows us to see more clearly, is the way opacity
has always been part of poetic experience. Art, to follow the overused line by Emily Dickinson,
always approaches truth from a slant. When the angle becomes steep enough to discourage easy
access, the viewer becomes aware of the distance between their own position and artist’s
motivating truth. The viewer may not ever quite arrive at the destination—perhaps, or especially,
because it may not exist as an easy, accessible fact at all. That truth, today, is often gender, race,
or political freedom. In the 1970s of Cointet’s work, it relayed a different set of complexities,
some of which I have laid out here.

25

Adrienne Edwards, “Blackness in Abstraction,” Art in America 103, no. 1 (January 5, 2015): 62–69;
Malakai Greiner and Will Rawls, “Voids of Understanding: Opacity, Black Life, and Abstraction in What
Remains,” Fourth Wall/Walker Reader (February 26, 2019): n.p.; Margo Natalie Crawford, Black PostBlackness The Black Arts Movement and Twenty-First-Century Aesthetics (Champaign: University of Illinois
Press, 2017); “On Refusal; Kameelah Janan Rasheed (Press Release),” last modified May 2016, accessed June
14, 2020, https://www.airgallery.org/exhibitions/on-refusal.
26
Greiner and Rawls, “Voids of Understanding: Opacity, Black Life, and Abstraction in What Remains,” n.p.
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My interest in understanding Cointet’s body of work has always been with a view to its
ability to deepen our knowledge of our own moment, the trajectory of contemporary art in
particular. I see his work as pathbreaking, but only in the sense that it veers off the idea of a path;
it is its refusal of specificity and coherence that makes it difficult to argue for its importance as a
pioneer. Like many contemporary artists, Cointet moved definitively away from the
preoccupations of the modernist avant-garde—from its turn away from the mainstream and the
kitsch, its obsession with the innovative and the new, the rigidness of its attitudes to abstraction.
Instead, his works winds its way around the biographical, the cerebral, the camp, and the
comedic, while never entirely resting on a position. The experience of his work is inviting, open,
and pleasurable; what it refuses to accede is only that which is bound up with the viewer’s
expectations. I would propose that the half-century difference separating these artworks of
opacity is largely one of context: the politics of our moment demand refusals that are far more
explicit, even in their ambiguities. But as we grapple with an emerging media culture that, as we
have only recently begun to understand, is built on the instrumentalization of self and
subjectivity, opacity may be an important tool in meeting the rigidity of systems and hierarchies,
in holding out for moments of transformation within them. This, I would propose, may be the
most valuable lesson of Cointet’s opacity: is its ability to sketch out new forms of identification
and agency, by showing us how to delight in the worst possible things, but also how to deploy
these pleasures for quite different agendas.
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APPENDIX
Timeline

In the timeline below, I have aimed to include all of Cointet’s artist books, solo exhibitions, and
performance works and plays. I was more selective with events like group shows or personal
milestones, including them only when relevant my discussion. I end on 2004, the last date
mentioned in my dissertation. The first mention of each artwork (intended to refer to its debut or
date of production) is in bold italics. Dates separated by a slash (/) are approximate.

1934

Born in Paris.

1952

Graduates high school in Oran, Algeria.

1952/53

Attends School of Fine Arts in Nancy. Leaves before graduation.

1956/57

Moves to Paris, works as a freelance designer for Vogue and Jardin des Modes,
among others.

1958–60

Military service in Kabiliya, Algeria.

1961–62

Works at Gerep-Sodirep advertising agency; freelances as designer for Jardins
des modes and Jardins des modes enfants.

1963

Spends time in Bern making art.

1964

Spends time in the Canaries and in Limoges making art.

1966

Winter: Goes to New York to work as Jérôme Ducrot’s assistant.

1967

Meets Viva.
Meets Larry Bell and begins working as his assistant.
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Dec.: Moves to Los Angeles to continue production work for Bell.
1968

Writes his brother Paul that he has decided to stay in Los Angeles.
Makes I Dream (Old Woman) reels (ca. 1968/70).

1971

Publishes ACRCIT.
Makes earliest extant coded drawings.

1972

Publishes A Captain from Portugal.
Included in first group show, “Books by Southern California Artists,” Newport
Harbor Art Museum, CA (now Orange County Museum of Art).

1973

Publishes Espahor Ledet Ko Uluner!
End of production work for Larry Bell (Bell moves to Taos).
May: First performance work, ONE NIGHT ONLY! / Meet the celebrated artist
from Benakhor / IN PERSON / QEI NO MYSXDOD, (book launch for Espahor)
at Cirrus gallery, Los Angeles (actor: Billy Barty).
Sep.: Makes print series CIZEGOH TUR NDJMB during a residency in France.
Nov.: Performance of La très brilliante artiste HUZO LUMNST présente son
nouveau travail CIZEGOH TUR NDJMB, with related prints at Galerie
Sonnabend in Paris (actor: Chantal Darget).

1974

Publishes TSNX C24VA7ME A Play By Dr. Hun.
Performs An Interview with Dr. Hun, an interview with Gerry Rosen and Andy
Eason.
Apr.: Solo show at Cirrus Gallery, Los Angeles, featuring the performance The
Paintings of Sophie Rummel (actor: Viva)
Jun.: Performance of At Sunrise A Cry Was Heard (actor: Deborah Coates) at
University Art Gallery UC Irvine, CA.
Nov.: Performance of Two Drawings (actor: Jack Been) Art Gallery of the Otis
Art Institute, Los Angeles, featuring earliest designed props.

1975

Publishes A Few Drawings and Animated Discourse (the latter a collaboration
with Larry Bell).
Jan.: Performance of Going to the Market (actor: Peg Shirley) and Lost at Sea
(actor: Virgina Farmer) at Cirrus Gallery, Los Angeles.
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April: Lectures at the General Studies Department of the Otis Art Institute (will
continue to lecture every spring through 1977).
May: Performance of My Father’s Diary (actor: Toni Lawrence) at LAICA, Los
Angeles.
1976

Feb.: Performance of An Evening on Raymond Roussel at Théâtre Récamier,
Paris (directed by Yves Lefebvre, actors: Sami Frey, Chantal Darget, Roland
Bertin, Yves Lefebvre, Coralie Seyrig, Jean Cassies, Jean-Marie Galey), his first
work with multiple acts and actors.
Feb.: Performance of At Sunrise (actor: Deborah Coates) at the Whitney Museum,
New York, as part of the program “Performances: Four Evenings, Four Days.”
May: “Guy de Cointet: Drawings 1971–72,” solo show at Cirrus Gallery, Los
Angeles.
Aug.: Performance of At Sunrise (actor: Mary Ann Duganne Glicksman) at the
Biltmore Hotel during the American Theatre Convention, Los Angeles.
Nov.: Performance of Ethiopia, a collaboration with Robert Wilhite, at the
Barnsdall Park Theatre (actors: Mary Ann Duganne Glicksman, Jesse Ferguson,
Brian Jones).
Autumn: Contributes to Paul McCarthy’s artist publication Criss Cross Double
Cross.
Organizes and performs in a reading from TSNX on Paul McCarthy’s Close Radio
program on KPFK, Los Angeles.

1977

Jan.: Performance of Ethiopia at Fine Arts Concert Hall at UC Irvine, CA (actors:
Mary Ann Duganne Glicksman, Jesse Ferguson, Brian Jones).
Jan.: Performances of Going to the Market, Two Drawings, and My Father’s
Diary (actor: Mary Ann Duganne Glicksman) as part of the two-person show
“Splitting the World: Guy de Cointet and George Miller” at Braathen and Friedus,
New York.
Feb.: Performances of Two Drawings and My Father’s Diary (actor: Mary Ann
Duganne Glicksman) at Portland Center for Visual Arts, OR.
Feb.: Performance of Ethiopia at UC Santa Barbara (sponsored by College of
Creative Studies), CA (actors: Mary Ann Duganne Glicksman, Jesse Ferguson,
Brian Jones).
Mar.: Performance of Cigar, a collaboration with Robert Wilhite (actor: Mary
Ann Duganne Glicksman) at Langston Street Program, San Francisco.
Mar.: Performances of Two Drawings and My Father’s Diary at Gallery of New
Concepts, University of Iowa.
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Apr.: Performance of Ethiopia (actors: (actors: Mary Ann Duganne Glicksman,
Jesse Ferguson, Brian Jones) at the Palace of the Legion of Honor, San Francisco,
sponsored by the San Francisco Art Institute.
Apr.: Performance of IGLU, a collaboration with Robert Wilhite, at the Vanguard
Theatre (actors: Mary Ann Duganne Glicksman, Monica Tenner, Jane Zingale
and Glen Prior), sponsored by Otis and Vanguard, part of “Spring Series: Joan
Jonas, William Levitt, Guy de Cointet,” at the Vanguard Theatre, Los Angeles.
Apr. “Guy de Cointet and Bob Wilhite: Works from Ethiopia,” show of drawings
and props from Ethiopia at Cirrus Gallery, Los Angeles.
Jun.: Included in Documenta’s artist book section
Oct.: Performance of Ramona, a collaboration with Robert Wilhite, at Gates Hall,
Caltech Pasadena, sponsored by Some Serious Business and Baxter Art Gallery at
Caltech, Los Angeles (actors: Gillian Gordon, Hans Echnaton, Mary Ann
Duganne Glicksman, Monica Tenner, Harry Frazier, Jane Zingale, Corinne
Wilson).
Nov.: Performance of Two Drawings and My Father’s Diary at Fort Worth
Museum, Fort Worth, TX (actor: Mary Ann Duganne Glicksman).
Nov.: Performance of At Sunrise, Going to the Market, Two Drawings at
Contemporary Arts Museum Texas, Fort Worth, TX (actor: Mary Ann Duganne
Glicksman).
1978

Mar.: Performance of Oh, A Bear at 80 Langston St Program, San Francisco
(actors: Mary Ann Duganne Glicksman, Helen Mendez, Jane Zingale), part of
“Guy de Cointet” Recent Drawings,” solo show at Simon Lowinsky Gallery, San
Francisco, CA.
Apr.: Performance of Going to the Market, My Father’s Diary, Two Drawings at
the Wadsworth Atheneaum (Mary Ann Duganne Glicksman), part of “Matrix 39,”
Wadsworth Antheaneum, Hartford, CN.
May: Performance of “NY Readings: A Few Drawings, Two Drawings, Espahor,
TSNX” (actors: Mary Ann Duganne Glicksman and Jane Zingale) at Franklin
Furnace, New York.
May: Performance of Oh, A Bear at Braathen and Friedus, New York (actors:
Mary Ann Duganne Glicksman, Jane Zingale, Lucinda Ziesing).
May: Performance of Oh, A Bear at PS1, New York (actors: Mary Ann Duganne
Glicksman, Jane Zingale, Lucinda Ziesing).

1979

Mar.: Performance of Tell Me at Rosamund Felsen Gallery, Los Angeles (actors:
Jane Zingale, Denise Domergue, Helen Mendez).
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Apr.: Performance of Going to the Market, My Father’s Diary, Two Drawings, At
Sunrise at Joslyn Art Museum, Omaha NB (actor: Mary Ann Duganne
Glicksman).
Sep.: Performance of Tell Me at Bing Theater, LACMA, CA (actors: Jane
Zingale, Denise Domergue, Helen Mendez).
Sep.: Performance of A Photograph at Otis Art Gallery (actors: Mary Ann
Duganne Glicksman and Jane Zingale), as part of “Guy de Cointet, Tom Holste,
Anthony Hernandez, Steve Kahnau” at Otis Art Gallery, Los Angeles (curated by
Hal Glickman).
Oct.: Performance of Tell Me at Taos Art Festival, NM (actors: Jane Zingale,
Denise Domergue, Helen Mendez).
Oct.: Performance of Tell Me at Hill’s Gallery, Santa Fe, NM (actors: Jane
Zingale, Denise Domergue, Helen Mendez).
1980

Spends a year and a half in New York, makes several trips to France.
Feb.: Performance of Tell Me at MoMA, New York (actors: Jane Zingale, Denise
Domergue, Helen Mendez).
Mar.: Performance of I Like Your Shirt (actors: Aimee Su and Christoph
Bourseiller) at Mudd Club, New York.
Jun.: Performance of Tell Me at Newport Harbor art Museum, CA (actors: Jane
Zingale, Denise Domergue, Helen Mendez).
Aug.: Performance Tell Me at Jett’s Cafe, Los Angeles (actors: Jane Zingale,
Denise Domergue, Helen Mendez).
Jun.: Performance of Tell Me at Artists Space (actors: Jane Zingale, Denise
Domergue, Helen Mendez), part of the traveling group show “A Sound Selection:
Audio Works by Artists) curated by Barry Rosen for Artists Space, New York.

1981

Jan.: Performance of Tell Me at Pittsburgh Center for the Arts, PA (actors: Mary
Ann Duganne Glicksman, Jesse Ferguson, Bryan Jones).
Jan.: Performance of Tell Me at Theatre of Process, Santa Barbara, CA (actors:
Mary Ann Duganne Glicksman, Jesse Ferguson, Bryan Jones).
Feb.: Performance of A New Life at the Guggenheim, New York, as part of “19
Artists, Emergent Americans: 1981 Exxon National Exhibition” at the
Guggenheim, New York (actors: René Ricard, Nil Yasici).
Mar.: Performance of Tell Me (French version) at Théâtre Marie Stuart, Paris
(actors: Chantal Darget, Violeta Sanchez, Marie-Christine Robert)
Jun.: Spends the rest of the year in France.
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1982

Jan.: Performance of De toutes les couleurs at Théâtre du Rond-Point, Paris
(directed by Yves Lefebvre; actors: Fabrice Lucchini, Violeta Sanchez, Sabine
Haudepin, Véronique Silver)
Apr./May: Moves back to Los Angeles.
Sep.: Performance of Five Sisters, a collaboration with Eric Orr, at Barnsdall Park
Theatre, Los Angeles (actors: Mary Ann Duganne Glicksman, Helen Mendez,
Peggy Margaret, Jane Zingale).
Sep.: Performance of Five Sisters at Streub Theatre, Loyola Marymount Uni, Los
Angeles. (actors: Mary Ann Duganne Glicksman, Helen Mendez, Peggy
Margaret, Jane Zingale)

1983

Jan.: Performance of Five Sisters at Lhasa Club, Los Angeles (actors: Mary Ann
Duganne Glicksman, Helen Mendez, Peggy Margaret, Jane Zingale).
Aug.: Passes away at St. Vincent’s Hospital in Los Angeles.

1985

Solo show at Braathen gallery, NY
Performance of Five Sisters (actors: Sharon Barr, Rikky George, Peggy Margaret
Orr, Jane Zingale) at G. Ray Hawkins Gallery, Santa Monica.
Performance of Five Sisters (actors: Sharon Barr, Rikky George, Peggy Margaret
Orr, Jane Zingale), My Father’s Diary (actor: Helen Mendez), Tell Me (actors:
Denise Domergue, Helen Mendez, Jane Zingale), At Sunrise a Cry Was Heard,
Two Drawings, Going to Market, My Father’s Diary (Actor: Mary Ann Duganne
Glicksman), Espahor ledet Ko Uluner! (actor: Jane Zingale), and Presentation of
the novel, Espahor ledet ko uluner! by Mr. Qei No Mysxdod (actor: Billy Barty)
all Temporary Contemporary, Los Angeles, part of the group shows “Nine
Artists”; work included in “Lisible/Illisible” group show at the Centre Pompidou,
Paris.

1996

“Guy de Cointet,” at Magasin Grenoble (curated by Paul McCarthy).

1999

“Guy de Cointet” at Cirrus Gallery, Los Angeles

2004

“Whose That Guy?” solo show at MAMCO, Geneva (curated by Marie de
Brugerolle).
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Fig. 0.1.

Guy de Cointet, untitled, ca. 1965, acrylic and ashtray on canvas, 32 x 21 ¼ in.
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Fig. 0.2.

Guy de Cointet, untitled, ca. 1965, acrylic and mask on masonite, 36 ¼ x 28 ½ in.
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Fig. 0.3.

Guy de Cointet, untitled, ca. 1965, acrylic and ping pong balls on masonite, 23 ½
x 17 ¾ in.
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Fig. 1.1.

A Million Random Digits with 100,000 Normal Deviates, published by Rand
Corporation, 1955
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Fig. 1.2.

Guy de Cointet, untitled, ca. 1965, medium and dimensions unavailable
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Fig. 1.3.

Guy de Cointet, stills from I Dream (Old Woman), ca. 1968/70, 8mm film,
approx. 28 mins.
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Fig. 1.4.

Guy de Cointet, cover of ACRCIT, 1971, 28 pages, 17 x 22 in., self-published in
an edition of 700
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Fig. 1.5.

Guy de Cointet, two-page spreads from ACRCIT, 1971
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Fig. 1.6.

Guy de Cointet, two-page spreads from ACRCIT, 1971
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Fig. 1.7.

Guy de Cointet, two-page spreads from ACRCIT, 1971
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Fig. 1.8.

Guy de Cointet, two-page spreads from ACRCIT, 1971
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Fig. 1.9.

Ed Ruscha, Twentysix Gasoline Stations, artist’s book, 1962–63
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Fig. 1.10. Ed Ruscha, Every Building on the Sunset Strip, artist’s book, 1966
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Fig. 1.11. Robert Morris, Box with the Sound of Its Own Making, 1961, wood, internal
speaker, and tape, 9 ¾ x 9 ¾ x 9 ¾ in.
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Fig. 1.12. On Kawara’s studio with “Today” series (1966–2013), 1966
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Fig. 1.13. On Kawara, One Million Years, 1970–71, installation view (2013) and detail
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Fig. 1.14. Hanne Darboven, Construction Drawing, 1968, ink on graph paper, 17 x 23 7/8
in.
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Fig. 1.15. Above: Sol LeWitt, Muybridge I, 1964, painted wood with ten compartments
containing photographs by Barbara Brown and flashing lights, 96 x 10.5 x 10.5 in.
Below: Schematic Drawing for Muybridge II from Artists & Photographs, 1969, offset
lithograph, 5 1/8 x 12 3/8 in.
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Fig. 1.16. Above: Robert Barry, Inert Gas Series/Helium, Neon, Argon, Krypton,
Xenon/From a Measured Volume to Indefinite Expansion, 1969, letterpress poster
published by Seth Siegelaub, 35 3/16 x 23 1/8 in.; Below: detail view.
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Fig. 1.17. Mel Ramsden, Secret Painting, 1967–68, enamel paint on canvas and gelatin
silver photograph on composition board, 34 x 57 in. overall
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Fig. 1.18. Mel Bochner, Language Is Not Transparent, 1969, stamped ink on graph paper, 9
¼ x 7 1/8 in.
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Fig. 1.19. A Report on Art and Technology Program of the Los Angeles County Museum of
Art, 1967–71, front and back covers
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Fig. 2.1. Guy de Cointet, flyer for ONE NIGHT ONLY! / Meet the celebrated artist from
Benakhor / IN PERSON / QEI NO MYSXDOD, 1973, print, approx. 9 x 12 in.
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Fig. 2.2.

Guy de Cointet, A Captain from Portugal, 1972, artist’s book, 5 x 7 in., 48 pages,
self-published in an edition of 500
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Fig. 2.3.

Guy de Cointet, Espahor Ledet Ko Uluner! 1973, artist’s book, 5 ½ x 8 ¼ in., 80
pages, self-published in an edition of 600
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Fig. 2.4.

Guy de Cointet, Espahor Ledet Ko Uluner! 1973, artist’s book
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Fig. 2.5. Guy de Cointet, ONE NIGHT ONLY! / Meet the celebrated artist from Benakhor /
IN PERSON / QEI NO MYSXDOD (book launch for Espahor Ledet Ko Uluner!), 1973, at
Cirrus Gallery. Actors: Billy Barty and unidentified actor
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Fig. 2.6. Guy de Cointet, ONE NIGHT ONLY! / Meet the celebrated artist from Benakhor /
IN PERSON / QEI NO MYSXDOD, (book launch for Espahor Ledet Ko Uluner!), 1973,
at Cirrus Gallery. Actors: Billy Barty and unidentified actor
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Fig. 2.7.

Guy de Cointet, CIZEGHOH TUR NDJMB, 1973, from a series of 12 serigraphs
on paper, 30 x 22 in. each
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Fig. 2.8.

Guy de Cointet, CIZEGHOH TUR NDJMB, 1973, from a series of 12 serigraphs
on paper, 30 x 22 in. each
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Fig. 2.9.

Stéphane Mallarmé, Un coup de dés jamais n’abolira le hazard, Paris: Éditions de
la Nouvelle Revue Française 1914
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Fig. 2.10. Marcel Broodthaers, Un coup de dés jamais n'abolira le hasard (A throw of the
dice will never abolish chance), 1969, artist's book, offset lithograph, thirty-two pages,
each page 12 13/16 x 9 3/4 in.
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Fig. 2.11. Guy de Cointet, La très brilliante artiste HUZO LUMNST présente son nouveau
travail CIZEGOH TUR NDJMB, 1973, print, 4 ½ x 7 in.
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Fig. 2.12. Guy de Cointet, La très brilliante artiste HUZO LUMNST présente son nouveau
travail CIZEGOH TUR NDJMB, 1973, at Sonnabend Gallery, Paris. Actor: Chantal
Darget
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Fig. 2.13. Guy de Cointet, La très brilliante artiste HUZO LUMNST présente son nouveau
travail CIZEGOH TUR NDJMB, 1973, at Sonnabend Gallery, Paris. Actor: Chantal
Darget
284

Fig. 2.14. Georges Mathieu painting Les Capétiens partout! at the château of Jean Larcade,
owner of the Galerie Rive Droite, in Saint-Germain-en-Laye, 1954
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Fig. 2.15. Hollywood chewing gum advertisement, ca. 1963
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Fig. 2.16. Guy de Cointet, invitation card for At Sunrise, A Cry Was Heard, Or, The Halved
Painting, 1974, performance at the Art Gallery of UC Irvine
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Fig. 2.17. Guy de Cointet, At Sunrise, A Cry Was Heard, Or, The Halved Painting, 1974,
performance at the Art Gallery of UC Irvine. Actor: Deborah Coates
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Fig. 2.18. Guy de Cointet, At Sunrise, A Cry Was Heard, Or, The Halved Painting, 1974,
performance at the Art Gallery of UC Irvine. Actor: Deborah Coates
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Fig. 2.19. Guy de Cointet, At Sunrise, A Cry Was Heard, Or, The Halved Painting, 1976,
performance at the Whitney Museum. Actor: Deborah Coates
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Fig. 2.20. Guy de Cointet, At Sunrise, A Cry Was Heard, Or, The Halved Painting, 1976,
performance at the Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles during the American
Theatre Association Convention. Actor: Mary Ann Duganne Glicksman
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Fig. 3.1.
Guy de Cointet and Robert Wilhite, Ethiopia, 1976, performance at the Barnsdall
Park Theatre, Los Angeles. Actors: Mary Ann Duganne Glicksman, Jesse Ferguson, Bryan Jones
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Fig. 3.2.
Guy de Cointet and Robert Wilhite, Ethiopia, 1976, performance at the Barnsdall
Park Theatre, Los Angeles. Actors: Mary Ann Duganne Glicksman, Jesse Ferguson, Bryan Jones
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Fig. 3.3.

Guy de Cointet and Robert Wilhite, stage props for Ethiopia, 1976, installation
views of “Who’s That Guy?” at MAMCO, Geneva, 2004
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Fig. 3.4.

Above: The opening of “Primary Structures” at the Jewish Museum, April 1966;
Below: Cover of Harper’s Bazaar, May 1966
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Fig. 3.5.

John Baldessari, Tips for Artists Who Want to Sell, 1966–68, acrylic on canvas, 68
¼ x 56 ½ x 1 ½ in.
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Fig. 3.6.

John Baldessari, Commissioned Painting: A Painting by Edgar Transue, 1969, oil
and acrylic on canvas, 59 ¼ x 45 in.
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Fig. 3.7.

Donald Judd, single daybed, 1978, wood, 44 x 80 x 45 ½ in.; and table, 1984,
aluminum and copper, 19 ¾ × 39 ½ × 39 ¼ in.
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Fig. 3.8.

Larry Bell, Shadows, 1967, partially silvered glass with chromium frame, 14 ¼ x
14 ¼ x 14 ¼ in.
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Fig. 3.9.

View of “Larry Bell: Recent Work,” at Pace Gallery, 1965
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Fig. 3.10.

Stills from “Larry Bell speaks about his work,” online video for Pacific Standard
Time at the Getty Center website, March 2011
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Fig. 3.11.

Allen Ruppersberg, Untitled (Canvas Aquarium), 1968, glass aquarium with light;
canvas panel, feather, rocks, 12 ¼ x 14 x 8 ¼ in.
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Fig. 3.12.

View of Allen Ruppersberg at Al’s Café, 1969, installation and performance
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Fig. 3.13.

Allen Ruppersberg, Meals from Al’s Café, 1969, staged photographs
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Fig. 3.14.

William Leavitt, California Patio, 1972, artificial plants, Malibu lights, flagstone,
slider, curtains, wooden wall, and text, dimensions variable
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Fig. 3.15.

William Leavitt, The Tropics, 1974, three black and white photographs, 15 ½ x 19
¾ in. each
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Fig. 3.16.

Martha Rosler, stills from A Budding Gourmet, 1974, video, 17:54 mins.
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Fig. 3.17.

Martha Rosler, stills from Semiotics of the Kitchen, 1975, video, 6:09 mins.
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Fig. 3.18.

Julia Child on The French Chef, ca. 1963
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Fig. 3.19.

Guy de Cointet and Robert Wilhite, invitation card for IGLU, 1977, at the Theatre
Vanguard, Los Angeles, print, approx. 5 ½ x 8 ½ in.
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Fig. 3.20.
Guy de Cointet and Robert Wilhite, IGLU, 1977, at the Theatre Vanguard, Los
Angeles. Actors: Mary Ann Duganne Glicksman, Monica Tanner, Jane Zingale, and Glen Prior
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Fig. 3.21.
Guy de Cointet and Robert Wilhite, IGLU, 1977, at the Museo Tamayo
Auditorium, Mexico, 2013. Actors: Allison Byrnes, Denise Domergue, Carmen Thomas, Leo
Tolkin
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Fig. 3.22.

Guy de Cointet, Tell Me, 1979, at Rosamund Felsen Gallery, Los Angeles.
Actors: Denise Domergue, Helen Mendez, and Jane Zingale
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Fig. 4.1.

Guy de Cointet in his Venice Beach loft, ca. 1976
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Fig. 4.2.

Guy de Cointet’s loft, undated photographs
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Fig. 4.3.

Guy de Cointet’s loft, undated photographs
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Fig. 4.4.

Kristor Hokanson, Guy de Cointet, Berit Hokanson, and Manuel Fuentes, 1974
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Fig. 4.5.

Guy de Cointet, Robert Wilhite, and Mary Ann Duganne Glicksman, ca. 1977
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Fig. 4.6.

Guy de Cointet, 1979
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Fig. 4.7.

Gerry Rosen and Andy Eason, still from An Interview with Dr. Hun, video,
approx. 6 mins.
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Fig. 4.8.

Guy de Cointet, TSNX C24VA7ME: a play by Dr. Hun, 1974, artist’s book, 5 x 7
½ in. Printed in Venice, CA by Sure Co. in an edition of 1000
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Fig. 4.9.

Guy de Cointet, The Paintings of Sophie Rummel, 1974, video of a performance at
Cirrus Gallery, Los Angeles, recording by Michel Auder. Actor: Viva
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Fig. 4.10.

Viva in Andy Warhol’s The Nude Restaurant, 1967, 16mm film, 99 mins.
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Fig. 4.11.

Guy de Cointet, invitation card for The Paintings of Sophie Rummel, 1974,
medium and dimensions unavailable
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Fig. 4.12.

Guy de Cointet, The Paintings of Sophie Rummel, 1974, performance at Cirrus
Gallery, Los Angeles. Actor: Viva
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Fig. 4.13.

Guy de Cointet, The Paintings of Sophie Rummel, 1974, performance at Cirrus
Gallery, Los Angeles. Actor: Viva
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Fig. 4.14.
Above: Guy de Cointet, from “The Paintings of Sophie Rummel,” 1974, enamel
on canvas, 45.5 x 122 cm; Below: installation shot at Cirrus Gallery, Los Angeles, 1974
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Fig. 4.15.

Guy de Cointet and Eric Orr, program notes for Five Sisters, 1982, print, approx.
8 ½ x 5 ½ in.
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Fig. 4.16.

Guy de Cointet and Eric Orr, invitation card for Five Sisters, 1982, at the Straub
Theater, Loyola Marymount University, Los Angeles, print, 8 ½ x 5 ½ in.
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Fig. 4.17.
Guy de Cointet and Eric Orr, Five Sisters, 1982, performance at the Barnsdall
Park Theatre, Los Angeles. Actors: Mary Ann Duganne Glicksman, Helen Mendez, Peggy
Margaret, Jane Zingale
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Fig. 4.18.
Guy de Cointet and Eric Orr, Five Sisters, 1982, performance at the Barnsdall
Park Theatre, Los Angeles. Actors: Mary Ann Duganne Glicksman, Helen Mendez, Peggy
Margaret, Jane Zingale
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Fig. 4.19.
Guy de Cointet and Eric Orr, Five Sisters, 1985, performance at the Museum of
Contemporary Art, Los Angeles. Actors: Sharon Barr, Rikky George, Peggy Margaret Orr, Jane
Zingale
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Fig. 4.20.

Guy de Cointet and Eric Orr, Five Sisters, 1982, performance restaged at the
Museum of Modern Art New York in 2011, lighting by Elizabeth Orr
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Fig. 4.21.

Eric Orr, Silence and the Ion Wind, 1980, multi-room installation at the Los
Angeles County Museum of Art
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Fig. 4.22.

Barbara Smith, Feed Me, 1973, all-night performance at the Museum of
Conceptual Art, San Francisco
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Fig. 4.23.

Nancy Buchanan, documentation of Tar Baby, 1976, performance at The Floating
Wall, Santa Ana
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Fig. 4.24.

Nancy Buchanan and Barbara Smith, With Love from A to B, 1977, video, 8:44
mins.
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Fig. 4.25.

Lynda Benglis, stills from Female Sensibility, 1973, video, 14:00 mins.
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Fig. 4.26.

Nancy Buchanan, stills from These Creatures, 1979, video, 1:00 min.
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Fig. 4.27.

Eleanor Antin, Merritt, from California Lives, 1969, installation
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Fig. 4.28.

Eleanor Antin, stills from Adventures of a Nurse, 1976, video, 65 mins.
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Fig. 4.29.

Virginia Slims advertisement in Vogue, Feb. 1969
342

Fig. 4.30.

Charlie advertisement in Harper’s Bazaar, August 1973
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Fig. 4.31.

Pantene advertisement in Vogue, August 1986

344

Fig. 4.32.
Above: “Sisterhood Is Powerful” pin, produced and distributed by Redstockings
in 1969; Below: cover of Robin Morgan, ed. Sisterhood Is Powerful: An Anthology of Writings
from the Women's Liberation Movement, New York: Random House, 1970.
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Fig. 4.33.

Cover of Our Bodies, Ourselves, published by Boston Women’s Health
Collective, 1970
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Fig. 5.1.

Matthew Brannon, After the War, 2016, silkscreen and hand-painted elements on
paper, 58 x 40 ¼ in.
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Fig. 5.2.

Emily Mast, B!RDBRA!N, 2012–2017, performance
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